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EDITORIAL

:.·:

I

n attempting to understand what lies in store for the country in the years
directly ahead, nothing is likely to be less helpful than the words of the new
President. He is plainly an unpolitical animal, uninformed, and with a mind and
sensibility that are faithfully reproduced in the banality of his speech and observations. It would, however, be a serious mistake to conclude that his will be a
caretaker administration, more concerned to soothe than to take risks. There
are already signs that important changes in our society are being contemplated.
In trying to identify what these might be and what they might mean, the first step
is to find the appropriate context for thinking about Mr. Reagan-not about his
rhetoric or his personal habits, but as a symbol of the powerful men and institutions that have controlled his life from the time he became GE's salesman for the
ideology of corporate America. These men and institutions are now established
in the key positions of the state at a time when the economy is faltering and
American power declining.
Although at this writing the precise contents of President Reagan's State of
the Union address are not known, there can be little doubt that the new administration will launch a major effort to reduce government spending by paring as
mrny social services and programs as political considerations allow. A representative list of items most likely to be effected would include: reduction of the
cost-of-living increases as provided under social-security legislation; limiting
federal contributions to health care for low-income people; curtailing unemployment insurance; reduction of the jobs programs authorized under CETA
and of the assistance to workers left unemployed because of foreign imports;
narrowing the eligibility for food stamps; and restricting the regulatory activity
of agencies concerned with occupational health, safety, and environmental
pollution.
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These are not, of course, the only areas selected for possible reductions, but
they do make for a striking pattern of deprivations aimed at the working class,
the poor, and, by definition, racial and ethnic minorities. The fact that the proposals are typically couched in the antiseptic language of budgets and are justified by appealing to the authority of one or another school of economic doctrine
makes it seem as though the problems are essentially economic and hence need
to be addressed in the context of the economy.
But is the concept of "the economy" the proper context for understanding
the implications of the cutbacks being contemplated, or should they be considered in a political context? The important stakes, in our view, are not government spending but power, the power that has become available to ordinary
people only during the last half century. The proposed cutbacks represent more
than a reduction in expenditures; they are an attack upon entitlements and services that were won only after a long struggle, and a reversal of the historical developments that established these social services as essential rights. What is at
stake are not "costs" but the necessary conditions for living with some hope and
dignity. Rights to health care, education, unemployment payments, andsafe
conditions in the workplace do more than protect or secure the individual: they
are the conditions of his autonomy and power.
When the proposed cutbacks are linked with well-publicized strategies for
extracting wage reductions and "give-backs," the picture that emerges is not of
an "economy" but of a political struggle in which state power will be used to
weaken the many and make them more amenable to "discipline." Discipline is
merely a shorthand expression for the submissiveness that spells power to those
who administer it. The meaning of discipline will be obscured by attributing it to
the market mechanism. In fact, it is simply another way of talking about "governability," which has become the new political virtue of the masses when capitalism is reduced to austerity as the means of solving its problems.
The responsibility of those who care for democracy is to expose the political
consequences hidden under economic reasoning, and to insist that economic
concessions on the part of workers should be made only in return for real power
over the structure of the economy at every level. If we are all to be incorporated
into a political economy, then let it be a democratic political economy.
Sheldon S. Wolin
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political institution is many things: a pattern of power; an embodiment of authority; a usefulfunction; a reflection, direct ordistorted,
of social powers and authorities; and a means for the attainment of the purposes that are claimed to be distinctive to a particular collectivity. The American Constitution defines the terms of our major national political institutions,
and the Preamble to the Constitution identifies the purposes: "a more perfect
Union ... justice ... domestic tranquility, .. defense ... general welfare, and ...
liberty .... "
This, the second issue of democracy, is devoted to some of the major political institutions of this country; in subsequent issues we plan to deal with others.
The title of the theme, "Democracy's State," was selected for its double. meaning: democracy's condition and democracy's political form. Democracy's condition is summed up in the single fact that "the state" exists. From the sixteenth
century onward state has signified supreme authority, occupying an exalted
plane far above the one on which ordinary mortals live. The idea of the state,
historically, has not been accommodating to ideas of popular participation,
equality, or the diffusion of power. Its current vogue is, accordingly, a commentary on democracy's condition.
The presidency, which figures prominently in the articles that follow, is a
major element in the American state, one that acquired strong democratic associations beginning with the Jacksonian presidency and retained them until the
era of the Vietnam war and Watergate. The recent election-remarkable not
only for its low turnout of voters but for the widespread dismay about both candidates-may well mark the exhaustion of the 1 so-year-old association between
democracy and the presidency. There will be other Presidents, of course, and
there may be moments of national crisis that will cause citizens to rally around
the symbolism investing the person; but it is doubtful that future Presidents will
serve as spokesmen for all the people or as mobilizers of their vitalities and aspirations. A leaner future, with scarcity, shortages, unemployment, an inflation,
will not require a President wbo can point to beckoning frontiers and great societies, but rather one who must justify patterns of sacrifice that, under our political economy; fall hardest on the powerless; this President must also try to lead
a citizenry that has observed too many scandals and too many instances of the
corrupting role of corporate money and influence.
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The impression that one has of our major political institutions-the presidency, Congress, and the bureaucracy-is that they have exhausted the tenuous
relationship that historically has connected them with democratic purposes and
values. Politically, we are not so much living on the substance of democracy as
living off the memory of it. The Congress represents not "the people" but the
money that finances elections and the organized corporate interests that determine most legislative behavior. The bureaucracy, once conceived to be the impartial and expert branch of government, is now deeply mired in Washington
politics. As a result, it has surrendered, or at least compromised, its former
claim to be above politics and hence objective. Bureaucracy has not, however,
formed a substitute principle, and so the justification for its actual functions remains obscure. To legitimate what the bureaucracy is actually doing would require a coherent theory of the larger state structure of which it is a central part.
We would need to be persuaded that the nature of the state is such that the present form of the administrative apparatus is required. At present we have a state
system without a preamble.
But, as Philip Green suggests, democracy has an investment in the state.
The welfare functions of the state have made it of crucial importance to the lives
of millions of citizens who would otherwise have no defenses against the vicissitudes of the economy. Plainly to call for the dismantling of the state would be
the height of cruelty as well as folly. Yet it is equally foolish to believe that the
salvation of democracy lies in promoting a more effide11t state or a stronger
President. It may be necessary for ordinary citizens to take upon themselves the
responsibility for getting out from beneath state structures and the relations of
dependency that they foster. Harry Boyte's piece is the first of several we hope
to publish on the broad problem of how democracy can find a different ground
for its practice. Boyte is one of a growing number of writers that identifies
democracy with the politics of local citizen movements. Unlike some grassroots pragmatists, who wave aside "theory" and are largely indifferent to the
importance of local cultures, Boyte is seeking to integrate democratic anci participatory politics with the historical cultures of communities and regions. He is,
in effect, trying to redefine the theory and practice of democratic citizenship.
His piece has the merit of reversing the usual order of priorities. Many prominent political commentators have warned repeatedly that an "excess" of democracy makes it difficult for the leaders of the state to govern effectively. Boyte
suggests that the state has grown so enormously that democracy, far from being
a threat, is reduced to a marginal status. The immediate task for democrats is to
establish new political forms that will escape the state and provide the basis for a
revitalization of genuine politics.
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In Defense
of the State (I)
PHILIP GREEN

he images that free-market ideology evokes-at least as guiding generalities-have sunk deeply into the common consciousness of many in
capitalist societies. In that sense, antistate ideology or just simple cynicism
about the state has come willy-nilly to take on a partially democratic character,
not just in the United States but even in some of the more (overtly) statist European societies as well. "Populist antistatism" focuses our attention not on the
popular role of government agencies in "interfering" with the free market, but
on their unpopular, bureaucratic role in preventing the free expression-not to
mention the realization-of communal and group interests. Thus free-market
ideology has a significance that extends far beyond the influence of its most visible adherents because it helps to set the tone for and to define the boundaries of
the popular discussion of public policy. Political leaders and political journalists
who would not dream, for instance, of restricting public policy to the steadystate maintenance of a national currency implicitly accept the notion that
"government" is primarily a burden, and that "government action" usually constitutes an invasion of "rights." Thus professional economists are freed to
discuss the "costs" of the public regulation of economic enterprise without ever
mentioning, let alone attempting to quantify, its benefits. 1 Proposals to redistribute power over immense agglomerations of ca.pital, to redistribute unearned
wealth, or to bring industrial workplaces, monopolized mass media, or professions that provide essential public services under democratic public control, are
assaulted with the kind of"libertarian" passion one would expect to see directed
against a proposal to abolish habeas corpus or freedom of speech.
There were undoubtedly many reasons-most of them having to do with
the failure of previous administrations to get an intolerable economic situation
under control-for the election of Ronald Reagan, and for the earlier election of
1 On that point see Mark Green and Norman Waitzman, "Cost, Benefit, and Class," Working Papers, May/June 1980, pp. 39-51.
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Margaret Thatcher in Great Britain. Still, those events demonstrate the extent to
which the language of laissez-faire even today has the power to stir the emotions
of people from all social strata. We must, therefore, confront the argument of
these new individualists in order to distinguish between that part of it that simply
serves as a mask for privilege, and that part of it that truly does locate obstacles
that the pseudodemocratic, uncontrolled state apparatus has placed in the way
of genuinely democratic self-government.
The following analysis of the free-market argument takes off largely from
the writings of Milton Friedman and Robert Nozick. 2 Friedman is the most
public-policy oriented of all the free-market theorists, and his approach to the
discussion of public policy very clearly shows a tendency to become instantly
ideological, and thus alternatively either vacuous or self-serving. For example,
in what is intended to be a definitive statement, he writes that the major func·
tions of government
... must be to protect our freedom both from the enemies outside our
gates and from our fellow-citizens; to preserve-law and order, to enforce private contracts, to foster competitive markets. Beyond this
major function, government may enable us at times to accomplish
jointly what we would find it more difficult or expensive to accomplish
severally. However, any such use of government is fraught with
danger. 3
What is perhaps most instructive about this formulation is the way it
typifies the kind of equivocating language in which a casually proffered exception ("may enable us at times'') can eat up the alleged rule, thus leaving us with an
accurate feeling for the author's class interests and attitudes but none the wiser
about any operational principle he might be pursuing. Yet when we turn to the
work of the professional philosopher Nozick, who more than anyone else (more
even than Friedrich Hayek or Murray Rothbard) has developed a consistent
philosophical justification of free-market theory, we quickly encounter the
same kind of descent from philosophy to ideology.
Thus, early on in Nozick's Anarchy, State, and Utopia, we find the formulation that the "night-watchman state of classical liberal theory [is] limited to the
functions of protecting all its citizens against violence, theft, and fraud, and to
the enforcement of contracts, and so on .... "4 On page 272, having by then
made the minimal -state his own, Nozick repeats the formulation in similar
terms, ending again with the phrase "and so on." Nowhere in between (or thereafter) do we encounter the slightest clue as to just what actions "and so on" might
2 Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia (New Yor~: Basic Books, 1974), and Milton
Friedman, Capitalism and Freedom (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1¢2).
3 Friedman, Capitalism, p. 2.
4 Nozick, Anarchy, p. 26.
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include. When Nozick, Friedman, and company do attempt to explain their
"principle," we are given no clue as to the limits, if any, of "legitimate" state
action.
Why should this be so? What is the real content of the ideology of"limited"
government (but not anarchism) that has to be hidden by equivocation? We can
discover the answer to that question if we look, for example, at the alleged distinction between national or internal security and other modes of public collective activity-a distinction that Friedman (and Nozick, too, in a different
fashion) treats as fundamental.
This distinction makes sense only on the assumption that "the state" manifests two distinct types of public policy with respect to those two realms of action. Superficially, at least, that is a false assumption. As E. H. Carr long ago
pointed out, there is no policy describable under the heading of "welfare state"
or "planned economy" or "public control" that cannot be or has not been undertaken precisely in the name of national defense. 5 Not only that, but in fact the
"national defense" sector of any social order is now and probably always has
been perceived of as a welfare state by its clientele. Thus when Friedman asserts,
in Capitalism and Freedom, that the military should be a public charge, but
long-distance highways should be "privately" owned and operated, we must
charitably assume his ignorance of the fact that the bulk of the interstate highway network in the United States has been constructed by the authority of national defense legislation. Indeed, we must wonder whether he fails to realize
that if the nation had only a national-defense sector and no other institutions of
planning or welfare at all, we would find our politics taken up entirely (instead
of only partially, as is now the case) with squabbles and even serious clashes over
the disposition of "defense contracts" (a term that would then be used to cover
just about everything but the manufacture of pipe cleaners). The location and
closure of "defense" plants, the development and distribution of natural
resources, the desire to import versus the drive-to self-sufficiency (at present in
the United States tariffs on wristwatches, Swiss cheese, and peanuts are justified
in the name of "national defense''), the distribution of income between
"defense" and "nondefense" workers, the question of special preferences and
rewards for veterans of both military fronts and the industrial "home front" and
their dependents{a conjunction the Fren.ch have actually made), the amount of
money to be spent (and the ways in which it should be spent) on "vital" services
like education and transportation (like the National Defense Highway Act, the
National Defense Education Act pays for a much greater proportion of the sector to which it relates than could possibly be explained by any logistics
planner)-all would naturally fall under the consideration of "national defense."
5 Edward Hallett Carr, The New Society (Boston:. Beacon Press, 1951).
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In wartime, or cold-war time, even redistributive and antibusiness regulatory
policies would be justified, as they often have been in the past, on the grounds
that the lower social classes will be more vigorously loyal to the patria if they get
a "fairer share" of the national product and are given reason to believe that
everyone is being asked to "make sacrifices." The national-defense state would
easily be just as bloated as most present states, though it would probably be a
good deal less democratic: that is, it would be much less subject to those institutions of public control that, although only partially effective, nonetheless tend
to disappear whenever the magical phrase "national security" is invoked.

. A. 11 of this is perfectly obvious; it is hard to believe that even professional
f t economists and philosophers who know virtually nothing of political life
could be unaware of it. On reflection, it is clear that what Friedman has in mind
by making this vague distinction-and Nozick's more elaboratejustification of
the limited state finally makes this clear-is that it is only policies that redistribute or regulate in the name of a superior goal of social justice that are to be
condemned; conversely, to do in the name of social unity what would otherwise
seem to constitute taking sides in a class conflict is permissible. Behind these
elaborate formulations about what government can and cannot do stands the
simple principle of Leviathan.
One expects the well-off and their representatives to oppose efforts at redistribution of any kind; why should people subvert their own interests? In theory,
though, intellectuals are supposed to take a detached view of such matters-but
how can any intellectual or academic hope to justify such a transparent rationale
for self-interest as Friedman's? As a positive economist, Friedman himself is not
capable of the kind of abstract theorizing such a justification would require; and
that task has been performed instead by the philosopher Nozick. However, on
closer inspection, even Nozick's sophisticated argument fails to advance a single
step beyond Friedman's cruder defense of privilege-perhaps because there is
nothing at all where the next step should be.
Nozick's approach is to postulate (as against traditional, "left" communitarian anarchists and "pure" libertarians of the right) that the minimal, law-andorder state is legitimate, but that any more activist a state must be illegitimate.
How do we manage to come to a conclusion so helpful to the possessors of large
amounts of property? The answer, according to Nozick, is that just such an entity as the minimal state (his term for it) would be formed by the purely voluntary
activities of freely contracting, stateless property holders-if such people existed
in a "state of nature."
If such people attempted to form a society, Nozick continues, their first
order of business would be unanimously (since they would all have something to
protect, or the hope of getting something if they didn't yet have it) to come
together to hire a private protection agency, a sort of giant-sized Pinkerton's or
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Securicor, to defend them against all foreign or domestic incursions. And since
this minimal state would be created voluntarily and unanimously by hypothetical rational actors in a hypothetical Nozick world, its minimal activities can
be treated as though they were voluntarily supported. As conservatives have always known, it's perfectly "legitimate" for a nation to maintain a repressive
secret police and an immense and destructive armed force to "protect property,"
but it's not legitimate for it to maintain a handful of factory-safety inspectors:
that use of government is by contrast "fraught with danger," and no one ever
"agreed" to it.
But why, we reasonably want to know? Why is it that hypothetical rational
actors can be imagined as voluntarily creating a monstrous version of
Pinkerton's, but not, say, a Child Welfare Agency, a Safety Inspectorate, an Environmental Protection Agency? In attempting to answer that question, we
discover that Nozick's is a problem of the moral imagination. If we do not accept
his morality, then his state-of-nature theory is pointless: and it is a peculiar,
class-bound morality he asks us to accept. Like all previous attempts to rationalize class privilege, it revolves around a very special and tendentious definition
of the nature and role of property.
Property, in this tradition, has a moral virtue. It is what is made by myself
(or earned from the sale of what I have made by myself), out of materials and
with tools that I have either provided for myself or recovered from previously
undeveloped land; and therefore it is rightfully mine. Only I (as Aristotle
asserted) can be expected to take proper care of what is mine, and only I therefore can have the legitimate expectation of being encouraged and allowed to
take care of it. In the modern world, where land has long since ceased to be freely
available, that would seem to be a "philosophy" only for factory owners and
great landholders, but no problem. We need only invent the concept of my
property in my own body and its power to universalize the notion of property
through personal labor. Perhaps neither the materials nor tools I use were made
by me, but it can be said (very loosely) that I rent them from their owner in return
for renting to him my labor power. Each earns something in the exchange-the
exchange value we call money-and each rightfully possesses what is earned,
since in each case it is at least a derivative of the supposedly pure "self." Each of
us is, as Nozick would say, an individual with rights of possession, most
especially the right not to be interfered with by a more-than-minimal state.
This bit of chicanery, for which we have John Locke to thank, seems
almost to solve the problem, almost to lend a plausible reality to what is essentially a Robinson Crusoe fantasy. But it will not survive close inspection of its
own premises-even leaving aside Marx's critique of the notion that there can be
a fair exchange between the one who owns a factory and the one who owns only
personal labor power. For any stable system of exchange does indeed require, as
both Locke and Nozick say, a state. This is the state that could come into being,
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according to Nozick, through the voluntary actions of its inhabitants-hypothetically. But now we see, pace Locke, that what people have to protect is
everything produced by their own bodily powers. Therefore we can also see how
nonsensical (and deliberately invidious) is the distinction between protecting
"our" factories, houses, money, or commodities, on the one hand, and our children's prospects, our future health and safety, our opportunities for "success" in
life, our desires to cooperate and share with others, and our very access to the
protecting state itself, on the other hand. All of these things, for me, are equally
conceivable as returns on my investment of my labor power. All are, in
Aristotle's sense, "things" which I can be expected to take better care of then
anyone else, and of which I have the legitimate expectation of being encouraged
and allowed to take care. Therefore, it is an act of moral arbitrariness to suggest
that hypothetical rational actors would, to preserve their individualities, create
only the minimal state-as-Pinkerton's protective agency: the minimal police
state. To protect what is "ours" we might just as well be imagined as having
created, voluntarily and unanimously, through our separate individual acts, a
full-fledged planned economy-not to mention a communal democratic utopia
promising the utmost political say to each individual, which we can attain only
by achieving a good bit of economic equality as well. Nor do we need the optimistic theories of Marx or Kropotkin about the nature of human cooperativeness to imagine this. We need only take an expansive rather than a contracted
view of what people can think of as their own-of how far into their future, how
broadly across their social space, how intermingled with the lives of others, they
can extend their vision of "their own" -to see how crippled by sheer self-centered
thinking is the notion of the minimal state.
In a revealing passage in Capitalism and Freedom, Friedman suggests that
if four friends were walking along the street and one of them spotted a twentydollar bill, not only should he not be coerced into the generous course of action
(dividing the spoils) by the other three friends, but "the generous course of action is not clearly itself the 'right' one. "6 In one brief paragraph he thus manages
to de-moralize the notions of both friendship and generosity; refuses to confront the kind of life problem that the ethic of redistribution is based on in the
real world; and fobs off the amorality of chance in place of a morality of effort.
No example of "social" relations could be more revealing.

i
I
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y way of contrast to Friedman and Nozick, it is instructive to see how an
earlier theorist of economic and political liberty, John Stuart Mill, handled the same problem of delining boundaries, between legitimate and illegitimate state action. 7 In his Principles ofPolitical Economy, Mill wrote more
6 Friedman, Capitalism, p. 165.
7 Mill is one of several inconvenient liberal philosophers whom Nozick manages never to
mention throughout Anarchy, State, and Utopia.
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than nine hundred pages in defense of free-market political economy. But
throughout that discussion he signally avoided defending the principle of individual ownership of the means of production, going so far as to suggest that the
healthiest community would be one in which all workers experienced the educational effects of ownership and management. He concluded, moreover, by appending about forty pages in which he discussed possible exceptions to the freemarket rule. But rather than avoiding the implications of his exceptions like an
ostrich, while pursing the dangers of intervention like a hawk, he delineated the
nature and extent of those exceptions so carefully that the last part of his Principles can stand as an early exposition of the idea of the welfare state. 8 Mill himself saw the contradiction in what he had done, and gradually moved to disentangle himself from it; one of the last acts of his active political life was to give a
subscription to the Radical Workingmen's Patriotic League-an organization
much more accurately described by the first word in its title than by the third.
For Mill the problem was, on its surface, the interplay between liberty and
education. Having described liberty as rational action, he could not avoid recognizing that the exploitative and stultifying treatment received by the average
worker was bound to make him an enemy of liberty so conceived; though not a
socialist himself, he thus supported some socialist organizations simply because
they and only they took the education of workers seriously. He at last saw, one
might say, that, given the sociology of capitalism, On Liberty was a utopian document; reducing the relations between people to those of economic exchange
and noninterference could breed civility neither in those who benefited nor in
those who suffered from that kind of political economy.
Beyond the question of education and civility, though, Mill also saw (as did
the spirit of his age and as do the free-market ideologues of today) that the problem for liberty was ultimately one of encouraging rather than discouraging the
growth of communal moral sentiment. In a rueful summary of Bentham's shortcomings, he wrote:
We have arrived, then, at a sort of estimate of what a philosophy
like Bentham's can do. It can teach the means of organizing and regulating the merely business part of the social arrangements. Whatever
can be understood, or whatever done, without reference to moral influences, his philosophy is equal to: where those influences require to
be taken into account, it is at fault. He committed the mistake of supposing that the business part of human affairs was the whole of them;
all, at least, thaJ: the legislator and the moralist had to do with. Not that
8 John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, in Collected Works of John Stuart Mill,
vols. 2 and 3, ed. J. M. Robson and F. E. L. Priestly (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1¢5).
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he disregarded moral influences when he perceived them; but his want
of imagination, small experience of human feelings, and ignorance of
the filiation and connection of feelings with one another, made this
rarely the case. 9
So, too, all those theories of the minimal state that define the liberty of persons solely in terms of their ability to pursue their own self-interests show the
satne "small experience of human feelings." The minimal state, according to
Nozick, is justifiable because we can imagine people unanimously agreeing to
hire a private army to protect their property-and thus implicitly agreeing on the
legitimacy of a state that, growing out of such an arrangement, will do nothing
more than protect property. But that is precisely what we cannot imagine people
unanimously doing. I would not do it-that is, I would not make the armed protection of my real and personal property the first or even second order of
organized social "business," for I find that a morally repulsive ordering of what
is important in life. That is also true of most of my friends, and i suspect it is true
of a good many of Nozick's friends, as well as of millions of people in all walks
of life from all nations-including even those nations in which for decades the
controllers of the mass media have propagandized the view that self-interest narrowly conceived is the only real human sentiment. And we do not need
eighteenth-century French ideas about the happy lives of South Sea Islanders to
support our intuitive rejections of that view either; the Victorian English gentleman's reproof of his godfather, his understanding that our caring for ourselves
is inextricably linked to our caring for and duties to others, will do just as well ..
Of course, a standard sophomoric exercise in utilitarianism, which Mill
himself flirts with in his essay of that title, is the argument that my interest in the
interest of others or of society generally can always be reduced to just another
aspect of my own interest-of what pleases me. In a lucid essay on the subject of
community, Robert Paul Wolff has shown that several-states of being with
which we are all familiar-such as taking mutual joy in the experience of communal activities or of work-cannot be so reduced, in that the condition of my
personal enjoyment is that someone else is sharing it, so that without the pleasures of others my own pleasure would cease to exist. 1 0 But we do not even need
to argue that much to see how silly absolute egoism is. We need only note that if
some people satisfy themselves by satisfying their own wants and perceived personal needs, and others satisfy themselves by satisying the wants and expressed
personal needs of others-kin, friends, neighbors, etc. -then we are dealing with
two entirely different kinds of people; to describe both kinds as "selfish" would
9 See Mill's essay "Bentham," in Collected Works, vol. 10, pp. 99-100.
10 Robert Paul Wolff, The Poverty of Liberalism (Boston: Beacon Press, 11J(i8), ch. 5·
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be to destroy the meaning of the adjective, since it would then be applied to contrary states of mind.
A political egoist like Nozick cannot have it both ways. If the hypothetical
social contract from which he proceeds to an individualistic, inegalitarian polity
is supposed to be a legitimate intellectual construct because it is somehow based
on human reality, on an accurate psychological depiction of real people, then it
is a useless falsehood-no such contract could ever be agreed to unanimously,
and we cannot find in it a distinctive justification for the minimal state. On the
other hand, if this social contract is merely intended as a guide to the moral imagination, then, as Mill would suggest, it is only a guide to a bad moral imagination. Whether from the standpoint of how people have actually conducted
themselves in history, or of what we think would be a decent way for people to
conduct themselves, the narrowly materialistic view of people on which the freemarket theorists stand is either false or obnoxious.
It was no utopian radical, but rather that noted neo-Hobbesian Justice
Holmes who remarked about a case dealing with the question of restrictions on
trade union activity, that one of the things "freely contracting" individuals might
reasonably be expected to do with their individual rights was to give them up to a
collective body that might protect those rights better than they could
themselves. 11 And that reasoning is as true of our joint right to secure the health
of workers, the conservation of resources, or the welfare of children, as of the
right to own and dispose of productive equipment. The concerns of the factory
inspector, the ombudsman or woman, the works committee, the social worker,
the economic planner, and even the tax collector, are every bit as universal, to
the sensitive imagination, as are the concerns of the policeman. We need only
note, for example, that there are far fewer industrial deaths and accidents per
capita in those European welfare states with intrusive safety agencies than in the
United States with a complaisant one. Are death and disfigurement to be somehow equated with "liberty"? And is it coincidental that there has never been any
popular opposition to industrial safety enforcement in the United States, but
merely a successful industry lobby? What kind of"liberty" is it that most people
don't want? The antistatists are in the impossible position of first justifying the
free market on the grounds that it maximizes political liberty, and then decrying
almost everything that people normally do with that liberty. In truth it is private
privilege, not public liberty, that they yearn after.

T

he minimal state, then, cannot deliver what most people mean by "liberty." Moreover, the liberty it does promise is betrayed and destroyed at the
very moment of its inception: the moment at which, under the guise of liberating

II Coppage v. Kansas, 236 U.S. 1 (1915), pp. 46-47.
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individuals, the corporate concentration of capital is liberated (or unleashed)
instead.
The antistatist opposition to the public control of enterprise is invariably
basep on the assumption that whereas public intervention into or prohibition of
"capitalist acts among consenting adults" (Nozick's phrase) is ipso facto an invasion of liberty, those acts themselves are always the acts of "free" men and
women. Indeed, the antistatists write as though consent and freedom were the
same thing, leaving one baffled as to what they would say if they found out that
some or even most of the Soviet citizens who troop to the polls to vote for their
"representatives" actually believe in what they are doing, or that a great many
Paraguayans actually want General Stroessner to be their permanent dictator,
or that many of the millions of Spaniards who cried when Generalissimo Franco
died cannot reconcile themselves to any democratic replacement. But the psychology of consent is not the real issue in any event.
The question of"public" versus "private" arises in the economic sphere only
when ownership of productive property is defined in such a way as to create
adverse interests. On an anarchist commune, where everyone owns the means of
production equally (not an equal share of the means, but an equal share in the
total ownership of them), there would indeed be no reason to prohibit, regulate,
or supersede "capitalist acts among consemting adults," for they would take
place, if at all, only in the sphere of consumption. In that sphere, the number of
your Coca-Colas worth my pack of cigarettes (or even the number of your work
hours worth my pack of cigarettes, if work is arranged in that way) is decided
only by our personal tastes, and the trade we arrange is truly "free." That stops
being the case if one of us "owns" productive property and the other does notthat is, if capitalism exists. Of course, we can imagine a form of primitive
capitalism (what Marx called "simple commodity production") in which
everyone owns his or her tools of production, land to produce on, etc., there
being, as a result, no corporations, no labor market, and no exchange oflabor at
all. But in the present context, that would be a state of economic affairs so primitive that (leaving aside whether it would be humanly desirable) there is no point
in considering it. Certainly it is not what Friedman, Nozick, Hayek, and the
other ideologues of market capitalism have in mind; they are not making an
argument against state interference with personal producers, but against state
interference with corporations and other forms of extended enterprise.
In any form of enterprise that transcends in its scope the labor of a small
number of people, the question of ownership becomes crucial. It must be either
by all jointly, or by a few; it cannot be by each individual separately, as the history of the rise of the corporation demonstrates. Capitalism is the system in
which ownership is the purview of a few; or, to put it another way, capitalism is
the economic system in which the wages of labor are separated from the rewards
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(profits) of ownership. The latter are expected to produce reinvestment; the
former are not. It is certainly possible to imagine a system in which all returns
from sales are distributed as wages to all employees (rather than to
shareholders), who then decide as individuals how much of their wages to reinvest-or decide as a community by majority vote. In such a system (perhaps we
should call it "socialism") it would seem that there could be no interference by
"government" with "property," since people would only be interfering with
themselves and their own rights. By contrast, the whole purpose of the freemarket approach to politics is rather to argue that the "majority," whoever they
are, should not interfere with the few. Free-market ideology necessarily postulates means of production, whether iri the corporate or in some other mode, that
have the legal form described so sharply by Hegel: "[It] consists of external objects with the special character of being property, the embodiment of the free
will of others, and hence from [this] point of view its recalcitrance is absolute." 12
This "absolute recalcitrance" is what Nozick and Friedman mean by the
"rights of property." But is a free man who owns large-scale means of production the same kind of free man as one who does not, who owns nothing but his
own body and its ability to do labor? The answer was made clear by Marx over a
century ago. The owner of a mere body is "free" to sell his or her labor at its
price, and gets the returns on that sale from his or her employer. The latter sells
products, the price of which includes the price of the employed labor plus profit.
But whereas the employee can bargain with the employer about the rate of pay
for labor, there is no bargaining about the disposition of profit. That belongs
entirely to the employer; it is the "property right" of ownership of productive
property. (Without it, to repeat, we have socialism rather than capitalism.)
What is the particular and unequal freedom that is given, for no apparent moral
reason, to the employers of labor and not to the sellers of labor? It can be
described very simply by way of an example. 13
12 G. W. F. Hegel, The Philosophy of Right, trans. T. M. Knox(NewYork: Oxford University Press, 1969), p. 128, section 195.
13 This discussion of what is in effect Marx's notion of surplus value proceeds without any
judgment as to whether Marx was correct in his assertion that labor creates all value. It is not
necessary for the egalitarian to concur in that judgment, nor in the particular judgments that
Marxists are prone to make as to whether managers, middlemen, and other "nonproductive"
workers deserve a living wage for their efforts, or the suppliers of capital (be they individuals or
collectives) some return for the benefits they've foregone by supplying finance to others. To
understand the political sigsificance of surplus value, we need only look at what happens after
the reasonable rewards of all labor, maintenance, and replacement of plant and equipment has
been replenished, and investors have been repaid at a (unanimously) agreed-on "reasonable"
rate of interest. What is left over-"undistributed" or "retained" profit, amounting to hundreds
of billions of dollars annually in the U.S. economy-is what we are talking about.
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We can begin this homely, even trivial, example by imagining a family who
live in a house near a lake, the use of which they easily enjoy only because a
neighbor whose property abuts on the lake gives them access through his property, for no return other than friendship. The members of the family all work at a
nearby industrial plant. They have contracted freely to work there, agreed to the
contractual terms of employment, and consider themselves free agents still.
However, because of its ability to employ them and their fellow workers at average wages lower than the average revenue it earns from the workers' total contribution to the sale of the product they help make (even after reasonable returns to
investors, contributions to sinking funds, royalties to inventors, and reasonable
wages for management are subtracted), the corporation is enabled to make a
profit-to realize an investable surplus. With this investable surplus, which over
time becomes immense, the company buys their neighbor's lakefront property
for expansion purposes. It promptly closes down their access to the lake. Of
course, the lake has a large circumference, not all of which is taken over by the
company; with some trouble, the family can still find a public beach. But then
the company, which manufactures chemicals, begins to discharge their residues
into the lake, polluting it so badly that the lake will be unusable for years,
though not so badly that the society at large has a burning interest in bringing
about an immediate halt to the discharge. (This fable is not exactly a fable.) The
family decides to take its freely earned wages and move. At this point, however,
the company uses its surplus funds to contract with a road-building company to
drive a giant highway from the company's expanded lakefront operation to the
outside world-a sloping, downhill road on which giant trailer trucks reach a
double-clutched climax about ten feet from the family's front door. The family's
property has become worthless; they can no longer sell it at a price that will enable them to replace it with a similar house. The company, of course, will buy it
from them-for a song.
What has happened there? This (not very) imaginary family has lost their
property and concomitantly much of their savings, been deprived of the major
amenity of their lives, and been forced to move-quite possibly into housing
owned by the company or one of its agents, so that they will now be dealing with
an impersonal absentee landlord who is trying to make further profit from their
very living arrangements, and will continue to do so unless they actually leave
the neighborhood and seek employment elsewhere. (Given what were in the past
the normal operations of unfettered private enterprise, they may also have to
buy provisions from the company at its prices, and be forbidden to attend meetings with-or receive in their homes-labor organizers, or other opponents of
"capitalist acts among consenting adults." This kind of arrangement still exists,
e.g., in the East Kentucky coal fields.) Everything about the lives of this family,
in fact, has been destroyed; and it has been destroyed by the normal operations
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of a private contract, respecting the rights of property, to which they "freely
consented." They had intended merely to make a living out of a fair exchange of
their labor for wages; they may even (it is stretching a point to presume so) have
consented to conditions of work. But they certainly never consented to helping
their employer gain almost total control over their lives. Without expecting to,
this family of workers has discovered the relationship between surplus value, in
the particular form of private profit outside its control, and alienation: that situation in which "the object which labour produces-labour's product-confronts
it as something alien, as a power independent of the producer." 14
Moreover, alienation of this kind is not a psychic deformation that can be
treated by a sympathetic therapist, nor is it merely a lack of owning one's own
tools and thus missing the joys of being a craftsperson. It is a social and a
political fact-a political fact because any attempt by this family of workers to
rectify their situation through government intervention will require (and has required, over the past century) an uphill struggle first to organize a mass movement, then to get it represented in the legislative arena, then to command a majority, and finally to pass legislation that works a real change in social relations.
None ofthat is necessary for the owners of capital who, as far as access to the
minimal state goes, are already there. Nozick, as we have seen, posits that the
state comes into existence as the outgrowth of a "dominant protective association" that is hired to enforce the law by the owners of property; but how will the
owners of a house attain the equal protection of the laws with the owners of a
factory that employs them as labor? Surely, among "consenting capitalist
adults" of all people, the man who pays the piper calls the tune.
The defenders of laissez-faire have always replied to this kind of criticism
with some kind of argument about the "natural" rights of ownership. Not only
are the rights of corporate property very much man-made rather than natural;
more crucially, as I shall argue in the second part of this essay, the free-market
institutions in which those rights are embedded were created, and have been
maintained, by that very coercive state whose activities the free-market theorists
otherwise pretend to decry.
14 Karl Marx, Early Writings, trans. T. B. Bottomore (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964),
p.

122.

(Part two of this article 'Yill appear in the next issue of democracy.)

Presidential Power
and the Crisis
of Modernization
ALAN WOLFE
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he presidency-once called by Charles Beard the
continent of
American constitutionalism"-remains a puzzle, both to those who
seek it and to those who seek to understand it. At once all powerful yet curiously
impotent, majestic if suspect, and meritocratic while astoundingly incompetent,
the President reflects the contradictions of American democracy writ large. If
neither our presidents nor the American people seem to know what the presidency is for, this is because in America it is unclear what government is for.
There was a time in the first century of the Republic when the man shaped
the office. The most ambiguous sentence in the Constitution-"The executive
power shall be vested in a President of the United States"'--allowed the Polks
and the Lincolns to develop the institution according to their own lights. Now
the office shapes the man. Candidates run, not only to be President, but to be
"presidential." Jimmy Carter, though possessed of the advantage of four years
of incumbency, never convinced the American people that he fit their conception of the office. Ronald Reagan, even though elected, spends considerable
time-perhaps it will take an entire first term-demonstrating that he is indeed
"presidential" material. It is unclear whether the office has increased in stature
or whether the stature of those who seek it has diminished; it is clear that the gap
between what Americans expect of their President and whom they elect has
never been greater. It would be a challenge worthy of even the most passionate
defender of the American electoral process to make the claim that Ronald
Reagan is the most competent man to serve as President of the United States in
the 198os, Time magazine's "Man of the Year" award notwithstanding.
In some respects, Ronald Reagan was chosen President by an overwhelmingly democratic process, at least as conventionally understood in the United
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States. His nomination was deserved, for he campaigned longest and hardest for
it and demonstrated his appeal, within his party, over all other possible challengers. Similarly, Jimmy Carter campaigned against a seemingly popular challenger in his party and won the bulk of the primaries fair and square. (By contrast, John Kennedy entered only seven of the eighteen primaries in 1960, faced
meaningful competition in two, and was chosen by a convention, a majority of
whose delegates were not popularly elected.) And if a large number of citizens
were unhappy with the two major candidates, they were free to vote for an experienced and attractive independent, or, failing that, for any one of two or
three minor-party candidates with clear programs. The 1980 election may have
been a debacle, but it was a democratic debacle. The problem lies no~ in an aberration in the process, but in the process working as best it can. There may be
something amiss in the conception of democracy that undergirds the way people
select the President of the United States.
Even though Ronald Reagan was a clear winner in 1980, the feeling of having somehow been cheated lies just beneath the placid surface of the public's
mood. Throughout the campaign, the general attitude was one of disgust at the
candidates, and Reagan was preferred, not because he gained respect, but
because his opponent lost so much. If the people were contemptuous of the candidates, moreover, the candidates were also contemptuous of the people. Carter
expressed his disdain for the American people by professing his love for them;
who can love an aggregate? Meanwhile Reagan, lago~like, flattered the public
out of disdain for its wisdom. Appealing to prejudice and searching out the
lowest common denominator, Reagan paid the people the ultimate insult of telling them what they wanted to hear. Working as best it could, American democracy produced the worst it could. Nineteen-eighty may be recalled not as the year
in which Reagan won, but as the year in which respect for the office of the President was finally lost.
The people and the presidency, it would seem, are at odds. Unhappy with
the choices offered them, Americans increasingly either do not vote or do so only after forcing themselves to go through with the act. Unhappy without a ''mandate," Presidents from Johnson to Reagan have lied to the people, violated their
trust, sermonized about their habits, and pandered to their prejudices. America
has encountered a conundrum with respect to presidential power: understanding its need, distrusting its exercise. Arousing themselves out of a stupor every
four years, the people choose a new leader, only to repudiate him once he begins
to act. The leader, in turn, contemplates trying to govern, only to retreat as the
next election rolls around, often apologizing for the indiscretion of actually having tried to do something. In order to understand this deterioration of the
presidency from the ideal of just two decades ago, one must first discovet how
the people and the President came to distrust each other so much.
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aking up from his twenty-year nap, Rip Van Winkle, in Washington
Irving's tale, heads for his village inn, recognizing on its sign the face of
King George, only to discover on closer examination that the face actually
belongs to George Washington. While he was sleeping, the framers of the Constitution, protecting the people from a hereditary monarchy, created the structure for an elected one.
From the start, two opposing conceptions of the presidency have existed
side by side in the collective conscience of the United States. Distrust of power
has always been great, and distrust of executive power has been even greater. On
five consecutive votes, the advocates of a single executive lost at the Constitutional Convention, finally prevailing out of weariness as much as political philosophy. Edmund Randoph articulated the general sentiment when he called a
single executive "the foetus of monarchy." "If the president is possessed of ambition," wrote anti-Federalist Governor George Clinton of New York, "he has the
power and time sufficient to ruin the country." Nonsense, replied Alexander
Hamilton, in the process writing the definitive words on the other side of this
particularly American schizophrenia. Because, he said, "energy in the Executive
is a leading character of the definition of good government," there must be an
office created that will permit the State to carry out the tasks entrusted to it. The
authors of Article II of the Constitution, bitterly divided between those fearful
of executive power and those desiring to see it exercised, wrote some generalsounding phrases and hoped that history would take care of the rest.
History did, so to speak. The American presidency has been a product of
practice, not theory. Concrete struggles between economic and political forces
have been responsible for shaping it, not maxims from Montesquieu. So much is
generally acknowledged, yet there is much debate about what those forces were.
To a writer like Samuel P. Huntington, petty-commodity production and Lockean liberalism, with their emphasis on marketlike checks on power and belief in
the inherent virtue of smallness, predisposed the American people to accept a
weak executive. This predisposition then demands that nee-Hamiltonian conservatives like himself must never cease their agitation for a stronger one. Huntington's argument has much to commend it, but it is also true that opposition to
executive power frequently came from a conservative tradition that was more
comfortable with slavery, a limited franchise, and a cramped vision of human
nature than it was with Lockean optimism. From George Mason ("it will be impossible without a revolution, to displace him") to Henry Clay ("We are in the
midst of a revolution, hitherto bloodless, but tending rapidly toward a total concentration of power in the hands of one man") to Robert A. Taft ("The President
[in Korea] simply usurped authority, in violation of the laws and the Constitution"), attacks on the presidency have been led by men who fail to fit even the
more protean definitions of American liberalism.
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Whereas to Huntington, the presidency represents a conservative institution in a liberal world, to writers like James MacGregor Burns and Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr., writing before Watergate, the presidency embodies everything
liberal. For both of these men, writing under a Rooseveltian spell, the presidency
grew as a democratic response to the oligarchic structure of other institutions,
especially state legislatures and the courts. Containing some truth also, this
account demonstrates as much hero worship as analysis. Hamilton, Gouverneur
Morris, and James Wilson, the leading advocates of presidential power at the
Constitutional Convention, were hardly liberals, and neither was John Marshall, who may be the man most responsible for the creation of a strong executive. Nationalism has strengthened the presidency more than liberalism has, and
sectionalism has weakened it more than conservatism. Even as Burns wrote his
peroration to presidential power, he was outdone by a self-professed conservative (Clinton Rossiter). When Hobbes triumphed over Locke in the form of
Richard Nixon, Burns and Schlesinger changed their ways, only, in the case of
Burns, to renew the praise of leadership once the crisis had passed.
The truth seems to be that our political vocabulary is inappropriate for discussing presidential power. Words like conservative and liberal do not correlate
in any simple way with the expansion and retrenchment of the executive, despite
mighty attempts to show that they do. An alternative account would be to suggest that it is all a matter of whose ox is being gored, that opposition to the presidency is in reality opposition to what any particular President plans to do. This
version, a bit closer to reality, still suffers from not talking about the stakes at
issue. The struggles over the presidency have been more economic struggles over
distribution than political battles over rights, but one would be mistaken to reduce the matter to cost/benefit calculations about economic advantage. Central
to conceptions of the presidency has been the notion of modernization, which
subsumes both political and economic concerns.
The American presidency has been the major instrument by means of
which modernizing elites have sought to overcome or remove obstacles to the expansion and revitalization of American capitalism. Modernization can be defined as the process by which industry, and with it public life, is brought to ever
higher stages of integration and sophistication, first on a national scale, currently on an international one. Modernization brings with it the division of
labor, rationalization, managerialism, control over markets, and homogenization. Ideologically ambiguous, modernization is progressive in the sense that it
undermines the authority of conservative defenders of outmoded productive arrangements, but it is also regressive in that it undermines community, diversity,
and democracy as well. A modernized polity provides its citizens with more consumer goods and fewer rights.
One of the sources of resistance to modernization has been a form of polit/
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ical Luddism-the use of the state, traditionally dependent on older and economically displaced elites, to delay the introduction of new social forces. The
obstacles to modernization vary from period to period: agrarianism, slavery,
protectionism, resistance to labor legislation, competition, opposition to globalism. The tactics used to overcome these obstacles have also changed from
one period to another. But the one thread of consistency running through these
struggles has been the notion that the expansion of the presidency is the triumph
of the general interest over the particular. Modernizers, both conservative and
liberal, have supported a strong executive; political Luddites, both conservative
and liberal, have opposed one. The presidency is the locus of modernization,
and the crisis of the presidency is a crisis of modernization.
Modernization did not come smoothly to the United States. A market
economy was lodged in a Tudorlike state. Whereas in some European monarchies the state became the instrument by which feudal resistance to primitive
accumulation was crushed, in America the separation of powers and federalism
placed substantial veto powers in the hands of precapitalist elites. The courts
(under its Tawneys, not its Marshalls), the state governments, the Senate filibuster, and later the congressional committee system were instruments grabbed
by local elites to delay the introduction of new social and political relationships.
By default, then, the presidency-the sole national institution in a regional system of government-became the one vehicle capable of running roughshod over
the realms of local interests in order to establish the political conditions for
dynamic growth. Arguing before the Supreme Court in Mississippi v. Johnson
( 1867), Attorney General Stanberry spoke for all those seeking the expansion of
American political and economic power when he pointed out that the President
"represents the majesty of law and of the people as fully and as essentially, and
with the same dignity, as does any absolute monarch or the head of any independent government in the world."
So long as local elites maintained sufficient power to delay the triumph of
modernization, the presidency could not be established as the hegemonic force
within the state. Instead, an unstable political cycle was created, not dissimilar
to the cyclical ups and downs of the economy, in which periods of presidential
domination would set in motion succeeding periods of congressional supremacy. Jefferson, a traitor to his class in the act of becoming a patriot to his country, promoted modernization, which then slackened with the advent of an era of
good feelings. (Rapid accumulation creates feelings that are anything but good.)
The cycle of expansion resumed again with Jackson, whose Indian policy, as
Michael Rogin has pointed out, was primitive accumulation with a vengeance.
This movement was then followed by a series of attempts to appease slavery.
Just as a modern economy was forged through crises, with each panic centralizing a bit more power in the hands of a new class, so each political cycle would
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leave the presidency somewhat stronger as an instrument of modernization.
It was always a question how much crisis the system could absorb, especially when the Civil War threatened to tear the whole enterprise apart. Lincoln,
of course, greatly expanded the scope of presidential power, leaving behind him
more tools of modernization than any previous occupant of the office. But not
even civil war put an end to the cycles; the attempts by radical Republicans to
complete the capitalist revolution were once again stymied by agrarian,
working-class, and mercantile resistance. After the Hays-Tilden standoff, a political stalemate that reflected the equilibrium of class forces in the country at large,
it became clear that the post-Civil War presidency, by itself, was still not strong
enough to lead the struggle for industrial supremacy. The Civil War may have
been America's bourgeois revolution, but like the Prussian, it was incomplete.
The presidency needed an ally before it could emerge in all its modernizing glory.
At first an attempt was made by the emerging capitalist elite to assume and
consolidate political power without the help of the state. Government being
paralyzed in any case, it seemed to make more sense to rely on the industrial
corporation as an agency of modernization, since it was more unified and nationalistic than the state gave any promise of being. The Republican Ascendancy
at the end of the nineteenth century represented the rebirth of laissez-faire, an
implicit confession that presidentially inspired modernization ala Hamilton was
inappropriate to the political and economic realities of the period. Satisfying the
urge to profit, laissez-faire did not solve the problem of how to govern. Rule by
corporate power created as many problems as it solved: corporate authority was
illegitimate in the eyes of the working class; carefully worked-out negotiations
would collapse because no mechanism of enforcement existed to compel obedience; and resistance to modernization provoked disagreement on such vital issues as tariff policy and the creation of an American empire. During the period
of the Republican Ascendancy, the problem of the state and the role of the presidency within it was never resolved but was simply postponed.
By the turn of the century, any further development of a political authority
appropriate to modern capitalism had to include the use of governmental
power. The presidency remained available for the task, but still viable as well
were the traditions of federalism and of the separation of powers that formed
obstacles to such a use of presidential power. Between one Roosevelt and the
other, the impasse would finally be resolved in the form of an alliance between
the President and the people directed against the realm of interests in the middle.
As Henry Jones Ford demonstrated in his book Rise and Growth of American
Politics (1898), democracy was the key to effective presidential leadership. The
alliance between the President and the people represented, in Mosca's phrase, a
new political formula, a solution to the political instability that had plagued capitalist development for a century. Modernization could be assured by overruling
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the realm of interests in plebiscitary fashion. So long as the link between the
President and the people was secure, the United States could finally be
governed. But when, as in recent years, the link began to fray, then the crisis
would return again.
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he new political formula that was developed in the first three decades of
the present century, aptly termed the Roosevelt Revolution by Rexford
G. Tugwell, was premised upon a political bargain: the people would give the
President their support for the reforms necessary to insure the transition to advanced capitalism, and the President would offer the people security from the
tensions induced by this transition. Specifically, the presidency became the focal
point for two major features of contemporary economic modernization: first, a
domestic economy rationalized through centralization and economic concentration; and second, a global free-trade system organized by American power.
At the same time, the President provided the people with welfare to protect them
from the dislocations of the first change and with a military apparatus to lessen
the instabilities of the second. This bargain was not settled without considerable
turmoil and many delays, and was culminated only after World War II. The
institution of the presidency that emerged from the struggle was considerably
different from the one that had existed previously.
Modernizing elites in America have traditionally been sympathetic to
economic rationalization achieved through the concentration of industry.
Theodore Roosevelt's trust~busting rhetoric was designed to make the point that
"responsible" corporations willing to look past the bottom line to the needs of
the economy as a whole were essential to the functioning of modern America.
Similarly, the corporate liberals of the early twentieth century were critical of the
market to the degree that it encouraged waste and destructive labor relations.
From this perspective, the major change during the course of the New Deal was
the substitution of Berle for Brandeis. Instead of syn:lbolizing "the curse of
bigness," the corporation was hailed as an institution that, if properly regulated,
would bring enormous social and economic benefits. Old progressives, with
their anachronistic faith in competition and their stress on civic virtue, seemed
redundant to an economy in crisis, in which the encouragement of production
took on supreme importance. The New Deal transformed American liberalism
as much as it changed the economy; from this time forward, liberals became
advocates of executive power, because only the President had the authority to
shape the market so that it would not destroy itself. During the 1930s, state
intervention implied presidential intervention .
· The same movement took place in international affairs. Competitive capitalism in the United States had been both isolationist and protectionist, neither
of which was appropriate to a rapidly developing economy. Because protection-
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ist sentiment was lodged as securely in Congress as the seniority system, the
promotion of free trade became a presidential prerog~tive. After Roosevelt
shifted away from the protectionist position of the progressives, he had little
choice but to rely on the free-trade advocacy of Cordell Hull and Will Clayton.
Legislation like the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act (1934), which gave the
President broad discretionary authority to lower tariff rates, was to the global
economy what the National Recovery Administration was to the domestic: both
were attempts to use executive flexibility to overcome the realm of interests in
the name of capitalist development.
Industrial concentration and globalism demanded their price. Specific
sectors of the economy lost markets and profits. Protected industries that could
not compete in a free-trade world and competitive firms unable to match the
economies of scale generated by the monopolies were forced to close. In addition, a rationalized agricultural sector resulted in more displaced farmers who
had to look for jobs in the cities. Financial reorganization created personal insecurity. Under these circumstances, Rooseveltian liberalism worked to soften the
impact on people of these economic changes. The right of labor to organize,
particularly in the monopoly sector, and domestic reforms like the establishment of social security were undoubtedly popular victories for ordinary people.
They also strengthened the link between the President and the people. So long as
the people were given some security against the market, they were willing to support~ restructuring of the market.
It took a long time before America entered the world economy under the
guidance of its President. Indeed, free trade did not become American policy
until after World War II, and when it did, the President was unable to secure domestic support for it without projecting the Soviet threat as its rationale. Consequently, globalism came to the United States in the form of militarism, a
movement directly counter to the intentions of men like Hull and Clayton. The
Marshall Plan, support for the British loan, foreign aid, support for the European Economic Community-none of these innovations in international economics would have been possible without the atmosphere of the cold war. Just
as social security consolidated the domestic transformations of the economy,
national security insured the global ones. The same President who attempted to
curb the anarchy of the market at home both guided and softened the anarchy of
the system of nation-states. Popular and congressional support for globalism in
isolationist America was won only by offering economic relief in the form of expenditures on national defense. Government spending orchestrated by means of
presidential power would protect the people against insecurities coming from
abroad, just as it bought protection agaihst the effects of economic depression
at home.
By the late 1940s, a sharply new formula for the exercise of presidential
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power had been created. The President would have to be a leader, not because
his personality disposed him that way, but because the structure of national and
international economics demanded it. Obstacles to the exercise of presidential
leadership- federalism, an independent judiciary, a watchdog press, the seniority system in Congress, even the party system-were, one by one, modified to
account for the new realities. Meanwhile, the President, now embodying the
people's security, came to be viewed by the people as beyond the realm of ordinary mortals. Having lost their own security-both their ability to protect themselves against depression through economic self-sufficiency and their ability to
protect themselves against war by a local militia-the people reified the institution onto which they had displaced their needs. The President would lead the
people through the harsh realities of the modern world, just as the magic flute
led Tamino. In return for the President's guidance, the people would join the
new order.
There can be little doubt that the new political formula was a great success,
for it survived two potential catastrophes: the death of Roosevelt and the rebirth
of the Republican Party. Understanding the need to put his regionalism behind
him, [Harry] Truman adopted the mantle of New Deal liberalism and shared in
the commencement of the cold war. Even more significantly, Eisenhower, who
in another era would have signaled a return to the down phase of the presidential
cycle, held firm against campaigns to repeal both the welfare and the warfare
state and, most extraordinarily, used federal troops to insure compliance with
national law in the American South. As a result, the formula constructed in the
1930s and 1940s reached its fulfillment during the Kennedy/Johnson years. For
one half of a decade, everything seemed to come together. The President proposed and Congress, after its fashion, disposed. Meanwhile, public faith in the
institution of the presidency was high, for the office had come to symbolize the
struggle against poverty on the one hand and against alien external forces on the
other. America, after fighting its own modernizing instincts for a century, finally entered the world of corporate growth and global responsibility, coaxed and
cajoled by its benevolent leader. "The President," wrote Clinton Rossiter in
1960, "is not a Gulliver, immobilized by ten thousand tiny cords, nor even a Prometheus, chained to a rock of frustration. He is, rather, a kind of magnificent
lion who can roam freely and do great deeds so long as he does not try to break
loose from his broad reservation." 1
Yet Kennedy and Johnson, the men who first came to benefit from this increased popular support for the presidency, also set in motion the events that initiated another cycle of the disintegration of presidential power. Implicit in the
bargain that made the Rooseveltian formula possible were two conditions that
1 Cited in Godfrey Hodgson, All Things to All Men (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1980),
p.71.
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could not be sustained indefinitely: continuous economic growth at home and
persistent U.S. hegemony abroad. So long as those conditions held, the people
supported presidential modernization and the President possessed enough resources, financial and otherwise, to offer the people domestic and international
security. As those conditions collapsed, the bargain began to unravel. But so
intertwined had the economy become with the expansion of presidential power
that the expectations surrounding the office were perpetuated, even though the
assumptions presupposed conditions that no longer existed. This growing
imbalance intensified a set of illusions about the nature of the presidency and the
economy that only made matters worse. In actual fact, the President was not
protecting the best interests of the people, and the people withdrew their support
for presidentially inspired modernization. In their political rhetoric, however,
both sides professed the opposite. The result of the increasing gap between a
domestic political formula based on one set of conditions and a world economy
rooted in another was the rapid delegitimation of the presidency.

''I
lelfare states are expected to provide economic security for their citizens
~ T;o that the misfortunes caused by the market are mitigated. As every
economist knows, the funds to pay for social welfare can come from redistributing a fairly steady national income or from expanding the size of the economy so that the poor can benefit without threatening the privileges of the rich.
Pursuit of the latter course was well nigh inevitable in postwar America, given
the absence of a social democratic ideology and political coalition at the national
level. After the New Deal shifted to a course of economic rationalization, liberal
modernizers became dependent on corporate support to finance the economic
growth that would enable them to pay off their promises to their working-class
constituencies. Given this collaboration, the chief domestic role of liberal
Democratic Presidents was to act as a cheerleader for economic growth. "This
country," John F. Kennedy noted in I 96 I, "cannot prosper unless business prospers. This country cannot meet its obligations and tax obligations and all the rest
unless business is doing well. Business will not do well and we have full employment unless there is a chance to make a profit. So there is no long-run hostility
between business and government. There cannot be. We cannot succeed unless
they succeed. "2
Growth worked. The fantastic expansion of the econcmy in the early
I96os, which took place with minimal inflation, provided exactly the kind of fiscal dividend that economists hoped would pay for social welfare programs for
the poor. High growth rates financed the modern formula for presidential
power, enabling the executive to make good its promises of security while at the
same time consolidating the monopoly sector of the economy. The only prob2 Cited in Ronald F. King, "The Politics of Regressive Taxation Changes," paper prepared
for delivery at the 1977 Annual Meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association, p. 12.
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lem was that growth had a huge appetite. To feed the beast, structural reforms in
the economy, such as Sweden's manpower policy or Britain's nationalization,
were taken off the legislative agenda. (Redistribution of income was held to
undermine business confidence.) As a result, when the growth gave out, so did
the security. Few institutionalized mechanisms had been created that could protect the people from unemployment, from inflation, and (worst of all) from
both together.
The record with regard to national security was not much better. Globalism
has never been overwhelmingly popular in American political culture, and popular support for an internationalist stance could be won only by offering peace.
Yet peace could be secured only in one of two ways, either through a restructuring of the world's political and economic relationships or through an attempt by
one hegemonic power to enforce order. In retrospect, in light of the balance of
political forces within the United States at the time, the adoption of the latter
course seems to have been as inevitable as was the substitution of growth for welfare. In order to win public support for Bretton Woods, free trade, the United
Nations, foreign aid, and other such global innovations, the President had to
link them to threats from abroad, particularly from the Soviet Union. Internationally, the President became the cheerleader for American power, guiding the
military establishment as commander in chief, coaxing reluctant allies, confronting the Alien Other, and inspiring the poor and downtrodden. America's
military might became a force for modernization in the world at large, developing other capitalist economies, "showing the path" for the Third World, and
keeping the alternative Marxist model of modernization out of the picture.
American hegemony brought all the advantages of economic growth, and
all the problems as well. Use of the dollar as the world's currency reserve enabled
the United States to spend other peoples' money. Free trade seemed too good to
be true, so long as it was American firms that reaped the benefits. Most importantly, the illusion of peace itself was preserved, since no country in the world
could match American military power. Yet once again the failure to reform international power arrangements upset the political formula at home. Hegemony
never lasts forever. To protect its security interests, America undermined its economic interests. The dollar began to collapse under its overextended role. As
America used its strategic superiority, it only convinced the Russians of the need
to eliminate it. Germany and Japan, not dependent on inefficient military spending, increased their productivity, giving rise to protectionist sentiment within the
United States. In short, when the hegemony withered away, so did feelings of
international security. Americans were once again exposed to a world in crisis,
and no President seemed able to win their trust for a program to restore order.
Richard Nixon was the first President to govern as the conditions that made
possible the modern formula for presidential leadership deteriorated. One can
never know what Nixon's fate would have been had Watergate not intervened,
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but there can be little doubt that the United States was structurally prepared for
a crisis of the presidency during the Nixon years. The two most blatant economic
realities of the Nixon years were stagflation at home, which required some restructuring of the domestic economy; and the transformation of the world economy (increasing oil prices, currency imbalances, Eurodollar speculation, and
the drying up of grain reserves, for example), which demanded an alteration in
foreign policy. To govern effectively, Nixon would have had to move the American people into a new position, all the while insisting that he was keeping the old
verities alive. It was an excruciatingly difficult task, and Nixon almost managed
to accomplish it. Had he not given his enemies everything they needed, Nixon
might have been able to transform American politics to accord with the emerging economic realities. Wage and price controls at home and detente abroad
were certainly important first steps.
As it happened, Nixon's failure to realign American politics made it more
difficult for anyone else to carry out the task. Gerald Ford retreated to traditional Republicanism, an insufficient basis upon which to get himself reelected, and
Jimmy Carter, after some Trilateralist feints, resumed the usual Democratic
course of public works and military spending, no matter what the inflationary
costs to the economy. Stagflation in the realm of production was matched by
stagflation in the realm of government. The presidency had come to attract men
who could campaign, but not men who could govern. Although it was an outlet
for ambition, the office retained no place for vision. Presidents simply abdicated from trying to govern and concentrated their efforts on reelection, while the
people tired of giving the President their unquestioned support and retreated
into a cynical and grudging privatism. Holding power but unable to exercise it,
the President had become what Nixon hoped would never be America's fate: a
crippled giant, powerful enough to matter, but no longer mattering enough to
be powerful.

T

he bargain is off. Presidents can no longer offer the people material
security against a malfunctioning economy or unquestioned national security in a hostile international environment. The people, as a result, have withdrawn their worship of the institution, barely listening to speeches, voting uninformed when voting at all, expressing to anyone who asks their dismay at recent
candidates for the office. The United States has entered one of its periodic
retreats from presidential power. But this one is different. The expansion of the
executive during the 1930s and 1940s had a stronger economic foundation than
any previous expansion of presidential power. It represented the last gasp of
unplanned modernization in the United States. The current crisis of the presidency derives from the fact that the presidency has been a vehicle for world
modernization, but the current world economic crisis indicates a situation in
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which other countries have taken the lead in modernizing the forces of
production. The American presidency requires economic growth to work; when
economic growth cannot be generated, the presidency cannot work.
A host of explanations for America's economic crisis exists, but it is beyond
the scope of this essay to evaluate them. Suffice it to say that the very techniques
once used to insure the triumph of modernization are now themselves undercutting the expansion they once facilitated. Modernization never comes easy.
To insure the transition to a global-oriented, industrially concentrated form of
advanced capitalism, two options were present in the postwar period. In
Europe, the change was facilitated by social democratic coalitions that supported a structural reorganization of the economy along neocorporatist lines. But in
America, where business ideology is so strong and the labor movement so weak,
such an option could not be exercised. Instead, the state encouraged the rapid,
unplanned expansion of the private sector, both at home and abroad, and then
agreed to pay for the external costs generated by that expansion in the form of
welfare, unemployment benefits, and, later, pollution controls and import
quotas. In the 198os, America has encountered the limits of this strategy, and
the President, who is charged with the responsibility for managing it, is caught in
the middle.
Neither at home nor overseas does the postwar conception of allowing unplanned corporate expansion actually work to produce domestic economic
benefits. The leading sectors of the postwar growth wave, autos and steel, have
become inefficient, complacent industries, easily undermined by foreign
competition. Meanwhile, the expansion of multinational corporations overseas
has contributed to domestic unemployment and to a weakened role for the
dollar. Unplanned expansion, in short, leads directly to higher rates of inflation
and unemployment. At the same time, the lack of economic growth in the private sector ma~es it impossible for the public sector to pay for the externalities.
Consequently, public goods are cut back, the social infrastructure of the society
is allowed to deteriorate, and the state is helpless to prevent the export of jobs
and capital. Once having been the beneficiary of the expansion induced by
private-sector freedom, the President is now the victim of the stagflation that
follows from that freedom. Those who gave their enthusiastic support to the
President when matters went smoothly now withhold their respect when matters
go poorly.
The American Presidentis truly in an awkward position. Presidential popularity without economic growth is no longer possible. Yet to achieve growth, a
President is now forced to intervene in the private sector, for one of the major
causes of stagnation is the extraordinary freedomthat the private sector gained
under the postwar political formula. But were a President to attempt to plan the
economy at home or to set limits on multinational operations overseas, the
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not simply "another fellow," Reagan is telling us. He made a discovery about
himself (that"part of my existence was missing") in King's Row. Why should the
body of a legless man have possessed Reagan so personally, and raised him to
stardom?

R

eagan begins Where's the Rest of Me? with his birth, switches to his rebirth in King's Row, and then returns to his father. Jack Reagan was a
shoe salesman. "He loved shoes. He sold them as a clerk ... and spent many
hours analyzing the bones of the foot." But Jack Reagan failed as a shoe salesman, and his son remembers him "flat on his back on the front porch," passed
out from drink. Jack Reagan was an alcoholic. He "never lost the conviction
that the individual must stand on his own feet," but he could not do so himself.
Jack Reagan survived the depression by distributing relief checks for the WPA.
Like many another self-made man, this son who celebrates family had first
to escape his own. How, if your father is a failed shoe salesman, do you avoid
stepping into his shoes? The answer King's Row provided was: by cutting off
your legs. The Christian loses himself as body to find himself as spirit. Reagan
was born again in Hollywood, and he consummated his rebirth by relinquishing
"part of myself' in King's Row. He then reinhabited, as fantasy life for millions,
the problematic life of his youth.
King's Row was set in "a good town, everyone said. A good clean town. A
good town to live in, a good place to raise your children," like Tampico, Illinois,
where Reagan was born, or Dixon, where he grew up. Reagan's Hollywood self
lifted him from contaminated actuality by restoring an ideal version of his past.
Other aspiring stars were rebaptized in Hollywood. They received stage names
to replace their own. Reagan had been baptized Ronald, his mother's choice, but
he was always called by the nickname his father gave him, Dutch. Dutch Reagan
came to Hollywood, and proposed Ronald Reagan as his stage name. "Ronald
Reagan, Ronald Reagan," repeated the head man, and the others around the
table said it after him. "I likeit," the boss decided, and gave Ronald Reagan back
his own name. He then played in his first movie, the role he'd left behind to come
to Hollywood, that of a popular sports announcer.
"Where did [the doctor] think I lived, in my legs?" scoffed Drake McHugh
from his hospital bed. He married and then made his fortune as a housing
developer. Ronald Reagan made his fortune and married Nancy Davis, a
surgeon's daughter. (He came to their first date on crutches; he had broken his
leg.) Had the real Ronald Reagan successfully disappeared into his movie body?
"After half a century.of contrived appearance, not as a matter of personal deceit
but as a necessary mark of his trade" (in .the words of the journalist Bob Scheer),
perhaps there is no rest of Ronald Reagan.
That would explain the disjunction many see between Reagan's right-wing
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political rhetoric and his behavior as governor of California. As a politician in
power, it is said, Reagan behaved much like any other. He might speak of paving
over Vietnam, punishing welfare mothers, cutting the university down to size, or
reducing taxes. In fact he did none of these. He could no more turn an industrial,
cosmopolitan nation into Dixon, Illinois, than could any other American. Perhaps Reagan's appeal comes, then, not from what he does in life, but from what
he dreams about it. Reagan, writes Scheer, has no idea how ordinary Americans
live, for "he never toiled and tilled the land for a living .... He knows nothing
about the drudgery of getting through an eight-hour factory day, never having
done it. But he knows a great deal about the fantasies that run through one's
mind while getting through an eight-hour day-fantasies of freedom and flight.
He knows about it because the fantasies of ordinary Americans derive in large
measure from the movies, television, and corporate advertising, the industries
Reagan worked for .... Reagan is powerful because he's in touch with forces
that grip us all. .. because-in his Hollywood days-he was present at the
creation."
Reagan, however, rejects the view that he remains without legs, floating
above the workaday world. An actor spends "half his waking hours in fantasy,"
he agrees. "If he is only an actor, I feel, he is much like I was in King's Row, only
half a man." No line better speaks to a11 actor's condition, writes Reagan, than
"Where's the rest of me?" That is why he left Hollywood. As an actor Reagan
had lost his "freedom." He was "a semi-automaton, 'creating' a character another
had written." Deciding to "find the rest of me ... I came out of the monastery of
movies into the world."

D

rake McHugh asked "Where's the rest of me?" in 1941. "Five years later,
under different circumstances than make believe, I had to ask myself the
same question." Reagan answered it by leading the fight against "the Communist
plan ... to take over the motion picture business." Hollywood had presented
American myth innocently on the screen; Reagan was one of its vehicles. Now
the fight for the American way shattered Hollywood camaraderie and destroyed
real lives and careers. Reagan recovered his legs in that struggle.
Reagan wore a gun during his battle against the Communists, to protect
himself against Red reprisals. As he puts it, "I mounted the holstered gun religiously every morning and took it off the last thing at night." Pioneer heroism
and Indian war had moved from American history into Hollywood fantasy.
Shifting from one red enemy to another, Reagan brought frontier individualism
back into history again. But Jhat history was still confined to Hollywood, and
while it made Reagan president of the Screen Actors Guild, he tells us it cost him
his wife.
Reagan's first wife, Jane Wyman, was an actress whose career surpassed his
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own. Nancy Davis acted too, but they met when the president of the Screen
Actors Guild established she was not the Nancy Davis on a list of Communist
sympathizers. Remarriage to the surgeon's daughter signalled the end of Reagan's role in Hollywood and the beginning of his nationwide political presence.
He had begun to shift, during the Hollywood Red scare, from New Deal liberal
to right-wing crusader. Reagan hosted the "G.E. Television Theatre" in the
1950s, and TV Guide called him "the ambassador of the convenience of things
mechanical." He also spoke for General Electric around the country against "the
most dangerous enemy ever known to man," FDR's welfare state. This defense
of freedom meshed perfectly for Reagan with his new family; together they
made him whole. The autobiography ends with Clark Gable's reminder: "The
most important thing a man can know is that, as he approaches his own door,
someone on the other side is listening for the sound of his footsteps." The actor
has his legs back; his last sentence is, "I have found the rest of me."
Reagan's evolution was not complete, however, for he had reentered the
real world as the enemy of his own and his father's political past. To recover all
the restofhim, Reagan discovered as he approached the presidency, he had to
incorporate FDR as well. "We have to be willing to be Roosevelt," his adviser
Richard Whalen said during the 1980 primary campaign. Quoting FDR twice in
his speech accepting the presidential nomination, Reagan cloaked himself in
Roosevelt's mantle. ·To be sure, he quoted the Roosevelt who promised, at the
depths of the Depression, to cut government spending and balance the budget.
The implication was that Reagan would fulfill the promises offered and betrayed
by FDR. At a time of economic and spiritual crisis comparable to the Great
Depression, Reagan would restore the old Roosevelt coalition. But Roosevelt
had merely offered government relief to middle- and working-class "Forgotten
Americans" like Jack Reagan. Ronald Reagan promised them "the ladder of
opportunity" instead. The patrician, Roosevelt, did not offer that ladder, did
not need it, and could not climb it himself. FDR-had no legs.
Roosevelt, like Reagan, lost his legs on the road to the White House. His
biographers picture him before he got polio as a rich playboy who did not take
life seriously. He acquired presidential stature in the struggle against his affliction. But Roosevelt never got back the use of his legs, and FOR-as-cripple was
once a stock figure of right-wing caricature. Reagan now promises not merely to
imitate his father's hero, but to surpass him.
Reagan defeated an elected presidential incumbent, the first time that had
happened since Roosevelt beat Hoover, and by a comparable landslide. Carter
and Hoover were the two engineer-Presidents, out of touch with the country's
political coalitions and with its emotional' life. Ethnic, blue-collar, and
Southern, white Protestant voters, the heart of the Roosevelt majority, gave
Reagan their support. Carrying his party into power with him, Reagan promises
to end the paralysis of American political life. His victory may signal the first,
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long-term electoral reorientation since the New Deal, and usher in a new, governing majority. The fanfare used at Reagan's inaugural was the theme from
King's Row.

T

here is, however, a model other than Roosevelt for the restoration of the
rest of Ronald Reagan. Reagan perpetuated the frontier tradition by wearing a real gun to fend off Hollywood Reds. He speaks for the intact, self-sufficient individual, and yet imagines detaching and reattaching parts of his body.
What sort of revival of the American dream is this confusion between fact and
fiction, nature and artifice, acting and action? Perhaps Reagan is the spiritual
descendant not so much of FD R as of that old hero of the Bugaboo and Kickapoo Indian campaign, Brevet Brigadier-General John A.B.C. Smith.
"There was something, as it were, remarkable," writes Edgar Allan Poe,
"about the entire individuality ofthe personage in question. He was, perhaps,
six feet in height, and of a presence singularly commanding. There was an air
distingue pervading the whole man. . . . His head of hair would have done honor
to a Brutus; nothing could be more richly flowing, or possess a brighter gloss. It
was of a jetty black .... The arms altogether were superbly modelled. Not were
the lower limbs less superb. . . . I wish to God my young and talented· friend,
Chiponchipino, the sculptor, had but seen the legs of Brevet Brigadier:-General
John A.B.C. Smith."
There was a mystery about General Smith, however. Why was he forever
"commenting upon the rapid march of mechanical invention?" When Poe final.,.
ly penetrated the general's beqroom, he kicked a large bundle on the floor. Making squeaky protest, the bundle proceeded to attach to itself"a very capital cork
leg," artificial arms, shoulders, chest, wig, and teeth. The originals had all been
lost in the bloody action against the Bugaboos and Kickapoos. Finally, General
Smith installed an artificial palate, and his voice resumed "all that rich melody
and strength which I had noticed upon our original introduction." Made whole
by mechanical invention, General Smith appears to have survived his battles intact. In fact, he does a remarkable job of acting.
Poe's tale anticipates Reagan's not so much because of bad jokes about the
actor's age, his youthful hair, or about the need to rub life into his legs. General
Smith rather evokes the eerie detachment of the person of Reagan from the
punitiveness of his designs. He suggests the manufactured, violent, deadened
quality of the actor's promises to make the body politic whole. General Smith,
like General Electric, illustrates "the convenience of things mechanical" in the
creation of a hero. Poe's story locates Reagan in an exhausted tradition, which
yet retains the power to do damage. That squalling, red-bottomed infant grew
up to lose his legs "at the hips" and then have them restored. But amputated
body parts do not come back to life. "I have found the rest of me," writes Reagan. General Smith, concludes Poe, "was the man that was used up."

Higber Education
and the Politics
of Knowledge
SHELDON S. WOLIN

E

ducation and democracy seem to complement each other so naturally
that their union appears predestined. No elaborate theoretical argument is required to show that a system that rests upon equal political rights and
the consent and participation of the governed needs an educated citizenry. The
common sense of it was expressed by Washington in his Farewell Address: "In
proportion as the structure of a government gives force to public opinion, it is
essential that public opinion should be enlightened." 1
If democratic theory looks toward education as its natural ally, American
history suggests that education has not regarded democracy as kindly; or more
precisely, that the social groups and classes that have dominated American society and exercised a preponderant political influence throughout American history have taken a more calculating and complicated view of both democracy and
education. Historically, both democracy and education have been co-opted by
antidemocratic regimes and used for purposes that contradict the principles of
both .. Totalitarian regimes, with their plebiscitary appeals to "the masses" and
their universal systems of free education, are obvious examples, but the strategy
of including an element of democracy in an otherwise undemocratic system is as
old as Aristotle's prescription for various mixed constitutions. Even co-opted,
however, democracy and education pose a potential threat. They contain a universalizing thrust, a restlessness with incomplete fulfillment. There is always the
possibility that they will recoil, turn against a system that seeks to exploit the formal value of democracy and education while suppressing their universal implications.
Throughout its history America has negotiated the difficulties of trying to
acknowledge the demqcratic principle in politics and education without accepting it. Those who have ruled America have shaped a political system so that
I James D. Richardson, ed., A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents,
1789-1902, 11 vols. (New York: Bureau of National Literature and Art, II)08), vol. I, p. 220.
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while it has incorporated certain formal elements of democracy and fostered the
growth of public education, it has prevented both the democratization of educa.:.
tion and the education of democracy from being realized.
In pursuing this course America's ruling groups and classes have never'
faltered in their conception of education as political. Indeed, the only important
group that has insisted on the nonpolitical, even antipolitical~ nature of education has been the faculties of colleges and universities. This is remarkable, con-:sidering that the fundamental political nature of education has been recognized
since antiquity. The ancient Greeks were the first to remark upon the connection
between types of political constitutions and types of human character, and to
argue that if a particular regime, such as an aristocracy or a democracy, were to
be perpetuated, positive steps had to be taken to educate its future citizens according to the distinctive ideals and needs of that regime. This political conception of education had serious implications to the Greeks, who considered the
different types of political constitutions as embodying rule by different social
classes. Aristotle had put it bluntly: democracy is "a constitution in which the
free-born and poor control the government~being at the same time the majority; 'oligarchy' is a constitution in which the rich and better-born control the gov. ernment-being at the same time a minority."2

P

erhaps no group in American history has had a livelier appreciation of the
political stakes in education than the Puritans. Having first "setled the
Civill Government, one ofthe next things we longed for, and looked after was to
advance Learning and perpetuate it to Posterity."3 The Puritans strongly
favored free common- and grammar-school instruction, but their educational
ideas, like their political ideas, provided only a restricted place for the populace.
While acknowledging that freemen should choose their governors, the Puritans
denounced the idea of a democracy as a violation of the principle of superiority.
"If the people be governors," one famous Puritan divine asked, "who shall be
governed? ... None are to be trusted with public permanent authority but godly
men."4 The Puritan preference for rule by the saintly few, who would be living
exemplars of the religious and political ideals of a holy community, virtually dictated a crucial role for higher education. The importance of education was also
assured by another consideration: the scarcity of power in that socially barren
land.
2

Politics, IV. iv 1290.

16-20.

3 "New England's First Fruits" (164'3), in Perry Miller and Thomas H. Johnson, eds., The Puritans, 2 vols. (New York: Harper and Row, 1963), vol. 2, p.-701.
4 John Cotton, "Letter to Lord Say and Seale," in The Development of American Political
Thought, ed. J. Mark Jacobson (New York: Century, 1932), pp. 33, 38.
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In the new world of America, where sharp class distinctions, aristocratic
privileges, and inherited wealth had mostly been left behind, education, especially higher education, was potentially a powerful engine, second only to economic activity, for introducing new forms of inequality. For when all are roughly
equal, any sure means of setting a permanent difference between human beings
becomes an important form of social power. No group knew this better than the
leaders of early Massachusetts, who were almost as ready to cite Bacon's maxim
equating knowledge with power as they were to quote scripture. As good Calvinists, they were prepared to open the new gates of Harvard College to lads of
many descriptions, including "Indian youth," so that they might acquire "knowledge and godliness," but without a suggestion that education, any more than salvation, was a democratic right open to all. During the x67os a Harvard commencement speaker warned that "if these our fathers had not founded the University ... the ruling class would have been subjected to mechanics, cobblers,
ap.d tailors." Instead of "rights, honors, [and] magisterial ordinances," he concluded, there would have been a democratic politics of "plebiscites, appeals to
base passions, and revolutionary rumblings." 5
If knowledge was power, systematic instruction of the young was political
and social power of the first magnitude. Its purpose was to train a ruling elite of
"worthy persons," as the Yale charter put it, "for the service of God in the state as
well as in church."6 By education, society would reproduce itself according to an
image of virtue and knowledge held by its leaders. Early higher education was
not conceived as a vehicle by which individuals realized their potentialities, but
as the opportunity for society to inscribe its conception of useful knowledge, virtues, morals, manners, and skills upon virginal minds so that eventually there
would be yielded citizens who would maintain and promote the values and arrangements of the existing social order. While students would be busily scribbling their sums and letters upon clean slates, society would be inscribing itself
upon the tabulae rasae of the students themselves.
The idiom of power was particularly evident in the anxious discussions
about education that followed the American Revolution. Revolutionary pamphlets and newspapers had popularized a number of democratic principles and
the successful struggle against Great Britain had given these principles a certain
legitimacy for the first time. The movement toward democracy forced the dominant groups to search for the means of stabilizing the society and halting its democratic drift without alienating popular support. A consensus was reached at the
Constitutional Convention at Philadelphia that served to unite the political
5 Samuel E. Morison, ~The Founding of Harvard College (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1935), p. 250.
6 Richard Hofstadter and Wilson Smith, eds., American Higher Education: A Documentary
History, 2 vols. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), vol. I, p. 49·
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leadership of the revolutionary and constitution-making period. Despite important ideological differences and varying degrees of enthusiasm, Jefferson, John
Adams, Madison, and Hamilton all understood, first, that there had to be acceptance of the democratic principle that government should be based upon the
continuing consent of the people: no other source of legitimacy was possible in
the aftermath of a revolution fought in the name of that principle; and, second,
that free government had to be designed to allow a public-spirited elite to occupy
its most important offices: instead of John Cotton's "godly men" there would be
Jefferson's aristoi, Hamilton's men of"strong minds" and "merit," and Adams's
"natural aristocracy" of "talents."
The principles, which were written into the Constitution, had their parallels
in the educational schemes of the time and most strikingly in the reforms advocated by men who were considered most sympathetic to the cause of democracy.
Jefferson is the most famous case in point. While ready to defend "the people"
against their detractors, he also believed that the people occupied a fixed status;
that both their social and political responsibilities required only a limited education; and that the limited nature of these responsibilities and of the education to
be given corresponded to the limited potentialities of most people. "The people,"
Jefferson wrote, are the "only safe depositories" of their liberties. "And to render even them safe their minds must be improved to a certain degree." 7 Jefferson
described education as "the most certain and the most legitimate engine of government .... Educate and inform the whole mass of the people, enable them to
see that it is their interest to preserve peace and order, and they will preserve it,
and it requires no very high degree of education .... " 8 Benjamin Rush, one of
the great social reformers of the era, projected a scheme of education that promised to make "republican machines" out of the pupils and so correct the tendencies toward what he perceived as excessive liberty. Knowledge should be disseminated throughout the land, he urged, "to conform the principles, morals and
manners of our citizens to our republican form of government. ... " 9
<(he-political vision embodied in Jefferson's conception of education is particularlYr~vealing for its incorporation of the eighteenth-century liberal preference for representative rather than democratic politics and for its anticipation of
the meritocratic principle of reserving higher education for an elite that would
serve as leaders and representatives while providing ordinary citizens with sufficient rudimentary knowledge to discharge the corresponding duties of the repre7 William Peden, ed., Notes on the State of Virginia (New York: Norton, 1972), p. 148; emphasis
added.
8 Cited in Rush Welter, Popular Education and Democratic Thought in America (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1962), p. 28.
9 Henry May, The Enlightenment in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976) p. 2 10;
Welter, Popular Education, p. 27.
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sented. He called for free public education for all white males and a curriculum
designed to enable the individual to handle everyday transactions, to perform
his social and moral duties, and to exercise his rights, including the right to
choose "delegates." Sharply distinguished in objectives and curriculum was the
university education designed "to form the statesmen, legislators, and judges on
whom public prosperity and individual happiness" depended. Those destined
for leadership were to receive instruction in political theory, political economy,
moral philosophy, mathematics, and the physical sciences. 10

This two-tiered system of education was perpetuated in various distinctions
.I_ introduced over the next century and a half: between those who "went to
college" and those who did not; between "vocational" education and "liberal"
education; between state universities and prestigious private universities; between community colleges and four-year institutions; between "open enrollment" universities and universities with "standards."
~1rsrelatively easy for higher education to become an agency for preserving class distinctions and restricting access to political life and its traditions (except as grammar and high school "citizenship courses") to a comparatively small
part of the popul~~. Workers and small farmers, who had formed the nucleus
of a democratic force during the last decades of the eighteenth century, were indifferent or hostile to college education and remained so, except for interludes
like the Jacksonian era, throughout the nineteenth century, and well into the
twentieth. Although some social reformers tried to persuade them of the value
of higher education, the fact remains that these classes accepted the educational
ideology of a business civilization that unless education was "practical," it was
useless. Along with the ideology, workers and farmers accepted its underlying
assumption: that their own political life was destined to be a modest one and
hence needing only a modest education. But as Jefferson and many others had
already signaled, the production of governing elites would create a closed and
self-renewing circle. The new elites would come to define the political culture of
ruling and by that process college or university education would be established
as a prerequisite to a political career and as the mode of discourse appropriate to
it. University culture would become the basis of a higher political culture without that development appearing as premeditated. As a political institution, education became both inclusive and exclusive, a qualification on democratic access
to power as well as the agent of meritocratic rather than democratic political cui. ture, as recent controversies over affirmative action and reverse discrimination
have reminded us.
10 "Report of the Rockfish Gap Commission," in Hofstadter and Smith, American Higher Education, vol. I, pp. 194-95.
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The distinction between republican education for the few and rudimentary
education for the many was not, it should be noted, a distinction between "private" and "public" institutions of education. The author of a standard history of
higher education has commented that "the confusion" created by "such terms as
'public' and 'private"' enabled "the myth of the privately endowed independent
college" to obscure the fact that private colleges have survived only because they
were fed liberally "at the public trough." 11
Public subsidies of private power-or the "socialization of costs," in the
euphemistic language of economists-is a familiar American shell game and
higher education is one of its oldest beneficiaries. The funding fathers of Harvard were, in this matter of public financing of private enterprise, archetypal.
According to a contemporary account of Harvard's beginnings, "it pleased God
to stir up the heart of a Mr. Harvard, a godly Gentleman and a lover of learning
... to give one half of his Estate ... and all his Library." Immediately following
Mr. Harvard's inspired act, several other donors also promised sums of money,
and, the report noted laconically, "the publique hand of the State added the
rest. ... " 12 Since then, the public hand has never stopped adding to the revenues
of private colleges and universities. "On over one hundred occasions before
q89," Rudolph has written, the Massachusetts legislature had to appropriate
funds because Harvard "clearly was not capable of taking care of itself." A similar pattern of public subsidies occurred at Yale, Columbia, Williams, and other
famous Eastern institutions long associated with the education of the rich and
well born. 13
Perhaps the most instructive lesson in public finance and the politics of education is in the early hist~ry of state universities. One might have imagined that
state universities had been established for educating those mechanics and cobblers feared by Harvard and preparing them for a democratic version of "civil
and public life."
The first state universities were established in the South in the eighteenth
century. Their purpose was not, however, to make education available to the
common people, but to establish a regional version of the Harvard idea: There
was scarcely any effort made to conceal the fact that the social costs of educating
the aristocracy would be borne by all taxpayers. 14 Although state universities
became more accessible to the general population during the nineteenth century,
especially in the middle West, many of them remained dominantly middle- and
upper-middle-class institutions until well into this century.
I I Frederick Rudolph, The American College and University: A History (New York: Random
House, I965), p. I85.
I2 Miller and Johnson, Puritans, p. 701.

IJ Rudolph, American College, p. I85.
I4

Ibid., p.

227.
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Even today there are traces of the inverted world where public education is
viewed as if it were a private institution, while private institutions preserve their
exclusivity and produce future elites at taxpayer expense. "We are by our very
nature," explained an eminent philosopher-administrator at a public university,
"elitist." He went on to express relief that the pendulum had begun to swing from
an "emphasis on egalitarianism" (i.e., affirmative-action programs) to "emphasis on achievement." 15 Meanwhile private institutions continue to rely heavily on
public funds. In 1978 public four-year universities and colleges received 33
percent of their revenues from the federal government while private colleges and
universities received 40.6 percent from the same source. 16

~etrospect, the indifference, even resentment, toward higher education

.J.. -~~·the part of the lower classes seems obtuse and incomprehensible-but

only if the knowledge and culture of universities are viewed naively as objectively valuable and extrapolitical, instead of as means of shaping human beings according to a preferred image of p~ The stubbornness of the lower classes
may, however, deserve a less Snoplsian, more political interpretation. It may
fL-.-have signified political resistance, a refusal to accept the terms of power and the
Q"-political uses of their bodies and minds implied in those terms. Nonetheless, the
negativism toward education meant that there were no· democraucpressures
from_belQwJQ sh_ape education___to_!he
~eec!s
of political deril&facyduring the
.,.-.
...,..n!_Il:e!~eJ:l_~~-J.e.J:l!\liY, . :b~f~!:~J(~Jitl<::!!LQentr'!-li~i:t-Um?-31:1!?_:_orp~~~oncentration
of ecoliomic pgwer had hardened into their present forms. The opportunity was
losffor ed~caiinide~ocr~cY!nalavorabieenvironment of small towns, family
farms, local business, a struggling but unbureaucratized trade-union movement, and provincial politics. That missed opportunity would also contribute to
the decline of liberal and humanistic culture. In being confined to colleges and
universities from which the mass of the population was excluded, that culture
was divorced from the "low" culture of immigrants, workers, and farmers. This
would have grave implications when higher education began to be transformed
in the second half of the twentieth century. Higher education would become accessible to the general population at the historical moment when humanistic culture was ceasing to be the major force in the definition of education.
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15 John Searle,"A More Balanced View," in The University and the State: What Role for Government in Higher Education?, ed. Sidney Hook, Paul Kurtz, and Miro Todorovich (Buffalo: Prometheus, 1978), p. 2o8:
16 Nancy B. Dearman and Valena W. Plisko, The Condition of Education: Statistical Report.
National Center for Education Statistics (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1979), p. 128.
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The expansion of the American economy following the end of World War
II and the determined bid of the United States for world political supremacy
produced the first substantial democratization of higher education. Beginning
with the GI Bill of 1944, a vast system of federal financial aid was created that
completely altered the face of higher education. Over the next three decades the
campuses were gradually opened to the mass of the population, and especially to
racial and ethnic minorities. Imperial expansion, not democratic reform movements, brought higher education within the reach of the citizenry. Education
was conferred on democracy because of the needs of a rapidly changing economy. This was made plain in the report of a presidential commission of 1947:
It is a commonplace of the democratic faith that education is indispen-

sable .... We shall aim at making higher education equally available to
all young people ... [as] their capacity warrants ....
Because of advancing technology, the occupational center of our
economic system is shifting away from the major producing industries .... [There is] a new and rapidly growing need for trained semiprofessional workers in distributive and service occupations. To meet
the needs of the economy our schools must train ... medical secretaries, recreational leaders, hotel and restaurant managers, aviators,
salesmen ... automotive and electrical technicians .... 17
The huge needs of an advanced, technically oriented society led to a vast
expansion of professional and preprofessional education and, along with the
trends toward the natural sciences, mathematics, economics, and the behavioral
sciences, to the dissolution of the traditional liberal arts-humanities cast to
many institutions. This effect was not always apparent during the 1950s and '6os
because the funds and resources lavished upon higher education, including extensive support from private corporations, were so large that even the most esoteric branches of learning were rewarded with money. Since the humanities and
the arts were able to share in the general prosperity, the illusion was created that
public authorities and private benefactors had resolved to nourish those academic subjects that traditionally had defined the broad political and social purposes of higher education and that, therefore, the moral and political foundations of education remained intact.
During the three preceding centuries colleges and universities had had the
task of preserving, replenishing, and transmitting the religious, moral, and civic
traditions of American society. Although the importance of science, mathematics, and modern languages haa long been give,n curricular recognition, what17 A Report of the President's Commission on Higher Education, 6 vols. (Washington, 1947),
vol. 1, pp. 5, 36, 68-69.
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ever coherence there was to higher education had come primarily from a core of
Christian and classical teachings. This was not surprising given the strong emphasis that was placed on "virtue" and "character" as educational ideals fully
equal in importance to knowledge itself. Even after religion had been gradually
eliminated as the defining element in many colleges and most universities, the
"humanities," abetted by moral and political philosophy, provided a coherent
set of constitutive principles that undergirded and informed the more specialized skills that were already a feature of the industrial society that emerged after
the Civil War. This prescientific university and college culture persisted until
World War II.

A_ fter World War II, the growth of the nation's economic and political power,

ft and the determination of its ruling groups to compete for global supremacy, were reflected back upon the universities-in the form of pressures and incentives to concentrate upon developing scientific research, technical skills and
methods, and the forms of professional knowledge that aid in social control
(law, medicine, public health, social welfare, and the management sciences).
The result was the radical alteration of the purpose of the university and college,
from education to the pursuit and imparting of knowledge. It was at this point,
when humanistic education was being replaced by technical knowledge, that the
masses went to classes.
This shift had been partly grasped by most observers who frequently remarked on the emergence of scientific and technical subjects to a position where
they and their spokesmen were now the defining force in higher education. The
consequences of this shift were cushioned by the growth and affluence of the
I96os and early I970S. Its full force is now being registered. Higher education is;
undergoing a profound political crisis that is masked because its condition is officially presented as though education were one of several economic sectors suffering from the effects of recession and hence to be understood in terms of
economic analysis and remedies. The political nature of the crisis has also been
ignored because, by purely quantitative measures, education displays many of
the outward signs of prosperity. According to rough estimates, by the fall of
I 98 I there should be I 1. 7 million enrolled students, the highest number in
American history. Total revenues are currently about $45 billion, about twothirds of which comes from public sources. The so-called prestige schools report
consistently large numbers of applications; junior colleges are crowded beyond
capacity; and law, business, and engineering schools are enjoying a brisk trade.
Total expenditures for higher education more than doubled during the years
I976-I977 (~I billion) over what they had been for 1967-I968 ($I7.2 billion).
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As the Sloan Commission recently observed, "Higher education is now a big
business." 18
The evidence of the political nature of the crisis is not to be sought in enrollments or budgets but in the transformation of the faculty. The identity of the
faculty is being altered, its corporate nature destroyed, and its former role as the
main source of institutional definition usurped. Administration is now the primary power on most campuses, while the faculty-more precisely, the nonscience faculties-is being parceled into two elements, a senior or tenured faculty
that forms a subsection of the administration (faculty bureaucrats, in effect)
and the remaining part that constitutes an academic work force. This second
group, which is mainly composed of young and nontenured scholars in the
humanities and social sciences, most sharply mirrors the fate of the faculty as a
corporate body. Today if a new Ph.D. is fortunate enough to secure employment, he or she will have virtually no prospect of tenure, but will live a gypsy existence, moving from one short-term job to another, probably teaching a different set of courses each semester, and completely outside the system of sabbatical
leaves and retirement schemes. The dependence inherent in this condition will,
in the long run, make for less critical, venturesome thinkers, a species that has
already become endangered by the excessive professionalism that permeates all
scholarly fields.
A further threat to independent thinking is the growing attacks being
mounted by administrators and boards of trustees against the principle of tenure. That principle, it is alleged, leads to an inflexible system because, first, it
places an automatic barrier to administrative attempts to slash costs by firing
expensive senior professors, and second, it prevents the rejuvenation of a senescent faculty. Although it seems unlikely that tenure will be abolished in the immediate future, all institutions seem determined to reduce drastically the per- _
centage of tenured faculty on their staffs. When this possibility is combined with
the growing trend toward increasing the number of pickup teachers, contracted
to teach a specific set of courses but excluded from active involvement in the
affairs either of a department or the university, it suggests that the university of
the future will be essentially an administrative unit rather than a collegial body.
Departments will be run by a senior cadre of carefully selected tenured professors who will be indistinguishable, as so many are now, from other administrators. Higher education will then be a rationalized system.
As though sensing their vulnerability, some faculties, in (unconscious)
emulation of the workers in declining industrial sectors, have attempted to organize trade unions. These efforts are less significant than the response that they
r8 Sloan Commission on Government and Higher Education, A Program for Renewed Partnership (Boston: Ballinger, 1980), p. 3·
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have provoked. Consulting their own role models, campus administrators have
taken to union-busting and recently have won an important ruling from the
Supreme Court. In the case of National Labor Relations Board v. Yeshiva University (1980), a university refused to bargain with the representative of a union
elected by the faculty and certified by the NLRB. The court upheld the university by reasoning that faculty members did not qualify as workers and hence
could not avail themselves of the procedures and protections of the NLRB. The
law, according to Justice Powell, was intended to cover management-employee
relations "that prevail in the pyramidal hierarchies of private industry." In
"mature" private universities, he continued, the faculty forms part of management, participating in many decisions, helping to form policies, and recommending appointments and promotions. "[The} faculty determines ... the product to be produced, the terms upon which it will be offered, and the customers
who will be served." One of the main considerations that led the court to classify
faculty as managers was the danger of "divided loyalty": a unionized faculty
could not be trusted to "implement" university policies. 19
The incorporation of the faculty into the administration has happened so
quickly that many fac\llty have long forgotten the historical animosity toward
"the administration" that was a fixed datum of faculty life until recently. Once
upon a time it was assumed that a natural conflict of interests separated faculty
from administration. Before World War II, most academic institutions were run
by the faculty. The faculty determined curriculum, looked after the welfare of
students, controlled appointments and promotions, and set the tone of the institution. There was frequentconflict between facl!lty and presi4ents, as well as between faculty and trustees, but there was little doubt that the activity of the
faculty defined the identity of the institution. After World War II the administration of colleges and universities began in earnest. The emergence of the "professional" administrator. signified a new and powerful element, one wholly
under the control of trustees and completely independent of the faculty. The
administrators stood for an entirely different understanding of institutions, for,
by definition, they were divorced from, and mostly ignorant of, the activity of
education or of inquiry. Their skills came from the marketplace: they brought
leadership, fund-raising abilities, public relations, employment networks for
graduates, and contact with foundations, corporations, and governments.
Virtually all.universities and many colleges are now run by administrators
who look to business management as the model for university governance. Practically all aspects of a modem university are under the control of management:
admissions, student aGtivities, athletics, budgets, enrollments, size of faculties,
and teaching loads. Although faculties may still retain considerable voice in cur19 United States Supreme Court Reports, 63 Lawyers Edition, no. 1, March 27, 1980,
128.
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riculum, hiring, promotion, and setting criteria to judge research and publication, administrators often have the last word and always are able to exert some
influence in every area.
"J1e rise of the manager symbolizes the politicization of the university from a
.l.ctirection never anticipated during the mid-196os when conservative
academics, alarmed at student protests and faculty sympathizers, warned
against the university's "Latin Americanization." But just as the successful politicizers of Latin American universities have been the defenders of property and
martial order, so their North American counterparts have not been hippies,
militant blacks, or academic rebels but the representative of the corporate and
bureaucratic world. ~anager is political man in the age of public-oriented
corporations and private-oriented government, equally at home in the boardroom of Bechtel, the corridors of the Pentagon, and the ivied administration
buildings. Management is governance when state an.~ciety, the public and the
private, are being integrated into a political econoljzy.
The impetus toward integrating higher education into the political
economy has produceda curious inversion. During the 196os, when students
and faculty of the left protested the connections between university professors
and researchers on the one hand, and· business corporations and government
agencies on the other, they were accused by administrators and conservative
faculty of adopting an "adversary mentality." The same words are used today"the prevailing adversarial mood is dangerous," in the words of the Sloan report-but their meaning has been inverted. The dangerous campus adversaries
ofuniversity administrators are from the faculty right who are outraged by the
assault on "excellence" and the invasion of academic prerogatives that they perceive in the attempts of government agencies to force an end to discriminatory
practices based on race, ethnicity, and sex. The government, according to the
Sloan report, is "more and more ... raising questions about faculty appointments and promotions," attacking student admission policies, "expressing views
on curriculum," and causing scholars and scientists "working with federal grants
[to] feel. .. like suppliers of office equipment or builders of dams." The problem
is, as the Sloan Commission recognized, a delicate one because "in the coming
period" of scarce resources "dependence on the government as a patron will be
so great."20
In the end the Sloan report sided more with the federal government and
university administrators in favor of enforcing affirmative action, even to the
extent of proposing anew federal agency to insure compliance. The recommendation casts a sidelight on the mentality of the twentieth-century manager,
20

Sloan Commission, Program for Renewed Partnership, pp. 4-6.
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whether he is in the "private" or the "public sector." The rationalizing mentality
of corporate capitalism and public bureaucracy is essentially indifferent to race
or sex distinctions, for they simply do not enter into the efficiency calculus of the
one or the quest for uniform rules by the other. For this reason they can serve as
agents of a bastard democratization-as they did consistently from the GI Bill to
recent financial aid legislation. The effect is not only to legitimate the political
economy-as occurred also in the social legislation that now constitutes the welfare state-but also to create a special form of democratic dependence. Democracy seems to be a right, conferred by capitalism and bureaucracy.
~ps no single factor has done more to conceal the political nature of
the current developments in higher education than the reluctance of academics
to admit that there are political stakes and determinants in matters of knowledggAt a time when colleges and universities are desperately seeking to make
themselves attractive to government, corporations, and "consumers," and to
find ways of patenting research in genetic engineering, of developing real estate,
and of diversifying stock portfolios, the academic clings to the rhetoric that
portrays the academy as a "community of scholars" devoted to "disinterested
truth." Certainly those who represent the great corporations are clear about the
political implications of scholarly a,ctivity: "Is it important to keep our great
research universities, bothpublic and private, strong? Yes, because they make
our world leadership in science and technology possible by maintaining and
enlarging our knowledge through scholarship, research, and teaching." 21
The academic illusion is not that truth is a vain project, but that truth and
the political are mutually exclusive. In reality there are political commitments
and directions inherent in the choices that shape the curriculum and ethos of a
campus; in the image of the ideal student embodied in scientific and technical
programs; and in the fact that when education shifts from a liberal-humanist
foundation, which had incorporated elements from the earlier religious foundae,. crucial questions are posed concerning the
tion, to a scientific and technic.~o
are profound political implications to the
future source of civic values.
fact that the humanities are actually being transformed in ways that make
them more congenial to a technocratic than to a political eUJ?ure. Historians
have increasingly adopted the methods and outlook o(Ahe social sciences;
scholars of literature are now second to none in the enthusiasm for "technique"
and for modes of textual analysis that restrict understanding and conversation
to a progressively smaller circle of adepts. There is, if one can take seriously the
language of a recent report, even a new species of humanist, "the professional
humanist," called into,being by the desperate straits to which the humanities are

21

Ibid., pp. 6-7.
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being reduced. 22 Perhaps the most significant development has occurred in
philosophy, which was once thought to be the center of the humanities.
Philosophers are now the supreme proponents of the primary value of techniques. So confident are most philosphers in the analytic methods developed in
this century that they believe there is virtually no area of serious knowledge that
they cannot clarify. Accordingly there are now "philosophers of public policy"
and "ethicists" who are ready to argue the implications of genetic research, abortion, and pollution, but none who seem to know where philosophy ends and the
rationalization of bureaucratic morality begins.
There is, in this age of an emergibg scientific culture, one common feature
to the new ethos of the academy: the dominant fields of knowledge are basically
antihistorical, largely unconcerned with their own history as disciplines, and
committed to the claim that the present state of knowledge supersedes past formulations. At the other end, the jeopardized fields-history, literature, languages, etc.-still represent the conviction that historical knowledge is the fundamental mode for understanding in depth the nature of human beings and
human experience; or, stated differently, that abstract knowledge, which treats
knowledge independently of the historical location of the knower (the subject of
knowledge) and the known (the object of knowledge), misrepresents the latter
and misleads the former into confusing his models with reality.
The academic controversy over the rival merits of historical understanding
as against scientific methods is of long standing and can be argued endlessly. At
a political level, however, the matter has already been decided. The declining importance of historical subjects in the definition of the culture of the university
~college is not simply a negative way of describing the dominance of science.
~tfter, it indicates that historical modes of thought, and the reflective turn of
mind that they encourage, appear as marginal in content and as out of keeping
with the rhythms of science, with its quick tempos of research, discovery, the
rapid. ~solescence of truth, and the quest for power, first theoretical, then
appli .
/ he pace of these developments has been such that liberal and humane
learning has ceased to make sense to those who are outside it because the terms
of understanding have eroded. Already the language of an incipient scientific
culture is at odds with historical culture: the one is formulaic and propositional;
the latter, trapped by its historical accumulations, cannot present what it knows
in formulae or propositions. Contrary to the conventional wisdom of many
1[1 social scientists, the trouble with the historical understanding is not that it has
I proven too little, but that it knows too much.
22 Commission on the Humanities, The Humanities in American Life (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California, 1980), p. 5·
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The problem is that by its own self-understanding science is inherently incapable of serving society as other great political and religious world views have
in the past. Science is a source neither of moral renewal nor of political vision; it
has no principle that requires solicitude for traditions or historical identities
that, until recently, were the basis for most political thinking and action. There is
still time to deal with this problem before the memory of democracy and education is obliterated, but it requires a clearer picture of the stakes and their form.

D

emocracy is being incorporated into higher education at a time when
education itself is becoming more completely integrated into the needs of
a political and economic system that is struggling to compete in the changing
international political economy. Given the strategic importance of scientific and
technical training in this setting, the consequences for the future of democracy
are profoundly disturbing. Education for a scientific society will reproduce yet
again the two-:-tiered system that has characterized the history of American education, only this time it will take the form of advanced scientific education for
the few and a technical education for the many. The specific nature of a technical education is that it is what it claims to be, immediately useful. The technician, in other words, is a unit of potentialpower, ready to be fitted into.the
predesigned slot for which his or her education has been a preparation.lt is at
this point that the demise of liberal and humanistic education becomes crucial.
As more and more educational time is taken up with technical subjeets to the exclusion of humanistic ones, the individual becomes a more "perfect" unit of
power, unalloyed by useless, reflective, critical notions of the kind deposited by
the humanities, and hence easily integrated into the system as a whole person,
that is, a person who is only the sum of his/her technical parts.
In retrospect, one can see that the value of humanistic education was
surplus value: it could not be translated directly into usable power-which
meant that, from the point of view of a system based on technical functions,
humanistic learning was useless. But from the point of view both of the
individual and of what we might call democratic humanism, that learning was
neither useless nor powerless. It did not make sense in an input-output model of
a knowledge-power relationship; but it spoke instead to how a person should
live by himself and with others. And because it spoke to persons rather than
things, it formed a critical presence of unincorporable power in a world where,
increasingly, the line between treating persons and handling things was becoming obliterated. The problem does not require a simple restoration of a humanities curriculum, but a facing up to the fact that if current tendencies in higher
education go unchallenged, then higher edt~cation will continue to be an essential cornerstone of the antidemocratic structure of our society.
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uring the
a series
for a "new populism". appeared on the American left, testifying to the durability of the populist legacy. Progressive politicians such as Barbara Mikulski, Fred Harris, Jim
Hightower, and Dennis Kucinich have all been labeled "populist" or have used
the term in self-description. But conservative politicians have similarly been
called "populist," especially those with ties to the New Right like Jack Kemp
and, preeminently, Ronald Reagan.
It is not surprising that present-day populist expressions seem ambiguous.
After all, populism's defining project-the call for return of power to an
historically and geographically constituted people 1 - is subject to very different
interpretations. Whom "the people" includes, whether the conception of the
people's destiny is open and evolving or static and unchanging, what structures
are responsible for "usurping" power from the people and must be transformed
in order to achieve popular rule-all such questions can be answered in dramatically different ways. Moreover, the success of New Right and Republican politicians in appropriating populist themes as part of their rhetorical crusade
against the "Eastern establishment" and those "who would sell out the country"
is disturbing confirmation of the potency of such appeals in the present context,
even when used by wealthy and powerful interests themselves.
These developments make it politically urgent that-there be a further inquiry
into the dynamics of populism. Why are populist themes surfacing now, across a
range of political viewpoints? What explains _their appeal? And what factors will
shape their final resolution in a democratic or an authoritarian direction?

r Lawrence Goodwyn, The Democratic Promise (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977);
The Populist Moment (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978). Ernesto Laclau, Politics
and Ideology in Marxist Theory (London: New Left Books, 1977): '"Populism' is not just an
analytical category but a datum of experience. It is that 'something in common' which is perceived as a component of movements whose social bases are totally divergent" (p. 146); and
also: "Popular traditions ... far from being arbitrary ... are the residue of a unique and irreducible historical experience and, as such, constitute a more solid and durable structure of meanings than the social structure itself. .. " (p. r67). In these passages, Laclau gets at populism's
basic meaning-the call for return of power to an historically and geographically constituted
(and thus specific and unique) people.
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One way of focusing on such questions is to begin by addressing the question, Who changes society? There are two different answers to the question that
I want to examine and compare. One is the concept of "the working class,"
which is familiar from socialist history and theory. The other is the notion of
"the people," drawn from populist tradition. 2 I want to argue that a synthesis of
insights from both of these conceptions is needed in order to form a democratic
politics adequate to the present. Class is a category more useful for the analysis
and criticism of capitalist institutions-for explaining and describing how people are organized and shaped by modern industrial society-than as an instrument o.f political change and self-consciousness. There is a crucial disjunction
between the· Marxist notions of a class "in itself"-people as organized by
modern society-and a class "for itself"-the self-conscious agent of social
transformation. This is captured in the folk saying that the left knows what is
wrong but doesn't know what to do about it. In contrast, while the idea of the
people, or peoplehood, lacks analytical specificity, and cannot be substituted
for the term class as a tool for describing or analyzing modern society, it also includes a range of intuitions that Marxist-inspired political theory typically lacks.
At present, moreover, the populist sensibility reflects a gathering force of great
potential power: a people's reassertion of the need for "roots," and its aggressive
defense of those roots against the ravages of the corporate state.

T

he concept of class emerged in its modern sense in the period 1770-1840,
when critics began to use it to designate fixed names for particular
groups-the lower class, the middle class, the upper class, and so forth. In particular, it described economic relationships born of the modern age. One cotton
spinner-in 1818 referred to employers and workers as "two distinct classes of persons." John Stuart Mill arid Karl Marx both used an initial class typology of
landlords, capitalists, and laborers. For Marx, this division was increasingly
superseded by the simple categories of bourgeoisie and proletariat.
Here class is used in a double sense. First, itis a category of description, a
way of analyzing what actllally happens to people in modern society. This is the
"class in itself" of Marxist terminology. However, class is also used to describe a
formation, a group as organized, as self-conscious, and in conflict with other
classes. This is what Marx meant by "class for itself."
2 The "left" is understood in the following pages generally as the socialist and social democratic traditions stemming from the great nineteenth-century theoreticians, preeminently Marx
and Engels. In the specific American case, I have found Michael Harrington's argument in
Socialism (New York: Saturday Review Press, 1972) convincing: that the broad American progressive movement since the New Deal, anchored in labor unions but including a range of other
reform constituencies, has had much the same ''welfare-state vision as European social democracy, without the formal language of the left. Thus by "left in America" I mean in general
the New Deal Coalition and its progeny, like the "new left."
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In this double meaning can be found great irony. As a category of description, the left view details and names profound experiences and processes of
modern life: the development of modern communications technologies, the
bending and reshaping of the "spaces" in which people live and work day to day,
the uprooting and destruction of settled and traditional connections. In this
conception of political agency, the working class had first to be homogenized by
these painful but necessary processes of"progressive readjustment." In attempting to replace the social qualities that these processes strip from the workers, socialist theorists have proposed an abstract model of association to replace what
has been lost -an abstraction that reproduces the language and terms of the
capitalist marketplace itself. Such irony is apparent in the work of Marx and
Friedrich Engels and their theoretical and political progeny.
In the first instance, it was the brilliant project of Karl Marx to give historical specificity to the age-old conflict between social groups, and to illuminate
the objective circumstances that hinder or facilitate group formation. For example, in the Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels described the process of the
working class's aggregation into factories, the increasing polarization of classes,
the routinization of the work process-all factors that worked to increase collective solidarity. In a remarkable section of the Eighteenth Brumaire, by way of
contrast, Marx analyzed the circumstances, such as bad communications, that
encouraged isolation and prevented the French peasantry from forming common bonds. In their treatment of cities, Marx and Engels suggested that
workers' new freedom of movement and contacts with a diversity of subcultures
would create preconditions for "universal" consciousness. Thus for Engels, the
"driving of the workers from hearth and home" that accompanied urbanization
and industrialization was "the very first condition of their intellectual emancipation." In his view, "modern large-scale industry ... has turned the worker, formerly chained to the land, into a completely propertyless proletarian, liberated
from all traditional fetters, a free outlaw." 3
Though Marx and Engels saw such developments as laying the basis for
broader forms of association and for working-class self-assertion, they also described with great feeling the pain and hardship involved in such processes. According to Marx, in the modern factory "men are effaced by their labor." Labor
becomes abstract, valued according to money alone. "The pendulum of the
clock has become as accurate a measure of the relative activity of two workers as
it is of the speed of two locomotives." Under modern factory conditions,
peoples' particular identities, their histories, are, as Marx said, "obliterated."
3 "Communist Manifesto," in Lewis Feuer, ed., Marx and Engels: Basic Writings on Politics
and Philosophy (Garden City: Doubleday, 1969), pp. 1-41; Karl Marx, Eighteenth Brumaire of
Louis Bonaparte (New York: International Publishers, 1963), pp. 123-24; Friedrich Engels,
The Housing Question (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1970), p. 29.
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The machines, the rhythm of work, acquire an eerie reality of their own and "appear as a world for themselves, quite independent of and divorced from the individuals." In contrast, "standing over against these productive forces we have the
majority, robbed of all real life-content, abstract individuals."4
The insights embedded in phrases like these-"abstract individuals,"
"robbed of all real life-content"-have been developed by the left into a powerful
and appealing analysis. They constitute a naming of people's experiences, a
language for describing the anomie, the homelessness, the felt injustice and
abuse of the modern world. Out of such understanding comes the left's impassioned support for the forms of association that people create from shared suffering: benevolent associations, trade unions, cooperatives, and finally electoral
parties, all built on people's experiences as "workers."
The problem for the left has been not with its analysis of the forces making
for the dehumanization of the worker, but with the attempt to develop a conception of action based upon the worker as a product of capitalism. In its dominant
theoretical tradition (and here, one should certainly exempt a few theorists, like
William Morris), the left draws its theory of group formation as well as its image
of the future from the same processes, and from the vast, collectivized settings
where people are organized by capitalism. Thus it assumes that a sundering of
people from their historic and organic connections-from their "roots"-is the
indispensable preliminary to freedom. It proposes, in place of community weakened or lost, an organization based on abstract solidarity. "Proletarianization"
is not only analyzed and protested, but also incorporated. In sum, the left does
more than name and describe modern suffering, it also, proposes a theory for
ending it that assumes that people are and must be that to which capitalism tends
to reduce them. It is a theory that is therefore profoundly flawed.
In Marx's view, the workers' deracination was the basis of their revolt. As
he argued in the introduction to his Critique of Hegel's 'Philosophy of Right',
the workers' "complete loss of humanity" forces them to "a complete redemption of humanity." Or, as he put it in the Holy Family, "Since the abstraction of
all humanity, even of the semblance of humanity, is practically complete in the
full-blown proletariat, it follows that the proletariat can and must free itself."
Both Marx and Engels frequently described the workers' relation to the past with
great ferocity. For Marx, there had to be a "radical rupture" with what had gone
before. For Engels, "tradition is the great retarding force ... but being merely
passive is sure to be broken down." In the EighteenthBrumaire, Marx argued
that a revolution by the working class would necessitate a kind of radical am-

4 Marx is here quoted by Lucio Colletti, From Rousseau to Lenin: Studies in Ideology and
Society (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1972), pp. 86-88.
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nesia: "the social revolution cannot draw its poetry from the past, but only from
the future." 5
Marx's indifference to working-class traditions did not spring from an
indifference to working-class sufferings. There is a strong feeling for the concrete in the historical writings of Marx and Engels; they show a keen instinct for
the actual unfolding of social movements that often confounds the abstract universalism of their political theory.
Yet the point is that the basic theory that saw revolutionary consciousness
as an abstract universalism, a rootless cosmopolitanism, and that saw anticapitalist insurgency as growing from radical deracination, continues to hold sway
over the left. Such a view of consciousness can be seen in the "new man" of
socialist mythology. It appears in Lenin's theory of revolutionary consciousness
as the world view of middle-class, radicalized intellectuals that must be introjected into the working class, and in Karl Kautsky's similar assertion that
modern radicalism derives from and is propagated by scientific rationality. This
viewpoint also informs Trotsky's contention that the Bolshevik party must be a
"moral medium" of its own, constantly protecting itself against ideological contamination and, implicitly, forming a socializing agent for its members in order
to detach them from all prior loyalties and connections. In our time, the left view
of liberated consciousness as a process of radical separation lies behind Michael
Harrington's vision of a "rational, humanist moral code" to replace traditional
moral values. It is what Ralph Miliband means when he argues that "the Marxist
notion of a 'most radical rupture' with traditional ideas signifies a break with all
forms of tradition and must expect to encounter the latter not as friend but as
foe." It is the view of social change and its agents succinctly summarized by
Stanley Aronowitz in his essay entitled, appropriately enough, "The Working
Class: A Break With the Past." According to Aronowitz, all particular identities-of "race and nationality and sex and skill and industry"-are obstacles to
the development of homogenized class consciousness. As he puts it, "they constitute antagonisms which still act as a brake on the development of revolutionary consciousness. "6
5 Marx's comments from the Critique are quoted in David McClellan, Karl Marx: His Life
and Thought (New York: Harper & Row, 1973), p. g6; Karl Marx, The Holy Family (Moscow:
Foreign Language Publishers, 1956), pp. 52-53; Friedrich Engels, "On Historical Materialism,"
in Feuer, Marx and Engels, p. 66; Marx, Eighteenth Brumaire, p. 15.
6 Michael Harrington, The Twilight of Capitalism (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1976), p.
291. Ralph Miliband, Marxism and Politics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), p. 44·
Miliband's work simply and clearly explains the Marxist theory of social change and its agents.
See also Stanley Aronowitz, "The Working Class: A Break with the Past," in Colin Greer, ed.,
Divided Society: The Ethnic Experience in America (New York: Basic Books, 1974), pp.
312-13.
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Mainstream social democratic theory captures moments of genuine revolutionary experience: the discovery of commonality across differences of background; the excitement of breaking with aspects of tradition that repress and
block free thought and free association. The basic perspective of the left, finally,
is buttressed and reinforced by conventional liberalism itself, with which, of
course, it shares common intellectual origins. From the point of view of mainstream liberalism, the spread of universalistic and enlightened ideas comes from
the center, not the provinces. Voluntary associations, traditional ethnic identities, institutions like the church and family, and specific ties to place all tend to
be seen as hindrances to "modern" and "open" consciousness. Garry Wills expressed this clearly when he wrote: "the smaller the locale, the stricter the code;
and this code ... has always been at odds with the social openness, the chances
for initiative, praised by liberals." 7
Yet the dominant, "progressive" world view fails on many counts. As part
of a theory of social change, the argument that radical protest movements
emerge because of radical dissociation from traditional backgrounds is simply
wrong. Recent social history of factory struggles demonstrates clearly that people draw on a range of ethnic, kinship, religious, and other traditional relations
in fighting back and in developing a collective consciousness. 8 Even within the
factory, people are never merely "workers," and other aspects of their identities
prove centrally important to insurgency. In addition, a new generation of social
historians like Nancy Cott, Ellen Dubois, Alice Rossi, and Sara Evans have
probed the origins of feminist consciousness in different periods of American
history, and have found that it grew directly out of traditional structures and
ideologies that women reshaped for radical purposes. The left view neglects a
range of resources that help to explain why ordinary people, steeped in lifelong
experiences of degradation, defeat, and humiliation, gain the courage, the confidence, the skills, and the hope to fight back. 9
7 Garry Wills, Nixon Agonistes: The Crisis of the Self-Made Man (New York: New American
Library, 1969), p. 463.
8 Eric Hobsbawm's observation that irreligious fervor has been far more typically a characteristic of socialist movement cadres (those most socialized into the dominant abstract universalism of the tradition) than of the broader socialist, working-class base is certainly noteworthy in
this regard. He describes movements that have had generations of secularist and rationalist
"education"-and still have not "outgrown" their organic connections. Polish workers, of course,
drawing as they did recently on rich religious symbolism, furnish another case in point. Eric
Hobsbawm, "Religion and the Rise of Socialism," Marxist Perspectives, no. 1 (1978), p. 26.
9 In demonstrating the complexity of workplace insurgency and its wellsprings, the work of
such authors as David ~ontgomery, Herbert Gutman, E. P. Thompson, Christopher Hill,
Joan Scott, Charles Tilley, and Maurice Agulhon have gone far beyond the classic left theory.
There is, to put it simply, a chasm between the argument that working-class revolt springs from
a "radical rupture" with traditions, and the studies of actual working-class political movements
themselves. The fact that leftist political theory is so at odds with recent social history-much of
which is written by self-described Marxists themselves-has almost entirely unremarked gone.
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More generally, the left view creates tremendous obstacles to political action and understanding. Seeing emancipation as an intellectual shedding of the
past produces strong temptations toward condescension by such theorists, and
self-distancing from such important elements of the social fabric as churches,
informal forms of association, clubs, ethnic groups, and so forth. In Marx's
own time, it led to depictions of the "idiocy of rural life," and to the description
of shopkeepers and artisans as "reactionaries who seek to roll back the wheel of
history." In our own time, it leads to the customary leftist disinterest in forms of
association by which people seek to sustain or to regain communities (the
Catholic Church, the Southern Baptist churches, East European immigrant
community organizations, to mention a few).
In some practical instances, radicals have overcome such condescension in
practice. In fact, exactly such practical supersession of the dominant theoretical
tradition has proven the key to moments of leftist success, again and again,
around the world. Yet there is tragedy inherent in the situation when orthodox
left-wing movements, after having identified themselves with popular traditions
and institutions, and having won power, then seek to impose theoretical models
of the "new man" and of"modernizing" collectivization. Indeed, this can be seen
as the terrible contradiction at work in the internal policies of nations like China
and Vietnam.
Although more benign, American leftists are in the main no less mistaken.
In a period characterized by the growing search for peoples' reconnections to
place, history, and community-for roots-appeals to abstract solidarity
become increasingly irrelevant.

A

merica is, in a sense, a nation of the uprooted. We are, after all, a society
of immigrants, of people who have escaped oppressions in the Old World
or have been torn violently from Africa, from Asia, from Latin America. For
most of our history, this understanding of America as new and modern, as divorced from older ties, has been celebrated in the mainstream. Classic liberalism
saw freedom as the process of individual detachment from traditional relations-as Robert Nisbet has observed, as "emancipation/rom association." And
America, as Louis Hartz put it, "begins and ends" in this sort of liberalism: "The
master assumption of American political thought has been atomistic social
freedom." 10
Yet in the 196os and 1970s, such images of our destiny began to dissolve. In
part, challenges to the notion of freedom as deracination came from the mass
movements of blacks, women, Hispanics, and others in the sixties. The popularity of the TV series "Roots" was ln itself a spectacular expression of widespread
10 Robert Nisbet, The Quest for Community (New York: Oxford University Press, 1953),
p. 228; Louis Hartz, The Liberal Tradition in America (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1955 ),
p. 62.
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public sympathy with the black quest for a rediscovery of historical and cultural
resources. The search for rootedness is also visible in the rise of general ethnic
group consciousness; in the public reception given works like Michael Novak's
The Rise of the Unmeltable Ethnics; in the popularity of movies like The Deer
Hunter, Rocky, and The Godfather, and of books like The Immigrants and
Chesapeake. It was apparent in the increasing religious involvement: religious
institutions were the only ones that did not experience an erosion of public confidence through the 1970s, and more people went to church in 1980 than had in
1970. The search for roots was evident in the growing neighborhood movement.
At the end of the decade, every major city in the nation had experienced something of a neighborhood renaissance; the National Commission on the Neighborhoods Report in 1979listed eight thousand community organizations in the
country; over one-third of the population claimed to have participated in some
form of neighborhood protest, revitalization, or improvement effort.
All such experiences represent raw material for populist insurgency, as millions of Americans have simultaneously sought to rediscover their geographic,
historical, and emotional roots, and to defend them against forces threatening
their ways of life. To understand why this has happened, and how the populist
impulse is fraught with both democratic and authoritarian potentials, we need
'"'to take a deeper look at the dynamics of popular activation and at the conviction
that an unresponsive elite has dishonored and exploited historically constituted
peoples and their cultures.
The concept of a people, or of peoplehood, is a radically different sort of
notion than that of class. While class is historically specific, the product of
modern industrialization, the notion of "the people" is transhistorical, dating
back t() antiquity, and has been used by movements and groups with widely
varying aims and compositions. While class is a category subject to statistical
analysis, and can be depicted with charts and graphs and studied with research
questionnaires and computers, the idea of a people is associated with a specific
space and is to be underst()od symbolically rather than abstractly or quantitatively. A people has a point of origin and a moment of birth. This is the case with
the Muslim Hegira, with the mythic origin of Athens or Rome, and with our
own Declaration of Independence. Such a founding moment allows for celebration and for ritual commemoration sustaining memory, connecting the present
to the past. A people also is defined by a common space, settled by ancestors,
claimed, defended, and "filled in" by subsequent generations.
The sense of constituted peoplehood is the essence of what Simone Weil
meant when she defined roots by saying "a human being has roots by virtue of
his real, active, and natural participation in the life of a community which preserves in living shape certain particular treasures of the past and certain particular expectations for the future." It is also the insight developed by JohnSchaar
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when he described the psychological bases of patriotism as "a whole way of
being in the world captured best by the word 'reverence,' which defines life by its
debts: one is what one owes, what one acknowledges as a rightful debt or obligation. The gift of the land, people, language, gods, memories, and customs ...
the very tone and rhythm of a life, the shapes of perception, the texture of its
dreams and fears comes from membership in a territorially rooted group." 11
Consciousness of a national peoplehood coexists with and is nourished by
discrete communities that make up "the whole people"; in turn, each community
itself forms a "people" of its own. This dual sense of peoplehood forms a striking
theme throughout American black history, as Manning Marable has recently
shown. Marable points out that the black elite historically has tended toward an
integrationist stance, "while the majority of working class and rural blacks have
more often been mobilized to support national ideas and movements," based on
the experience and institutions of the black people specifically. The tension between a self-consciousness of separate peoplehood, and an awareness of common ties with other Americans, has always existed within each subgroup. Indeed, the fund of symbols and traditions that blacks share with members of the
broader society has furnished vital resources for political struggle. Martin
Luther King, Jr., especially was able to mobilize ordinary black people through
appeals to the "American heritage." In King's terms, the movement represented
"the best in the American dream and the most sacred values in our JudeaChristian heritage." It was a great "Crusade for Citizenship,'' carrying "our
whole nation back to the wells of democracy dug deep by the founding fathers."
Segregation was an evil "betrayal of the southern heritage" itself. 12
Yet appeals to the American or to the Southern heritage can have very different meanings, depending on the social position and nature ofthe group making the appeal. In stark contradiction, Martin Luther King's Crusade for
Citizenship represented one kind of populism, and the appeal that George Wallace made to Southern identity represented a populism of a very different sort.
Put briefly, traditional relations that constitute a sense of peoplehood are
always a complex ensemble, containing parochial, elite, and popular-democratic themes alike.
The sense of aggrieved peoplehood that translates a community's common
bonds into an insurgent populism grows from the conviction that an elite has
11 Simone Weil, The Need for Roots (Boston: Beacon Press, 1955), p. 43; John Schaar, "The
Case for Patriotism," New American Review, May 1973, pp. 63-64.
12 Manning Marable, "Black Nationalism in the 1970s," Socialist Review nos. 50-51 (1980),
p. 76. Martin Luther King, Jr., "Letterfrom a Birmingham Jail," in King, Why We Can't Wait
(New York: Harper & Row, 1963), p. 99; and King, quoted in William Robert Miller, "The
Broadening Horizons," in C. Eric Lincoln, ed., Martin Luther King, Jr.: A Profile (New York:
Hill & Wang, 1970), pp. 50-51.
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dishonored and abused a people's sacred spaces, its historical memories and
customs, its origins, common territory, and ways of life. Thus there is a kind of
class intuition in the populist sensibility-a belief that common people are mistreated by the powerful. But the very vagueness of the populist formulation
leads to a political ambiguity and volatility. How such a sense of grievance
comes to final expression depends on a number of factors: the dynamics of the
society that are responsible for politicizing the communities in the first place; the
nature of the communities involved and their relation to others; the ideology,
program, and effectiveness of those who seek to organize such discontent into a
coherent social force; and the nature of the interior processes and social relations at work in the specific subcommunities that make up "the people." In particular, when elite groups are able to manipulate parochial themes within the
sense of peoplehood without effective contest from those who seek to create
broader linkage among discrete oppressed communities, the outcome of a populist mood tends strongly toward authoritarianism.
The interior life of subcommunities as they are mobilized and transformed
through the process of forming a social movement is an especially neglected subject, but one that bears directly on the outcome of group protests. Such communities can be understood as comprised of "free social spaces," complexes of
institutions and social networks that retain a degree of insulation from the
broader society and from elite control. From the. time of Edmund Burke and
Alexis de Tocqueville, a long tradition of political and social thought has used
the concept of "free" or "autonomous" structures to describe buffers against an
authoritarian or centralized state. Through these structures, traditional ways
and cultures are transmitted, and independent activities can be organized.
Theorists of "mass society" as well as some of their critics have also used the
concept of autonomous structures to analyze the formation of barriers to social
movement. Ironically, the dominant tradition of the left has largely shared this
view. In mainstream leftist theory, such structures are seen as means to transmit
capitalist culture. Douglas Kellner summarized the usual argument: "Hegemonic [capitalist] ... ideology is transmitted through an ideological apparatus
consisting of the family, school, church, media, workplace and social group. " 13
Thus a fascinating convergence of views about such voluntary, "free" structures has existed from both left and right. Conservatives believed in defending
voluntary, traditional autonomous structures against the force of the modern
state (though they have tended to slight capitalism's impact on such structures);
radicals thought their disruption was necessary for the production of cosmopolitan consciousness. But both traditions saw such institutions as bulwarks of the
existing order.
13 Douglas Kellner, "Ideology, Marxism and Advanced Capitalism," Socialist Review no. 42
(1978), p. 53·
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In fact, empirical studies of those who have actually participated in movements for social change have consistently confounded all such propositions. The
reality overlooked by theorists on both sides who see autonomous social structures in a one-sided and static way is their dynamic character; they are free social
spaces that, under certain conditions, can turn into breeding grounds for
insurgency. 14
In the process of populist revolt, precisely such an activation occurs. Institutions that have for years been broadly functional to the system, reproducing in
at least the most general terms its dominant beliefs, become for a time dysfunctional. People draw on rich cultural resources and traditions from the past, unearthing subversive themes of protest, dissent, and self-assertion.
Such a process of political activation normally begins as people seek to defend established ways of life or perceived rights that they have come to expect.
Social-movement theorist Richard Flacks described the usual pattern: "Most
commonly, popular movements arise as efforts to resist threats to established
patterns of everyday life. Movements are particularly apt to occur when these
threats are seen as the fault of those in authority. " 15 In turn, how such resources
are sorted-out proves the crucial variable. Whether popular democratic themes
of civic idealism, cooperation, religiously motivated action on behalf of the oppressed, pluralism, and tolerance come to be distinguished from elite themes of
rapacious individualism, hedonism, and contempt for others· depends on the
evolution of groups as they move from resistance to self-conscious opposition to
centers of power.
In democratic populist movements, as people are moved to activism in
defense of their rights, traditions, and institutions, they change. Richard Flacks,
and others like E. J. Hobsbawm, have pointed out that in the course of protest
movements, goals can change. Expanding somewhat on a typology of social
movement once suggested by Barrington Moore, "democratic movement" here
means the struggle by a self-conscious group for control over its destiny within a
given setting and also the notion of free and cooperative participation. As such,
it can be contrasted with forms of authoritarian communal movements on the
one hand-for example, certain cults; and it is also different from "libertarian"
14 Sara Evans and I have used the term social space rather than mediating institutions (or
similar terms out of the "resistance" school of social thought) to highlight another dimension of
those networks and relations that form the primary base of social movement: their character as
part of "lived," daily reality in people's experience. The concept of social space grows from traditions of social geography, ethnology, and phenomenology (writers such as Emile Durkheim,
who first used the concept in the 1890s to describe the social environment independent of the
physical setting in The Division ofLabor in Society).
15 Richard Flacks, "Making History vs. Making Life," Working Papers for a New Society,
Summer 1974, p. 6o.
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movements on the other, like portions of what is called the new right, resting
upon a marketplace, highly individualistic model of human beings. They discover in themselves and their traditions new resources and potentials. They
repair their capacity to work together for collective problem solving. They find
out new political facts about the world, they build networks and seek contacts
with other groups of the powerless to forge a broader group identity, and this
whole process helps them to clarify basic power relations in the socie~ In sum,
they deepen the meaning of what they are doing, from understanding itmerely
as a protest against threat to coming to see the need for a struggle for new conceptions of rights. This kind of change is the identifying mark, specifically, of a
democratic movement that seeks a transformation in power relations, not simply a return to past conditions or the replacement of one elite with another.
In class society, the possibilities for free and democratic processes are
always relative. Structures are contradictory, crossed by competing ideologies
and values. In contemporary forms of organizing, organizers often describe the
communities they enter as enormously volatile; indeed, the same neighborhood
can be mobilized by extreme right-wing groups to battle blacks or welfare recipients, or it can be organized by progressive groups that build cross-racial and
cross-income alliances against centers of wealth and power, depending on who is
there "first" and how attuned they are to local values and folkways.
Understanding the subtle, shifting nature of the experiences by which
people ci:Iange, individually and collectively, begins to clarify and to render
comprehensible many dimensions of the populist impulse and its possibilities.
Depending upon how the institutional building blocks of a contemporary popuhsm develop over time, and on how they link up with other groups-and depending upon who organizes them and upon what the organizers' program and vision
is about-many different outcomes are possible. The vision ofthe American
destiny put forth by populism can be inclusive, open, and cooperative. Or it can
be closed, static, fearful, and bellicose.

A

s the 198os begin, massive popular discontent and many different forms
of resistance have spread throughout the society. This unrest has been
precipitated by a combination of factors: slower .economic growth, inflation,
the growth of an aggressive and enormously powerful corporate lobby at every
level of government, declining urban services, deep social and cultural dislocations, and a dangerous, volatile world environment. In such a situation, the
realization of the democratic potential of populism will require the intervention,
organizing skills, and leadership of progressives and radicals with a long-range
vision of qualitative, cooperative change, complete with an analysis of the social
structure and economic system informed by leftist theory. Any movement for
achieving "rule by the people" must recognize that trade unions will be essential
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to such a movement, as Marxists have long insisted.
Yet for all its insufficiency, and granted the need to appropriate critical insights from the left, the populist idea of peoplehood nonetheless includes themes
and intuitions that are indispensable for democratic politics in the 198os, and
that need to be used to rework the categories of the left. In the American context, this idea provokes a language, a set of symbols and themes far more powerful than traditional left or even liberal terminology. American history and tradition, like that of any nation, embodies contradictions between cooperative and
rapaciously individualist, democratic and authoritarian elements. To reclaim
the best in American traditions and history is to rediscover the popular democratic heritage: our nation's civic idealism, our practices of mutual aid and selfhelp, our religious wellsprings of social justice.
The notion of "a people" also broadens the constituencies that can be
enlisted in the effort to democratize our society. To understand that our very
peoplehood is abused by modern capitalism is to understand that we are entering a stage in history when corporations have unleashed a major assault on the
historical bases of bourgeois respectability. Peoplehood implies sympathizing
with the outrage of homeowners at Love Canal, the anguish of Republican
farmers driven off their lands, the rage of Christian evangelicals at the collapse
of moral standards in the face of the deceits of "Playboy morality." A
democratic understanding of American peoplehood asserts that our nation's
finest ideals are far better than rapacious individualism, hedonism, and contempt for moral standards of any kind, and that a new crusade for citizenship,
for our democratic heritage, spans many traditional political divisions.
There still exists, for most Americans, belief in the need for government as
an instrument of justice, as a civic meeting ground and public agency, and as a
means for fighting corporate power. Yet there exists as well a deep, and legitimate, anger at a government that violates the idea of government of the people
and by the people.
A contemporary populist politics must understand what the nineteenthcentury populists took as a matter of course. To propose, with any prospect of
broad support, new governmental initiatives, a political movement has to demonstrate that it is fully aware of the dangers from existing government and of its
potential for tyranny.
The left-in America and around the world-faces an odd and frustrating
contradiction. Marxist and left perspectives, as criticism of contemporary society, have gained unprecedented prestige, even within as conservative an intellectual establishment as that whichJ;!xists in the United States; yet left-wing politics
are on the retreat: the left is marginalized in the United States, reduced to lifeless
ritual in the Soviet Union, discredited by the genocidal policies and internecine
feuding in Asian nations that were at the emotional center of the worldwide left
movement only a decade ago .
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In the contemporary world, left-wing criticism has penetrated deep into the
dynamics of modem life, showing how the private accumulation process that
drives large-scale economic institutions works devastation on human beings on
the job and in broader civic affairs. Marxist analysis of the class structure of our
nation goes far toward illuminating the basic ways people are organized and
shaped by capitalist institutions. Yet the left, inheritor of a one-dimensional
view of human motivation that itself derives from the capitalist marketplace,
has failed to develop any adequate theory of social movement and of culture as a
vital, living resource for democratic action.
To regain the offensive in the 198os, democratic radicalism needs a new
understanding of the vitality, creativity, and democratic processes to be found
within old forms as well as new ones. In short, it needs a reconnection with the
wellsprings of civic idealism, religious belief, and the democratic heritage that
time after time have inspired ordinary people to revolt against the centers of
wealth and power in American history. Such a reconnection means the recovery
of a democratic understanding of American peoplehood, and a shattering of the
marketplace image of human beings within which the left itself has remained
imprisoned.
I

EXPLORATIONS

A Note onVidal-Naquet
ARNO J. MAYER

£~me

· " Q r e Vidal-Naquet is a leading French classicist who has been engaged in
of the momentous political events of our day, both as a protagonist
and as a writer. He was in the vanguard of the opposition to the Algerian war,
which he wrote Torture: Cancer of Democracy (1963); he participated in the
events of May 1968 and with Alain Schnapp coauthored The French Student
Uprising (1971); and he collaborated with the American resistance to the Vietnam war.
Recently, scholarly interests led Vidal-Naquet to study early Jewish history,
notably to critically reexamine the Masada epic and The Jewish War by Flavius
Josephus (see Vidal-Naquet, Les Juifs, Ia memoire et le present, 1981). Paradoxically, it was not his Jewishness that prompted him to plunge into the Jewish
past. As he himself insists, it is the scholarly study of ancient and recent Jewish
history that transformed him, the son of an old and thoroughly assimilated
French-Jewish family, into a Jew "by volition and of critical reflection."
Accordingly, his article "A Paper Eichmann?" predates the terrorist attack
outside the synagogue in the rue Copernic in October 1980. This incident was
only the most notorious and widely publicized of a series of anti-Semitic excesses
in France, where the political murder of Henri Curiel, a Franco-Egyptian Jew of
leftist persuasion who labored for Arab-Israeli peace, also remains unsolved. As
a seasoned historian, Vidal-Naquet knows that although anti-Semitism is never
innocent, it assumes diabolical proportions only in times of political, economic,
and social stalemate or unsettlement. Because the present or near future maybe
or become such a time he considers it imp9rtant to confront the self-styled "revisionists" who pretend to use the,canons of scholarly research and historical debate to deny not just the infernal use of gas chambers but also the systematic extermination of European Jewry by the Nazi regime and its accomplices. Through
close analysis Vidal-Naquet demonstrates that the arguments and findings of
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these French revisionists, who have their counterparts in the United States and
other countries, are inspired and guided not by the reasoned and scrupulous
search for historical accuracy, but by thinly disguised political and ideological
passions of illiberal vintage.
It is worth noting that the self-declared revisionists of all countries claim
Paul Rassinier as their mentor. He was a French high school teacher of history
and geography of leftist learnings who spent nearly two years as a political prisoner in Buchenwald and Dora. In his writings Rassinier was among the first to
question the existence of the gas chambers and to charge the survivors with exaggerating Nazi atrocities: Le Mensonge d'Ulysse (1950); Le Writable Proces
Eichmann (1962); Le Drame desjuifs europeens (1964). Certainly Robert Faurisson hails Rassinier as a pioneer not only in his articles and interviews, but also
in his most recent Memo ire en defense (Paris: La Vieille Taupe, I 980), which was
published three months after Vidal-Naquet's article. This latest broadside seeks
to distort and whitewash the all-important diary of Johann Paul Kremer. As a
doctor assigned to Auschwitz, Kremer was both a participant in and an observer
of the selection process in the second half of 1942. Regrettably, Faurisson's new
book has an unconscionable preface by Noam Chomsky that is being used to
legitimate Faurisson as a bona fide scholar of the Holocaust. As an unqualified
civil libertarian Chomsky claims-disingenuously-that he has not read the
book he is prefacing! Vidal-Naquet forcefully criticizes and refutes Chomsky in
Appendix II ("De Faurisson et de Chomsky') of his Les Juifs.

I

tis inevitable that with the passage of. time the "final solution"-not unlike all
previous and future willful human massacres-will be desacralized and
historicized, and both Jews and Israelis will be denied their claim to the
monopoly of martyrdom in the twentieth century. But because of the ever latent
anti-Semitism throughout Christendom and the fierce anti-Zionism throughout
much of the Third World, it is important thanhis historicization take the form
of a responsible and pondered-not a bogus-revisionism, which is inherent to
genuine historical discourse.
Vidal-Naquet is painfully aware of the deep ideological undercurrents and
acts of anti-Semitism in France. Edouard Drumont (1844-1917) rests peacefully
at Pere Lachaise. In this history-soaked cemetery his tombstone ostentatiously
hails him as the "distinguished author of La France juive," the infamous twovolume anti~Semitic polemic published in 1886 that sparked political anti-Semitism in France and beyond. Moreover, the Vichy regime, inspired by Drumont
and his epigones, ci:>nspired in the "final solution" by sending between 65,000
and 8o,ooo Jews to their deaths.
But there is also another side to France's relationship to the Jews. After all,
it was the French Revolution that first proclaimed and decreed their emancipa-
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tion. In addition, the Dreyfus affair cut two ways: while this anti-Semitic outrage in Europe's pioneering democratic and liberal republic incited Theodor
Herzl to issue his manifesto of secular Zionism, eventually it also rallied France's
forces of progressive enlightenment for a successful defense of a forlorn Jewish
captain, thereby marking one of the greatest moments in the emancipation and
assimilation of Jews in modern European history. No less important, until recently France was the first and only Christian nation to have a Jewish prime minister, and Leon Blum left to his country a legacy of humaneness comparable to
the one FDR left to America.
In other words, France has a highly complex relationship with its Jewish
community, and the fervor of Vidal-Naquet's essay stems from his informed and
lived sensitivity to this tortured history. It will not do to charge the government
of Valerie Giscard d'Estaing with visceral anti-Semitism for making overtures to
the PLO and for pursuing an independent policy in the Middle East, even though
some of the elements of Giscard's conservative coalition historically have been
prime champions of religious and racial prejudice. Not unlike the governors of
other Trilateral countries, the governors of France are desperate to secure safe
supplies of oil. Furthermore, besides following these dictates of crude material
interest, the French government is torn by internal cross-pressures. The Fifth
Republic is the home of at least 6oo,ooo Jews, among them 30o,ooo of North
African origin, and they constitute the third largest Jewish diaspora after
America and Russia. But France also has a population of no fewer than 1.2
million North Africans of Moslem faith who, incidentally, suffer many of the
same economic and social indignities as the blacks in the United States. Accordingly, the French government may be said to be buffeted by two compact ethnic
minorities: a Jewish community that supports the state of Israel, and an Arab
community that sympathizes, with an equal fervor, with the Palestinian diaspora. It is a measure of Vidal-Naquet's scholarly and moral probity that he exposes the dangers of the resurgence of political anti-Semitism, as exemplified by
the writings of the spurious revisionists, while at the same time speaking out on
the plight of the Arab minority in Israel and the exiled Palestinians abroad.
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PIERRE VIDAL-NAQUET

hilosopher Marcel Gauchet devoted his appearance in the first issue of
the French journal Le Debat (May 1980) to what he called "inexistentialism." For it is, in fact, a feature of present-day "culture" suddenly to declare
inexistent supposedly firmly established social, political, conceptual, cultural,
~ical realities. The result is that any number of things-sex, woman,
domination, oppression, submission, history, reality, the individual, nature, the
state, the proletariat, ideology, politics, madness, trees-are dismissed as "inexistent." And Gauchet adds: "Philosophy, being an eminently predatory activity,
is practiced only at the expense of the environment. For the thinker to prosper,
the forest of his being must recede." These little games are saddening; but they
can also be entertaining, and they are not necessarily dangerous. The inexistence
of sexuality and sexual relations in no way disturbs lovers, nor has the lack of
existence of trees brought either woodcutters or manufacturers of wood pulp to
a point of starvation. Occasionally, however, the games cease to be innocent.
This is the case when, instead of such abstractions as woman, nature, or history,
they concern a specific expression of humanity, a historical moment of human
'I suffering.
In the long endeavor to define man, vis-a-vis the gods and the animal king\
dom, the fraction of humanity to which we belong has chosen, at least since
/Homer and Hesiod in the eighth century B.c., to identify man, in contrast to animals, as the creature that does not eat its fellow creatures. In Works and Days,
Hesiod wrote: "Such is the law that Zeus, the son of Cronos, prescribed for men:
fish, wild animals, winged birds may devour one another, since there exists no
justice among them." There do exist transgressions of this law, rather rarely in
practice, more frequently in mythological narration. Above all, there exist
transgressors, notably certain barbarians who, by the very act of eating human
flesh, exclude themselves from humanity. A Cyclops is not a man.
All societies do not draw the line precisely at this level. There are some that
are neither more nor less "human" than Greek society, or than modern Western
society, and which allow consumption of human flesh. There are, however,
none, I believe, that consider this consumption to be an act just like any other;
human meat does not fall into the same category as hunted meat, or the meat of
farm-bred animals.
Anthropophagy, or cannibalism-as they say in Caribbean language by
generalizing a word that means "bold''-has given rise in recent years to two reactions that are perfectly symmetrical and opposed. The first is the "materialist"
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interpretation advanced by Marvin Harris, 1 which sets out to explain, in all
modesty, "the origins of war, capitalism, the state, and male supremacy." 2 According to Harris, if human beings eat human flesh, they do so essentially because they must have proteins. Actually, this totalitarian explanation explains
nothing. Under these conditions, how may we account for the fact that Aztec
society enjoyed abundant food resources? Or that in I 52 I, when Cortes's men
were attacking and starving the inhabitants of Mexico City, the latter sacrificed
only their prisoners, and ate none but the ritually edible parts (the arms and
legs), which did not keep them from dying of hunger? To quote Marshall Sahlins:

J

Clearly the cultural content at issue, this stupendous system of sacrifice, is too rich, logically as well as practically, to be explained by the
natural need for protein by which Harris proposes to account for it. To
accept his view, we have to make some kind of bargain with the ethnographic reality, trading away what we know about it in order to understand it. Or at the least, it takes a heroic act of utilitarian faith to conclude that this sacrificial system was a way the Aztecs had of getting
some meat.
Casting the problem of human sacrifice and anthropophagy in terms of economic rationality and profit creates incredible absurdities, for the system was in
no way a profitable one and even arose out of and depended on an economy of
waste.
But then how are we to explain cannibals, if they seek neither food nor
profits? At this point, there intervenes another explanation that simply denies
that cannibals exist: they are a myth.
Like many historians, I am interested in the history of what is imagined. I
consider the imaginary to be an aspect of history, and that its history should be
undertaken in the same way as the history of cereal production, or the marriage
rate in nineteenth-century France. Nevertheless, of course, this particular reality
is less "real" than what we are accustomed to call by that term. The Marquis de
Sade's fantasms and the Reign of Terror are different in nature, even radically
opposed: Sade was a rather gentle man. The popularization of psychoanalysis
has played a role in this confusion of fantasy and reality. As a historian, I share
responsibility for the aberrations I shall discuss.

1 Marvin Harris, Cannibals and Kings: The Origins of Cultures (New York: Random House,
1978).
2 From an excellent review of Harris's book by Marshall Sahlins: "Culture, Proteins, Profit,"
New York Review of Books, November 23, 1978. In addition to male supremacy, Harris undertakes to explain the Oedipus complex (Cannibals and Kings, pp. 57-66).
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We are indebted for the following dazzling evidence to W. Arens, who
states: there never were any cannibals. 3 As is often the case with discoveries of
this kind, Arens has passed through several stages, which he explains at length.
Convinced that anthropophagy was a common practice, he was then surprised
to note the imprecise nature of ethnographic literature on the subject. He therefore undertook a search for decisive proof: he advertised in an anthropological
journal for an eye-witness account. The replies he received were vague; but
finally a young German scholcrr, Erwin Frank, informed him that his examination of all the literature on cannibalism among the Amazon-basin Indians,
dating from the sixteenth to the twentieth centuries, has yielded not a single piece
,/ of firsthand evidence concerning the act of eating one's neighbor. Little by little,
he had arrived at a conclusion that was both heartening and bitter: that there
never have been any cannibals and that anthropophagy is an invention of anthropologists, based on inconsistent testimony. The function of this invention,
he said, was to justify domination over defeated societies by conquering ones.
That this theory is quite absurd can be demonstrated in a few lines. We shall
always, no doubt, lack the testimony of the victims-the only proof, probably,
that could satisfy the requirements of Arens. But there exists a perfectly sufficient amount of testimony and information to leave no room for doubt, as Marshall Sahlins and others have reminded us. Sahlins also has the unusual merit of
analyzing the logic that subtends this type of operation, which, he says, is the
product not of research, but of what he calls the university prestige game. In
1 concl~sion, Sahlins ~as ma~e the in~ispe~sable analogy with what, from now
\1 on, will be the essential subJect of thts arttcle:
It all follows a familiar American pattern of social science journalism:
Professor X puts out some outrageous theory, such as, the Nazis
didn't 'really kill the Jews, human civilization comes from another
planet, or there is no such thing as cannib'!lism. Since facts are plainly
against him, X's main argument consists of the expression, in the highest moral tones, of his own disregard for all available evidence to the
contrary .... All this provokes Y and Z to issue a rejoinder, such as
this one. X now becomes "the controversial Professor X" and his book
is respectfully reviewed by nonprofessionals in Time, Newsweek, and
The New Yorker. There follow appearances on radio, TV, and in the
columns of the daily newspapers. 4
3 W. Arens, The Man-eating Myth (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979). See letter
from M. Sahlins, New fOrk Review ofBooks, March 22, 1979, p. 47; also R. Needham, "Chewing on the Cannibals," Times Literary Supplement, London, January 1, 1980, and correspondence on this subject in the TLS that ended only in April 1980.
4 New York Review of Books, March

22,

1979, p. 47·
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In other words, in this matter, there is no question of truth, no question of science, but simply of publicity for the university prestige game.
To put it differently, let's take a little-known figure in ancient history whose
existence has posed no problems thus far, for instance the Athenian lawgiver
Cleisthenes (end of the sixth century B.c.). One fine day, I decide that he did not
exist, and I prove it: Herodotus was not in a position to know, and Aristotle
quoted sources that themselves were hardly to be relied upon. But my real objective is something else: it is to create a schism between historians on my own terms.
I will call all the historians that have preceded me "Cleisthenians," and I and
my followers will be the "anti-Cleisthenians." Everybody will know that my
theory is absurd, but since I shall have respected the rules of the game, my reputation will remain intact. Marshall Sahlins expresses in no uncertain terms
what must be said about such behavior: "So the publishing decisions of aca- 1
demic presses, and ultimately the nature of scholarly research, are drawn irre- \
sistibly into the orbit of the average common opinions of the consumer public.
It's a scandal."
11

T

he war had hardly ended when historical research on the concentration
camps began: limited research for detail, general research to which some
well-known names were signed-Gerald Reitlinger, Raul Hilberg, Leon Poliakov, Martin Broszat, Olga Wormser-Migot, and a few others. This was difficult work, because it implied a combined knowledge and experience. Michel de
Bouard, a historian and former deportee, ended as follows his excellent historical outline of Mauthausen: "When there are no more survivors of deportation, then perhaps future archivists will obtain access to certain papers that
today are still hidden; but they will lack the principal source, by which I mean
the living memory of witnesses." 5 Some important books have been written on
deportation by deportees: David Rousset, Eugen Kogon, Germaine Tillion. (A
~ook like Paul Rassinier's Le Mensonge d,Ulysse 6 [published in English as Debunking the Genocide Myth] must be mentioned here: it is excellent as testimony of the author's own experiences and interesting when he criticizes other
Buchenwald and Dora witnesses, throwing light on the responsibilities of the
political apparatus, which was principally under the leadership of Communist
deportees. However, it becomes frankly absurd and invidious when he discusses a subject concerning which he had no direct knowledge: the extermination camps, principally Auschwitz.) As it stands, this historical research has, if
not a meaning, at least some meaning. It has its opaque passages as well as its
5 "Mauthausen," Revue d'histoire de Ia deuxieme guerre mondiale, no. 15-16 (July-September
1954), pp. 41-80.
6 Le Mensonge d'Ulysse, 6th ed. (Paris: La Vieille Taupe, 1979). A complementary, greatly
expanded volume, Ulysse trahi par les siens, appeared in 1980.
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progressive logic: 7 "euthanasia" of mental patients (partially by gas) in
1939-1941; extermination of Jews (men, women, and children) and Communist commisars in occupied Soviet Russia by Einsatzgruppen, in 1941-1942; organization, then rationalization of extermination by gas (first carbon monoxide, then Zyklon B) of Jews, Gypsies, and certain groups of Soviet prtsoners,
in specialized centers in Poland and then, for the most part, in Auschwitz; discontinuance of the policy of Jewish extermination on Rimmler's orders, end
of October 1944, although certain extermination techniques continued to be
used in Austrian, German, and Alsatian camps (there were small gas chambers
in Mauthausen, Ravensbriick, and Struthof). 8
--Of course, like all historical accounts, this history needs criticism on severallevels. It goes without saying thatthe oral evidence, together with the documents consulted-Faurisson notwithstanding, 9 the Third Reich archives are
accessible to researchers, whereas the French and Soviet archives are notmust be subjected to the critical methods that have stood the test of centuries.
This means, of course, that nothing must be considered sacred. The figure of
six million Jews exterminated, which originated in Nuremberg, has nothing
sacred or definitive about it, and many historians arrive at a somewhat lower
figure. 10 Likewise, Serge Klarsfeld, with the scrupulous care that characterizes
his Memorial, 11 has reduced the figure usually mentioned in connection with
the deportation of Jews from France (some 12o,ooo) to about 76,ooo. There
are few people who would not approve of this type of research, or not wish to

·,I

7 This was the point we sought to emphasize in the declaration initiated and written by Leon
Poliakov and myself and signed by a great many French historians (Le Monde, February 2 I,
I979). Other articles, by F. Delpech (ibid., March 8, I979) and 0. Wormser-Migot (ibid., December 29, I979), were similarly oriented.
8 There were gas chambers that were not used, notwithstanding the statements made by certain deportees and investigators. This was true of Dachaq. I see no reason to cast doubt on the
existence of those in Ravensbriick, Struthof, and Mauthausen; as regards this last camp, P. S.
Choumoffs demonstration, Les chambres agaz de Mauthausen (Paris: Amicale des deportes
de Mauthausen, I978), convincingly refutes the brief note that 0. Wormser-Migot wrote on
this subject in his Le Systeme concentrationnaire nazi (Paris, IC}68), pp. 54I-44, and has also
served to convince such historians asP. Renouvin and J.-B. Duroselle; on Ravensbriick, see
Germaine Tillion, Ravensbriick (Paris: Seuil, 1973).
9 Serge Thion, et al., Verite historique ou verite politique? (Paris: La Vieille Taupe, I98o),
p. 210 n. 45· Referred to hereafter as Thion.
IO Raul Hilberg's figure came to 5, roo,ooo victims; see the recapitulation table in The Destruction of the European Jew! (Chicago: Quadrangle, 1967), p. 767.
1 I Serge Klarsfeld, Le Memorial de Ia deportation des juifs de France, ed. B. and S. Klarsfeld
(Paris, I978); recently supplemented. This work is based essentially on German police sources,
so that it needs, and will continue to need, a certain number of corrections. It does, however,
constitute a good base from which to start.
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see the number of investigations and reports increase. 12
Finally, it is clear that this mass murder must be situated in the larger con/texts of Hitlerian policy and the Second World War, the history of which cannot
be written by the victors only. The Katyn massacre, the bombing of Dresden, the
destruction of Hiroshiqta and Nagasaki, the "return,.. under frightful conditions, of the Germans who had been driven out of Eastern Europe, the camps established near Perpignan by Third Republic authorities and the Vichy government, the handing over to the Soviets of Russian prisoners in the West-these are
all part of the overall context, in the same way that Auschwitz and Treblinka are.
But here again, comparisons must be plausible. Those who liken Hitler's camps
to the camps organized for Americans of Japanese origin by the admittedly
scandalous decision of the Roosevelt administration, are simply perpetrating a
brazen lie (see Faurisson, in Thion, p. I 89). The last general context is the planetary one of our contemporary massacre-ridden world (the Armenians in I9I5,
the countless colonial-war victims), in addition to vast populations that are
exploited to the verge of bare survival (the Third World). Here again, we mtist
make use of a sensible measure; for instance, the expulsions of the Palestinians
cannot be compared with the Nazi deportations, and the massacre of Deir Yassin
by members of the /rgun and the Stern groups (April IO, I948), can be approximated with Oradour, but not with Auschwitz. Finally, it is the duty of historians
to take historical facts out of the hands of ideologists who exploit them. In the
'case of the genocide of Jews, it is perfectly evident that one of the Jewish ideologies, Zionism, exploits this terrible massacre in a way that is at times quite scandalous. But that an ideology seizes upon a fact does not make this fact inexistent,
as Thion's entire book tries to demonstrate, beginning with the title- Verite historique ou verite politique-which corresponds closely to his own personal actions rather than to the actions of those he attacks. To take one extreme example:
does the fact that the Katyn massacre was made public l>Y Hitler's propaganda
make it any less a reality? Why shouldn't the LICRA (Ligue internationale
contre le racisme et l'antisemitisme) be telling the truth about Auschwitz and, at
the same time, employ the services of a racist clown like Paul Giniewski (Thion,
pp. I 52- 53)? On the other hand, it is incredible that Faurisson's new supporter,
Vincent Monteil, should be presented simply as a man "who has always said
what he thought ... l\1onteil is a rabid partisan, bordering on paranoia, of the
most extreme Arab attitudes toward Israel and the Jews (Thion, pp. I30-31).

J

I 2 Faurisson has written that the findings of the Comite d'Histoire de Ia Seconde Guerre Mondiale are inaccessible (Thion, pp. 98, I I 5) with regard to the total number of nonracial deportees. This figure may be found quite readily in J.-P. Azema, De Munich Ia Liberation (Paris:
Seuil, I979), p. I89: 63,000 deportees, among whom were 4I ,ooo members of the Resistance.
This estimate is lower than previously reported ones.

a
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The work plan I have outlined belongs under the heading of historical research. It is not entirely completed and, like all historical research, it will never
be finished.
J
Does the so-called revisionist literature offer, even in an excessive form, a
critical vision of this kind? It does not. This literature, for the most part, is not a
history of the I 939- I 945 war, but a reflection of contemporary mental attitudes,
principally since the I96os. (An incomplete bibliography of such work appears
in Thion, p. 34I .) One of the very rare pieces of information that may be gleaned
from Thion's book, independently of his bibliography, is the demonstration
made by Faurisson to prove that Ann Frank's diary, if not exactly a literary
fraud, is nevertheless a doctored text (Thion, pp. 2I3-98). Even Thion clearsightedly remarks (p. 56): "Of course, this in no way detracts from her [Ann
Frank's] tragic fate." Measured on the scale of Hitler's genocide, this slight
change is the equivalent of a comma.
In reality, the idea that we must oppose an "exterminationist" school to a
"revisionist" school is an absurd one, and is naturally a creation of the self-designated revisionists. There are historical schools that confront one another when
new problematics, new types of documents, new subjects appear. Examples of
these confrontations are not lacking. But could we say that there exists one
school to prove that the Bastille fell on July I4, 1789, and another that would insist it fell on July I5? Here we are on the terrain of positive history, wie es ist
eigentlich gewesen, how things actually were, according to the nineteenth-century formula of Leopold Ranke. This is a terrain on which true opposes false
quite simply, independent of any kind of interpretation.
There are, to be sure, historical schools that call themselves "revisionist."
To take the opposite view of what is taught is a rather perverse habit of many of
our contemporaries, even if it arises out of a potentially salutary reflex. Someone will explain, for instance, that Stalin wielded little or no power in the late
thirties, or that the American government alone Was responsible for the cold war
(e.g., Joyce and Gabriel Kolko), which is all the more easily demonstrable since
U.S. government archives are available for research and Soviet archives are not.
The works in question are debatable, but they nevertheless derive form a scholarly ethic and practice. There is nothing of the kind in the work of the revisionists of the Hitler genocide, where it is simply a matter of replacing an unbearable
truth with a reassuring lie.

I

f we may believe appearances, there exists more than one room in the dwelling place of the revisionists, among whom Serge Thion represents a moderate, even antifascist variety. His commitment is limited to eliminating from the
catalogue of Hitler's crimes those which, according to any sane criticism, can
only be considered impossible.
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Suppose we reduce the question to its key elements: to remove a major
crime from the record of Nazi ignominy would amount either to rehabilitation of the Third Reich, or to distorting it, thus making it comparable to other political regimes. This is a kind of"guilt through association" that assumes that writers who express doubt concerning the existence of the gas chambers intend as well to question all the other much
better known and attested horrors. It is merely a polemical method.
[Thion, p. 39]
Actually, there is here neither guilt through association nor polemical
method. And Faurisson spoke from the heart of revisionist truth when he made
the notorious statement that "Hitler never ordered or allowed anybody to be put
to death for reasons of race or religion" (Thion, p. 91). It is a fact that the "revisionists" all share, more or l(!ss, a few extremely simple premises:
I. There was no genocide, and the instruments that symbolize it, the gas chambers, never existed. 13
2. The "final solution" for Jews in the West was no more than expulsion of
Jews to Eastern Europe, a "remand," as Faurisson put it (Thion, p. 90). Since the
majority of French Jews came from the East, we may conclude that this measure
was the equivalent of repatriation, rather like when the French government "repatriated" Algerians, in October 1961, to their "native villages."
3· The figure cited for Jewish victims of Nazism is much lower than has been
stated. "There does not exist a single document worthy of the name that places
the total losses of the Jewish population during the last war at more than
20o,ooo .... It should be mentioned, too, that Jews who died a natural death are
included in this figure," calmly,wrote German lawyer Manfred Roeder 14 -which
would indicate that, demographically, the death rate in the Jewish communities
was unusually low. Others ge~erously push the figure as high as one million
(Rassinier, Butz) by attributing a large number of deaths to Allied raids. Faurisson, on the other hand, divides this million in two, or thereabouts: a few hundred thousand were killed in uniform (a testimonial to their bravery?) and as
many others as a result of military action (Thion, p. 197). As for those who died
in Auschwitz, both Jews and non-Jews, the figure "mounted to about 5o,ooo"
(ibid.).
4· Hitler's Germany was not primarily responsible for the Second World War.
Either it shares this responsibility with the Jews or it was not responsible at all
(Faurisson, in Thion, p. 187).
13 However, in Le mensonge d'Ulys§e (pp. 170-71), Rassinier admits the probable existence of
a few gas chambers, due perhaps to "one or two crazy SS men" and to "one or two concentration camp administrations that wanted to humor them," or vice versa.
14 M. Roeder, preface to Thiess Christophersen, Le Mensonge d'Auschwitz (Paris: FANE,
1973), p. 8. FANE, a French Nazi group, was officially disbanded in September 1980.
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5· The principal enemy of the human species during the 1930s and 1940s was
not Nazi Germany but Stalin's Soviet Russia.
6. The genocide theory is an invention of Allied, principally Jewish, and more
especially Zionist, propaganda, which may be easily explained by the Jewish
propensity, under the influence of the Talmud, to juggle imaginary figures. 15
Anybody who cares to consult the evidence will see for himself that I am not
inventing. Furthermore, these revisionist gentlemen organized a convention in
Los Angeles, in September 1979, on the occasion of which they offered a prize
of $5o,ooo to anyone who could produce proof of a gas chamber designed for
exterminating Jews. 16 It is to be supposed that they themselves would constitute
the jury. They now have their own news organ, The Journal of Historical Review, the first issue of which (Spring 1980) contains contributions by some of the
ideological leaders of the movement, including Arthur Butz and Robert Faurisson. It also contains an account of the Los Angeles convention.
Here, for instance, are some of the premises selected for analysis by Dr.
Austin J. App, an American of German origin, who has taught in a number of
colleges, both Catholic and nondenominational: "The Third Reich wanted to
get Jews to emigrate," he writes,
not to liquidate them physically. Had they intended extermination,
50o,ooo concentration camp survivors [an invented figure] would not
now be in Israel to collect fancy indemnities from West Germany ....
Absolutely no Jews were "gassed" in any concentration camps. There
were crematoria for cremating corpses who had died from whatever
cause, including especially also the victims of the genocidic AngloAmerican air raids. The majority of Jews who died in pogroms, and
those who disappeared and are still unaccounted for, fell afoul in territories controlled by the Soviet Russians, not in territories while under
German control .... Most of the Jews alleged to have met their death
at the hand of Germans were subversives, partisans, spies and criminals, and also often victims of unfortunate but internationally legal
17
reprisals.
//
It is not hard to recognize the different components of this ideological creed:
German nationalism, neo-Nazism, anti-communism, anti-Zionism, anti-SemiIS Arthur R. Butz, The Hoax of the Twentieth Century, 4th ed. (Torrance, Calif.: Noontide
Press, I979), pp. 245-48; it goes without saying that if the Talmud contains imaginary figures,
the same is true of all anCient literature.
I6 See Spotlight, September 24, I979, and regarding this convention, N. Fresco, "Les Redresseurs de morts," Les Temps Modernes, June I980.
17 Journal of Historical Review, no.

I,

p. 57·
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tism. The ingredients reappear in various forms and proportions, according to
the different authors (it is obvious, for instance, that German nationalism plays
no direct role in the work of the French pacifist Paul Rassinier). But the part
played by anti-Semitism, as also by pathological hatred of Jews, is enormous.
The aim of the operation is quite clear: it is ideologically to deprive a community
of what is represented by its historic memory. Because, finally, it is we who must
prove what happened to us. We who know, since I945, are now expected to deml\ \ onstrate, to be eloquent, to use the weapons of rhetoric, to enter into the world
of what the Greeks called the Peitho ("persuasion"), of which they had made a
J goddess. Do people actually realize what this means?
.
'
The principles of the revisionist method may, in fact, be summarized as
follows:
I. Any direct testimony furnished by Jews is a lie and an invention.
2. All testimony, as well as all documents dating from before the Liberation,
are considered to be falsified and are dismissed or labeled as "rumors." Butz and
Rassinier ignore entirely, for instance, the written records of members of the
Auschwitz Sonderkommando, which were hidden by them and discovered after
the war. These documents give a precise description that corresponds to all that
we know from other sources concerning the functioning of the gas chambers. 18
Faurisson is content to belittle the "miraculously discovered manuscripts" (Le
Monde, January 1, I979, and Thion, p. I Io), which he does not even attempt to
show are not authentic.
3· In general, any document that gives firsthand evidence of Nazi methods is
branded as either false or tampered with. Example: Faurisson classifies with one
word, along with other evidence labeled "untrue, apocryphal, or suspect"
(Thion, p. 284), the heroic "chronicle" that accompanied the Warsaw ghetto archives kept by Emmanuel Ringelblum and a working group, one of whose
members I know personally. In response to inquiry, I learned that the chronicle
had, in fact, been expurgated, especially in the Polish version (Warsaw, I952),
from which certain passages hardly flattering to Polish national pride 19 had
been deleted. These deletions, however, in no way alter the value of the document as regards Nazi policy.
4· Any Nazi document is accepted at face value if it is written in coded, unfamiliar language, but is ignored (or "underinterpreted") if written in plain Ian18 These four essential documents have been collected and published in German translation
(one of the originals is in French, the others in Yiddish) in the Hefte von Auschwitz, a publication of the Oswiecim Museum Sonderheft no. 1 (1972); an English translation has been published by the museum, edited by J. Bezwinska and D. Czech, under the title: "Amidst a Nightmare of Crime: Notes of Prisoners of the Sonderkommando," 1973.
19 See the minutely executed account by J. Kermish, "Mutilated Version of Ringelblum's
Notes," Yivo Annual of Jewish Social Science, no. 8 (1953), pp. 289-301.
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guage, as in the case of certain speeches by Himmler, of which the following,
dated December 16, 1943, is an example: "Whenever, in order to capture a village, I have been obliged to order the pursuit of Jewish partisans and commissars-what I am saying here is intended for this audience alone-I have systematically given orders to the effect that the wives and children of these partisans and
commissars should also be killed." 20 Or this, which figures in Goebbels's diary
for May 13, 1943: "There is therefore no other solution for modern nations except
to exterminate the Jew." 21 On the other hand, all manifestations of war racism in
the Allied camp (and there were plenty, as may be imagined) are highlighted.
5. All postwar evidence from Nazis, whether it resulted from legal action in the
East or in the West, in Warsaw or in Cologne, in Jerusalem or in Nuremberg, in
1945 or in 1963, is considered to have been obtained by means of torture or intimidation. I shall return to this important point, but let me say right away that,
under these circumstances, it is rather strange that not one SS leader should have
denied the existence of the gas chambers. More precisely, Paul Rassinier "believes he knew" (Ulysse trahi, p. 131) that the last Auschwitz commander,
Richard Baer, declared "there had never been any gas chambers in Auschwitz
under his administration"; but, providentially, Baer died in prison in 1963.
6. An entire arsenal of pseudotechnical explanations is used to demonstrate
the material impossibility of mass gassing. But Faurisson's reflections on the gas
chambers used in certain American states for executiort of prisoners sentenced
to die, and the precautions surrounding this usage (Thion, pp. 301-'"09), in no
way prove that mass gassing is impossible to achieve; they amount to comparisons of things that are not comparable, as remote from each other as the voracity of a starving man from the fastidiousness of a diner at Maxim's. The operation of gassing, like that of feeding oneself, can take place in totally different
situations.
7. People used to prove the existence of God by the fact that existence was inherent in the concept of God-the well-known ontological proof. One might say
that for the "revisionists," the gas chambers do not exist since inexistence is one
of their attributes; that is a "non-ontological" proof. For instance, the word Vergasung means gassing when used negatively in a letter from historian Martin
Broszat in Der Zeit (August 19, 196o): "Keine Vergasung in Dachau [No gassing
in Dachau]". But Vergassungskeller means "carburization chamber" in a
January 1948 document cited by Georges Wellers (Faurisson, in Thion, pp. 104,
109).
20 Rimmler's Geheimreden, 1933 bis 1945, und andere Ansprachen (Frankfurt; Berlin; Vienna:
Propylaen Verlag, 1974), p. 201.
21 Louis P. Lochner, The Goebbels Diaries 1942-1943 (Garden City: Doubleday, 1948). See
entry for May 13, 1943, p. 377·
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8. Finally, and above all, whatever can give meaning to this dreadful history,
trace its evolution or furnish terms of political comparison, is either ignored or
dismissed as spurious. There is not a line signed by Faurisson and Thion that
recalls the feats of the Einsatzgruppen (as, for instance, in the famous ravine of
Babi Yar); not a line by either of them to remind us that German mental patients
were exterminated between 1939 and 1941, and that certain of those who carried
out this operation were later to exercise their talents on the Jews (for example, a
certain F. Stangl in Treblinka). 22 Is that episode the invention of an international
organization of mental patients? As for Butz, he is content to state that euthanasia of mental patients has nothing in common with the pseudo-extermination
of Jews (The Hoax, pp. 174-75}. There are only a few lines in The Hoax (pp.
124, 130, 220) in which Butz mentions the presence of Gypsies in Auschwitz, and
he does not even try to demolish what is generally reported about their extermination. As for Faurisson, he says only that the Gypsies were interned, "not for
racist reasons, but for reasons of nomadism," adding that large numbers of Gypsy
children were born in Auschwitz, but with no mention of what became of them
(they were exterminated). He points out that in France it was the Resistance who
did away with the Gypsies (Thion, pp. 192, 212 n. 53).
We have perhaps a clearer view now of what this historical method means:
in our spectacle- and image-fed society, this attempt at extermination on paper
provides a substitute for actual extermination. The dead are resurrected in order
more easily to hit the live targets. Eichmann traveled all over Nazi Europe organizing his train traffic. Robert Faurisson disposes of no trains, but he has
papers galore. Pierre Guillaume describes him as "a man who is thoroughly familiar with his subject (he possesses 200 kilograms of working documents, representing analysis of several tons of evidence)" (Thion, p. 139). The worst of it is
that the description is accurate: Robert Faurisson has actually spent an incalculable number of working days examining French and German archives, though
in search not, as he asserts, of the truth, 23 but of what isuntrue, for a means by
which to destroy an immense mass of indestructible evidence-indestructible
precisely because it constitutes a whole, not a sheaf of dubious documents, as
the revisionists would like people to believe.

22 Regarding this dossier, see L. Poliakov, Breviaire de Ia haine (Paris: Calmann-Levy, 1979),
pp. 209-18. Published in English as Harvest of Hate (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University
Press, 1954); reprinted (New York: Holocaust Library, 1979), pp. 183-88. On Stangl and several
others, see Gitta Sereny, Into that Darkness (London: Deutsch, 1974).
23 "I have analyzed thousands of documents .... I have tirelessly pursued specialists and historians with my questions. I have tried in vain to find a single former deportee capable of proving to me that he had really seen, with his own eyes, a gas chamber." Le Monde, January 16,
1979, and Thion, p. 61.
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4 lthough there is not, in the scientific sense, any debate as regards the exisft tence of the gas chambers, it is a fact that for these revisionist gentlemen,

.,

such a debate does exist, or rather, it doesn't exist, since they are convincedexcept with regard to the activities of "one or two crazy SS men"-that no such
thing ever existed. But a gas chamber doesn't exist by and for itself; it exists as
the terminal stage of a selection process that, at the entrance to the camp, or
inside the camp, made a summary separation between the men and women the
SS doctors considered fit for work, and the others. The scene has been described
countless times, almost identically, by all the witnesses, 24 which, unhappily,
does not mean that they copied one another. The testimony of the young Italian,
Primo Levi, a chemist, is particularly stark. In a train carrying 650 deportees, he
left northern Italy February 22, 1944. On the train's arrival in Auschwitz, Levi
notes, some ten SS men
interrogated the passengers with an air of indifference. "Age?" "In
good health?" "Sick?"-each time pointing in one of two directions. In
less than ten minutes, we able-bodied men were grouped together.
What happened to the· others, the women, children, and old people,
we couldn't find out then, nor did we afterward; they were simply
swallowed up in the darkness.
Sometimes, adds Primo Levi, whp was quick to learn, matters were handled
even more simply: those who left the train on one side of the tracks were registered, "while the others went directly to the gas chambers. "25 That was how SS
rationality functioned. Auschwitz, as we have been told countless times in every
key (Butz, Faurisson, Thion), was a large industrial center that specialized in the
production of synthetic rubber. But no one has ever explained why babies had to
be brought there, nor has anyone ever told us what became of those babies. The
total inability of the revisionists to say where the people not registered in the
camp were sent-people whose names nevertheless figured on the convoy listsis proof of the mendacious nature of their affirmations. 26 And yet it was not for
failure to try. Thiess Christophersen, who was the favorite witness of the revisionists, writes quite plainly:
24 Whatever Thion may say (pp. 34-35), it would appear that a photograph taken August 25,
1944, and recently published by the CIA, shows the procedure taking place. Dino A. Brugioni
and Robert G. Poirier, The Holocaust Revisited (Washington, D.C., 1979).
25 Primo Levi, Se questo e un uomo (Turin: Einaudi, 1'}65), pp. 13-20. Among numerous
other accounts, see also Marc Klein, in the collection De l'Universite aux camps de concentration, temoignages strasbourgeois, 2nd ed. (Paris: Belles Lettres, 1954), pp. 420-21.
26 Pierre Guillaume, in answer to my question on the subject, replied that these people were
transferred to the Kielce railway station. Why?
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When the prisoners were asked at roll call whether they were willing to
do this work [setting out seedlings of a species of dandelion used in
rubber manufacture], or whether they had done similar work, there
were nearly always too many volunteers. So they would make a selection. Later, however, thk selection process was completely distorted.
It was natural to want to keep the prisoners occupied, and they themselves asked nothing better. The only purpose of selection was to make
use of the prisoners according to their tastes, their capacities, and the
state of their health.
Here, too, the otherwise dextrous Arthur Butz would appear to have slipped up,
his account stating merely that "extensive industrial and other activities required
selection of people for various conventional purposes" (The Hoax, p. I I I). His
unique argument against the usual interpretations is that there were some very ill
Jews in the hospital. This is yet another attempt to invent a largely imaginary
rationality.
The essential point is to know what happened during the selection made as
one entered the camp or later, during the operations that, according to current
interpretation, were intended to separate those who were still able to work from
those who were not (and who were therefore directed toward the extermination
services). Would it have been possible for someone included in this latter selection to reappear at a later time? When Rassinier was in Dora, he had' a friend
who was selected and who reappeared. But there were no gas chambers at Dora
and the men had been sent to Bergen-Belsen, a hospital camp-actually, a place
to die in-from which he had the luck to return (Mensonge, p. I70). Faurisson
has triumphantly published a photograph of Simone Veil, the current president
of the European Parliament, who, although she was reported to have been
gassed, is alive and well. The mechanism of this mistake is extremely simple, and
the information that Faurisson gives (Thion, p. 328), makes it easy to understand. According to the Polish historian Danuta Czech, the original camp calendar for April I944establishes the fact that convoy number7I, which came from
Draney, near Paris, on April I6 was handled in the following manner: I65 men
were registered, and the rest of the convoy were gassed (Hefte von Auschwitz
no. 7 [I964], p. 88). The camp archives, which were incomplete, no longer
included the names of women who had been registered. This mistake was corrected by Serge Klarsfeld, in his Memorial: "The Auschwitz calendar gives no
names of women who were selected, but this is misleading, since 70 women survivors of this convoy were counted in I945. There were also 35 male survivors."
The idea of selection can, however, be put to good use, as, for instance, in a
law court. Just as for an optimist a glass is half fuil, and for a pessimist itis half
empty, one can also choose to see only the "positive" aspect, if such a word can
b~ used, of selection. This was the choice made by Hans Laternser, who was
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counsel for the defense during the trial of the German High Command at Nuremberg, and who again in 1963-1965 defended several of the men under indictment in the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial. Since it was evident, he explained, that
Hitler and Rimmler's aim had been to annihilate the Jews, anyone who practiced
a selection that allowed them to enter the camp was placing an obstacle in the
way of the "final solution."27
This was not, as may be imagined, Robert Faurisson's interpretation. He
was led, however, spontaneously at first, then under constraint of Georges Welters's decisive objections, to consider another aspect of selection, the separation
of typhus victims from persons in good health-this being his interpretation of
"special actions" as opposed to selections. 28 The conclusive reference on this
question is a document whose authenticity has never been challenged (even
Butz, courageous but not reckless, maintains complete silence on the subject).
From August 30 to November 18, 1942, Professor Dr. Johann Paul Kremer
occupied the post of SS doctor in the Auschwitz camp. In August 1945, he was
arrested by the English, who seized a diary in which, since 1940, he had recorded
different events of his life, including the "special actions" in which he had taken
part in Auschwitz. This diary has been published. 29
In order to interpret its contents, I shall make an exception and adopt an:
exegetical rule laid down by Robert Faurisson himself-one to which, within a
literary context, he has given several formulations. An early version of this rule:
"One would need serious, as yet undiscovered reasons not to look for a meaning,
one single meaning, in what we read, whether prose or poetry, in good literature
or bad."30 Then, more concisely: "We should look for the letter before we look
for the spirit. Writing has only one meaning, or else it has no meaning at all"
(Nouvelles Litteraires, February 10-17, 1977; Thion, p. 54). Applied to poetry,
of which Faurisson is an interpreter by profession, this principle is patently absurd: poetry is always the interplay of multiple meanings. The rule is of value,
however, when it is a matter of plain language, such as: I am going to buy a loaf
of bread.
Kremer's diary unquestionably belongs in this latter category. The entries
give us information about both the personal and the professional life of the

.I

27 Hans La:ternser, Die andere Seite im Auschwitz-Prozess 1963-1965: Reden eines Verteidigers
(Stuttgart: Seewald, 1966), pp. 185-86.
28 The documents that compose the dossier, including the articles published in Le Monde on
December 29, 1978, January 16, 1979, and February 21, 1979, may be found in Thion, pp. 63,
Io6, 109-10, I 12, 332-34·~
29 The German version is published in Hefte van Auschwitz no. 13 (1971), pp. 5-117, with an
introduction and notes by J. Rawicz; English translation in KL Auschwitz Seen by the SS, ed.
Jadwiga Bezwinska and Danuta Czech (Oswiecim Museum, 1972), pp. 199-281.
30 R. Faurisson, "A-t-on lu Rimbaud?'' followed by "L'A.ffaire Rimbaud," La Bibliotheque
volante, July 1971, p. 4·
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doctor. For example, October 9, I942: "Parcel with 9 pounds soft soap, value
200 marks, sent to Munster. Rainy weather"; September 2 I, I 942: "Wrote to the
Cologne Chief of Police about Otto (criminal service department). Duck giblets
for supper. Dr. Meyer told me about the inheritability of a traumatism (nose) in
his father-in-law's family." Many of the remarks concern camp life, the various
sicknesses that prevail there, and the preventive measures that are taken. For instance, on September I, two days after the doctor's arrival: "Have ordered SS
cap, belt, and suspenders from Berlin by mail. In the afternoon, was present at
the gassing of a block with Zyklon B against lice." From the day he arrived,
Kremer was struck by the prevalence of exanthematous typhus: he was vaccinated the following day, and revaccinated on September 7 and I4. His tone remains unchanged when he tells of taking a sample of "material" for laboratory
experiments on prisoners, e.g., on October 3: "Today I preserved nearly live material from a human liver, spleen, and pancreas, as well as lice from typhus patients." Nor does it change when he witnesses physical punishment or executions.
On September 9 he wrote: "Later, as camp doctor, was present at flogging of 8
camp inmates and at one execution by shooting with small-caliber gun." His
calm is still unruffled on October I 3 and q, although the executions have become much more numerous: seven Polish civilians in the first case, eleven other
victims in the second: "Was present at a punishment and eleven executions"(" bei
einem Strajjvolzug und 11 Exekutionen zugegen").
The tone changes in only one series of circumstances, when at times (not
always) it rises to a remarkable emotional pitch. In this case, Kremer witnesses
what the entry refers to as "special actions," Sonderaktionen. He attends eleven
of these operations, which he- numbers, and which take place sometimes twice a
day. In seven cases, September 5 (second action), September 6 and IO, September 23 (two actions), September 30, and October 7, the tone remains normal. In
the four other cases, however, which include the first and last actions of the
series-proving that Kremer did not quite succeed in becoming inured-he gives
signs of violent emotion, even of a certain terror. September 2: "Was present for
the first time at special action (out-of-doors) at 3 A.M. In comparison with it,
Dante's Inferno seems almost a comedy. It's not for nothing that Auschwitz is
called an 'extermination camp' [Umsonst wird Auschwitz nicht das Lager der
Vernichtung genannt]." 31 September 5 (second action): "This noon was present
at a special action ordered by the FKL3 2 (muslims); sheer horror. The Hauptscharjuhrer Thilo was right when he said to me today that here we are at the anus
mundi." On October I2, after noting that as a result of an antityphus vaccination he has a fever, Kremer adds: "In spite of it, was present at night at another
3 I Here, as elsewhere, in order to remain closer to the original, I have made some very minor.
corrections in the Polish publisher's translation.
32 Frauenkonzentrationslager ("concentration camp for women''): in other words, Birkenau.
The context shows that these "muslims" are wqmen.
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special action with arrival from Holland (1,6oo persons). Horrible scenes in
front of the last bunker! It was my tenth special action." October 18: "In cold,
wet weather, on this Sunday morning, was present at the eleventh special action
(from Holland). Terrible scenes when three women begged to have their lives
spared."
This coincidence between code language ("special action") and emotional
language is certainly striking. But a second observation must also be made: in
five cases out of eleven, Kremer gives a few precise details about the persons
affected by the "special actions." In three cases, numbers two, ten, and eleven,
the persons are Dutch. In the two others (one and nine) respectively, they are
"muslims," "muslim women," and persons from abroad ("Auswiirtige''). Before
abandoning the wretched level of Kremer's own account, I recall that, in camp
jargon, "muslims" were prisoners who had reached the final stage of general debilitation. But is that perhaps in too marked contradiction of witness Thiess
Christophersen?
The usual interpretation of these entries is that "special action" is a
euphemism for "selection"-selection of arrivals from abroad, selection also of
exhausted prisoners. In both cases, once they had been oriented in the "wrong"
direction, they were on their way to the gas chambers.
Faurisson disputes this interpretation. 33 He proposes instead the following,
which I quote in its entirety:
Doctor Johann Paul Kremer's diary must be cited correctly. If
this is done, it will be seen that, although he speaks of the horrors of
Auschwitz, this is an allusion to the horrors of the typhus epidemic of
September-October 1942. On October 3, he wrote: "In Auschwitz,
entire streets annhilated by typhus!" He himself came down with what
he called the "Auschwitz sickness"; Germans too died of it. Sorting the
sick from the well was "selection" or one form of "special action"
mentioned by the doctor. This sorting took place either inside or outside the buildings. Dr. Kremer never wrote that Auschwitz was a Vernichtungslager, that is to say, according to the terminology invented
by the Allies after the war, an "extermination camp" (to be understood
as a camp equipped with a gas chamber). In reality he wrote: "It is not
for nothing that Auschwitz is called the annihilation camp" (das Lager
der Vernichtung). In the etymological sense of this word, typhus
annihilates those whom it strikes. Another serious error of quotation
is the following~ on September 2, 1942, Kremer's manuscript reads:
"This morning at 3 A.M., I was present out-of-doors, for the first time,
33 "The crudely related accounts of 'special actions' mentioned in the diary seized on the Auschwitz surgeon, contain nothing that would justify calling them gassings" (Thion, p. 63).
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at a special action." Historians and judges traditionally delete the
word "out-of..,doors" (drauS$en) in order to make Kremer say that this
action took place in a gas chamber. Finally, the frightful scenes before
the "last bunker" (meaning in front of bunker Number I I) concern executions of prisoners under death sentence, at which the doctor was
obliged to be present. Among those under sentence, there were three
women who had arrived in a convoy from Holland. [Thion, pp. I09IO]

Georges Wellers has pointed out that Faurisson used Kremer's I947 confessions
to interpret them as though the diary entry dated October I8, I942, referred to
only three executions; but he pretended to be unaware that on the same day, in
I947, Kremer spoke ofthe gas chambers at Auschwitz (Le Monde, February 2 I,
I979; Thion, pp. 332-34). To this Faurisson came back with the rejoinder that
he believed what was believable, not what was unbelievable. Kremer's statement
one day that the gas chambers were reopened "a moment" after the victims had
died was, Faurisson noted gravely, "a flagrant, material impossibility" (Thion,
p. II2).
But let's leave aside, in this interpretation, everything that is simply a matter
of ill-temper or subjectivity (what, exactly, is a "moment"?). The interpretation
also conflicts with a series of absolutely determinant objections:
There is not a single passage in Kremer's diary in which he speaks of typhus
in connection with "special actions."
2. It would be hard to understand why typhus should necessarily coincide with
the arrivals from abroad (was there at that same date a typhus epidemic in
Holland?).
3· It is also hard to understand why an execution, which was a commonplace
sight for Kremer-as well, in fact, as everything concerning typhus-should all at
once, with regard to a special action, assume such a tragic aspect.
4· Auschwitz is the Lager der Vernichtung, but Faurisson, who is so concerned
about precision in matters of translation, did not notice that, in speaking about
typhus, Kremer does not use the verb vernichten ("to exterminate''), but on
October 3, wrote: "In Auschwitz liegen ganze Strassenzuge an Typhus darnieder." The difference between the verbs darniederliegen and vernichten is significant, and Faurisson let himself be taken in by the Polish publisher's translation. Finally, a detail that I mention to show how Faurisson reads what is written: it is not true that Kremer had typhus, or that what he calls the "Auschwitz
sickness" was typhus (37 .8 on September I4). Actually, Kremer had been vaccinated against two forms of typhus: exanthematous and abdominal. Faurisson's
interpretation is therefore not acceptable; and with it, the explanation of the
Auschwitz mortality rate as being due to typhus is also invalidated. This latter
I.
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explanation is preferred by those among the revisionists who, like Butz, are willing to admit that lots of people died in Auschwitz. But we must return to what
we learn from the camp archives and from Kremer's admissions: namely, that
Kremer's "special actions" corresponded to convoys of deportees, who were,
generally speaking, duly registered in the camp archives; that the nonregistered
deportees in the camp were gassed in the Birkenau bunkers (small houses in the
forest); 34 that camp patients, especially those with typhus, and "muslims" of
both sexes, were also gassed; and that at times there occurred, at the last
moment, painful scenes such as took place on October 18, 1942, with the three
"young, healthy" Dutch women who "refused to enter the gas chamber and
wept, begging that their lives be spared," and who were shot, 35 scenes that disturbed orderly routine among the SS.
When Kremer speaks of Lager der Vernichtung, it is true that he is notreferring to a legal-administrative concept that, after all, did not figure among the
official directives of the Third Reich; he was merely speaking of what he saw. In
Faurisson's own chosen domain, that of philological exactness and translation,
his interpretation is a misconstrual; in the domain of intellectual morality, and
scientific integrity, it is a fake.

l

A

rthur Butz describes historians who have tried to reconstruct the progression of the genocidal process as "mythologists of extermination" (The
Hoax, p. 248 and passim). With this expression, clearly, he has given a perfect
definition of what he himself and his fellow revisionists have achieved-a language that substitutes fiction for reality. For instance, to reject on principle all
direct evidence, and accept instead as decisive proof the testimony of persons
who, by their own admission, saw nothing at all-as in the case of the International Red Cross-is an unmistakable indication. 36 The replacing of history by

34 This practice did not in the least exclude other forms of murder, especially by phenol injections. Regarding the undoubtedly considerable importance of typhus in the Auschwitz mortality figures, see A. Fiderkiewicz, "Flecktyphus und Entlausung in Miinnerlager Birkenau," in
Erinnerungen Auschwitzer Hiiftlinge (Oswiecim Museum, n.d.), pp. 105-22.
35 Affidavit of Kremer's interrogation on July 30, 1947, in Krakow; in German: Hejte von
Auschwitz no. 13 (1971), p. 113 n. 69. English translation in KL Auschwitz Seen by the SS,
p. 226 n. 85.
36 See Butz, The Hoax, pp. 133-45 and passim; Faurisson in Thion, p. 105. On the visit of the
International Red Cross delegates to the Auschwitz commandant in September 1944 see
Documents sur /'activit/? du CICR [International Red Cross] en javeur des civils detenus dans
les camps de concentration en Allemagne (1939-1945), 3rd ed. (Geneva, April 1947). Shortly
after this visit took place, it was learned that a British "trusty" from the Teschen camp tried to
obtain information through third persons on what was said about the gas-chamber shower
rooms. He did not succeed, while the delegates do not appear to have asked any directquestions-which may explain their conclusion: "We have the impression that the mystery remains
well kept."
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myth would present little or no danger if there were some absolute criterion for
distinguishing one from the other at sight; a characteristic of the lie being, of
course, that it purports to be the truth. This truth need not always be universally
true. It can be the truth of a tiny sect, a truth to be disseminated with caution.
This is the case of the publishers who brought out the "testimony" of Thiess
Christophersen, who must not have had many illusions with regard to the credibility of their witness, since they introduce him with this quote from Theodor
Storm: "Never hide the truth. Though it may make you suffer, it will never make
you remorseful; but because truth is a pearl, it should never be cast before
swine." 37 There are some equally deceptive, if more elaborate, "truths", and if a
prize were to be given for lying, I should say that The Hoax of the Twentieth
Century represents at times a rather frightening success in this genre: the reader
is taken by the hand and led persuasively to the idea that Auschwitz is a mistaken
rumor, out of which clever propagandists have gradually concocted a truth. This
is the "gospel" of which Faurisson has undertaken to be the inept evangelist. It is
Butz, however, who could be described, in the words of Zola, as the "diabolical
artisan of judicial error." Refute Butz? Of course this is possible; it is even easy,
if one is familiar with the record, but it would also be long and tedious. With a
few specific examples we have seen that to break down an argument, both space
and time are needed. When a fictitious account is properly presented, it does
not, as such, contain the means with which to discredit it.
This is an old story that can be traced as far back as ancient Greece, when
poets knew that they could speak both truth and untruth, that by virtue of
resemblance, they could blend one with the other. Here is how the Muses, "the
, faithful daughters of the great Zeus," spoke to Hesiod: "We know how to tell lies
I that are exactly like realities; but when we want to do so, we also know how to
proclaim truths" (Theogony 27.29). This proximity, this disturbing resemblance, was opposed by early philosophy, which set truth against appearance.
I History, too, joined in the discussion. Whereas in Israel itappears as the expression of human ambiguity, 38 in Greece it revolves around the opposition between
true and false. "I am writing," said the first historian, Hecataeus of Miletus,
"what I believe to be true, because it seems to me that the words spoken by the
Greeks are profuse and ridiculous." But from Hecataeus to Herodotus, and
from Herodotus to Thucydides, each generation of historians tried to disqualify
the preceding one, since truth can disqualify what is mythic and untrue. With
Plato, philosophy entered the fray and decisively advanced the cause of truth.
For although Plato retained from Parmenides the opposition of appearance to
truth, his own expressed tenets.dealt first and foremost with the world of men

I
II
I

37 Regarding the alarm expressed by lawyer Manfred Roeder at the fact that his "truth" was
cast before a few swine, see Le Mensonge d'Auschwitz.
38 P. Gibert, "La Bible aIa naissance de l'histoire" (Paris: Fayard, 1979).
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and, therefore, of appearance-an appearance that borders on truth, that is its
counterpart, its false and deceptive imitation. Between the Sophists and the
object of their imitation, there is, he wrote, "the same sort oflikeness that a wolf
which is the wildest of animals, has to a dog, which is the most tame. But he who
1would be certain, ought to be very careful in this matter of comparisons, for they
are very slippery things" (Sophist 2 3 I a). The entire dialogue of the Sophist is one
/
long reflection on the near impossibility of distinguishing true from false, and
j on our obligation to banish lying and grant a certain form of existence to non1 being. But he who knows the truth is also he who has the right to lie. In theRepublic, Plato presents the theory of the good lie; in Book III of the Laws, there is
an invented history of Athens in which the battle of Salamis, because it took
place at sea with the sailors' democracy, is omitted from the account of the
second Medic war. In the prologue to the Timaeus, as also in the Critias, he
achieves his masterpiece in this domain: inventing from whole cloth a continent
that had disappeared-Atlantis, the adversary of an ancient, prehistoric, perfect
Athens. This is a true account, insists Plato; in reality it is an emblematic falsehood, one that a philosopher-reader succeeds in decoding with no difficulty. But
Plato's assertions on the reality of Atlantis, after more than twenty-three centuries, still continue today to fool dupes and exploiters of dupes.
Of course speech of this sort becomes dangerous only when it is supported
by governmental power and has acquired a monopoly statute. Plato did not
knake the laws of any Greek city, but it is true that from the time of Diocletian the
!late Roman Empire, both pagan and Christian, became, in its way, Platonist.
/ But let's leave the centuries to their unfolding. Today we are living in the "era of
ideology."39 How could Auschwitz escape the conflict of interpretations, the
ravenous ideological fury? But limits must be set to this permanent rewriting of
history that characterizes ideological speech.
"The Zionists and the Poles are already presenting us with very divergent
versions of Auschwitz," writes Faurisson (Thion, p. 194). This is true. For the
Israelis, or rather for their ideologists, Auschwitz was the ineluctable, logical
outcome of life lived in the Diaspora, and all the victims of the death camps were
destined to become Israeli citizens: a dual untruth. As for the Poles, it is not always-easy to distinguish, in their written statements, what belongs under the
heading of an obligatory truth-for instance, their deference toward the official
decisions of the Soviet Commission of Inquiry just after the Liberation-and
what is integrated, above all nationalistic, ideology. The Polish historian
Danuta Czech has made the following rather surprising statement: "The purpose of KL Auschwitz was to put into practice the proposed biological extermination of whole peoples, mainly Slavs (especially Poles and the nations of the

I

39 See Claude Lefort, "L'Ere de l'ideologie," Encyclopaedia Universalis, vol. 17 (Paris, 1973),
pp. 75-96.
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USSR), also Jews and people who were considered Jews in the light of the Nuremberg Act." 40 But of course neither the Poles nor the Israelis have profoundly
transformed the reality of the massacre.
What happens with the writings of Butz, Faurisson, and the other ideological revisionists is of quite a different nature. It is the total lie, such as sects and
political parties, including of course party-sta~d in abundance.
Although the History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union that appeared under Stalin is a lasting monument of the most murderous historical lies,
there also exist liberal, apparently scholarly versions of Stalinist history. The
Great Conspiracy Against Russia, by M. Sayers and A. Kahn, was a model of its
kind, by virtue of its numerous reference.s and bibliographical notes. It also,
when needed, used sources that were banned in the Soviet Union, such as My
Life, by Leon Trotsky, but on behalf of an entirely Orthodox Russian history,
with such gems as the following: "The death of Leon Trotsky left only one living
candidate for a Napoleonic role in Russia: Adolf Hitler." In the immediate aftermath of the war, and the ruling Popular Fronts, I witnessed the effectiveness of
such statements.
In France, th~re~us c..ase generated perhaps even more sophisticated
feats on this order. In 1905 "Henri Dutrait-Crozon" (pseudonym of two
members of the Ligue d'Action Francaise, Frederic Delebecque and Colonel
Georges Larpent) published a "revision" of the two first volumes of the history
of the Dreyfus case by Joseph Reinach 41 that, as a literary genre, seems to me to
beth~ original model for present-day revisionism..._All of their statements were
not erroneous- far from it; it was simply that the whole was untrue, falsity itself
(the purported "confessions''" of Dreyfus, for instance) presented as truth. And
yet this historical undertaking resulted in an authentically erudite volume of
over eight hundred pages, with thousands of reference notes, and, for an entire
current of French public opinion, albeit a minority, entrenched in its sectarian
ideology, became the bible of the captain's guilt. And no importance was
attached to the appearance of new documents such as Schwartzkoppen's Notebooks, which ridiculed this theory. On the contrary, they were soon digested and
integrated with the rest: "But what does such evidence prove? This is something
that few people have taken the trouble to investigate."42 And of course it was
40 Selected Problems from the History of Auschwitz (Oswiecim Museum, 1979), p. 49·
41 Joseph Reinach, Historien: Revision de /'histoire de /'affaire Dreyfus, ed. A. Savaete,
preface by Charles Maurras (Paris, 1905).
42 H. Dutrait-Crozon, Precis de /'Affaire Dreyfus avec un repertoire analytique (Paris: Nouvelle Librairie Nationale, 1909); the third edition, published in Paris in 1938, contains an appendix on the subject of Schwartzkoppen, from which I quote. Regrettably, Philippe Aries, in
his fine autobiography, Un Historien de dimanche (Paris: Seuil, 1980), tells us nothing about
the influences of the Precis on Action Francaise circles.
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irrefutably demonstrated that for obvious material, moral, and intellectual
reasons, the evidence could only be false.
The effects of assertions such as these may be seen all around us, and
Thion's book, like others in the same vein, offers a particularly clever example of
the genre. Thion opposes "historical truth" to "political truth"; historic.al truth
being the result of honest inquiry, whereas political truth was forced upon us as
early as I 942 by Zionist and Communist pressure groups. In reality, it is just the
opposite of this reasoning that is true. Between I 942 and I 945, the Zionist lobby
. by no means had the power attributed to it. Thion, like many militants of Third
World
causes, has undoubtedly
confronted, 'amon11 his adversaries, represent~-,,..~
-~-"""'"""~--~~~---...----.,,,;__....--..\ ;Uivewf
th~t:ll-~_QL~L~~.:. It is these confrontations that he has transposed into
the past, transforming the "political truth" of today into the "historical truth" of
I yesterday.
A caricatured example of fanatical reasoning of this kind may be found in
the writings of the Australian John Bennett, former secretary of the Victoria
Council for Civil Liberties, whom Thion quite properly presents as one of the
leaders of revisionism abroad.
John Bennett started his militant revisionist activities by opposing, quite
legitimately, the hold that Zionist groups had acquired over the media, and
particularly their efforts to have a local radio station shut down because it
broadcast Palestinian-oriented programs. Leaving the present for the past, he
became convinced, essentially after reading Arthur Butz's Hoax, that
"Australians have been brainwashed into believing that six million Jews were
killed by the Nazis, especially in gas chambers in Auschwitz." This lie should be
exposed, he wrote, as should the support given Israel, consequences of which
are politically and economically dangerous:

I

____
.

Uncritical support of Israel by the West has led to a sixfold increase in
oil prices; it has alienated 800 million Moslems, and could lead to a
world war. ... Until the West can appraise Israel on its merits,
unclouded by Zionist Holocaust propaganda, our economies will be
threatened by further oil price rises and our very survival will be
threatened by world war.
Quite evidently, here, "historical truth" is seen as the product of "political
truth." But what is most extraordinary is that John Bennett, pursuing his
argument in a long memorandum, 43 has introduced it by quoting from George
43 A short first version of Bennett's memorandum appeared in the Melbourne National Times,
February 10, 1979. It is also published in Thion, pp. 161-62. I have at hand a complete typescript of the article as it was distributed by Bennett on April 12, 1979. The title, like that of
Arthur Butz's book, is "The Hoax of the Twentieth Century."
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Orwell's famous formula: "Who controls the past controls the future. Who
controls the present controls the past." A better condemnation of Bennett's own
reasoning could not be found. 4 4
And yet, over and above all ideological aberrations, there remains the
immensity of the crime, . its technical dimensions conceived not like the
Armenian massacres, by a government recognized as undeveloped, but, on the
contrary, by a government ruling over a hypercultivated, hypercivilized nation.
Incredible, isn't it? But nevertheless true.
In discussing witch-hunts and the criticism of them that arose in the seventeenth century, Lucien Febvre liked to quote this admirable precept of Cyrano
de Bergerac: "We must not believe everything about a man, because a man can
say everything. We must believe only what is human about him." And Febvre
would comment: "Nobly said, if a bit belated; it dates from 1654. But it allows us
to welcome-finally-the birth in France of a new sense ... the sense of what is
impossible."4 ~ What is human? Wha~ impossible? The question we must answer
is: Do these words still have a meaning?

I

t is no_t easy to_ ar_rive at a conclusion. AI_though revision_ist met-hods in general, and Faurisson's in particular, must be termed fraudulent-a justification of crime by its concealment-merely to prove their fraudulence is still far
from explaining it. First,· because no demonstration, however rigorous, will
entirely convince everybody (tbere are stiJJ m(lti-{J_reJl..(usardS); and then, becau~e
we must try to discover the significance of this phenomenon and its explosion in
France and elsewhere in late 1978 and 1979. To tell the truth, the only people
who were genuinely surprised were .the ones who had not understood the
immense ballyhoo that accompanied the film Holocaust, which represented the
final sta e of th- transformation of Auschwitz mto merchandise. No one doubts
tliat it is possible to do somet mg different and etter. I sincerely hope that
Claude Lanzmann's film, now in production, will be equal to its immense
subject.
But the question does not lie there. For whatever the circumstances, today
W_!!lfe witnessing the transformation of memory into history (e.g., the film by
Alain Resnais and Jorge Sempiun, Laguerre est flni.) My generation, people of
about fifty, is probably the·iast one for whom Hitler's crimes are still a memory.
44 The passages quoted are froin a letter written by John Bennett that appeared in the Melbourne Herald, October 26, 1979, p. 19. See also The Age, March 15, 1979. From the standpoint of historical truth, a sharp reply to Bennett appeared in The Age, March 23, 1979, over
the signature of a specialist, John Foster.
-45 Closing formula o{"Sorcellerie, sottise ou revolution rifentale," Annates ESC, 1948, pp.
9-15. For further treatment of this theme see R. Mandrou, Magistrats et sorciers en France au
XVIIe siec/e (Paris: Pion, 1968).
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That both disappearance and, worse still, depreciation of this memory must be
combated seems to me obvious. Neither prescription nor pardon seems conceivable. It would be hard to imagine Dr. Mengele visiting the Auschwitz Museum,
or presenting his card at the entrance of the Centre de Documentation Juive
Contemporaine in Paris. But what are we going to do with this memory that,
wl;lile it is our memory, is not that of everybod_y? Prosecution of the surviving
criminals appears ai once ne~ and ~s. So many crimes have accumulated since! But there is really no common yardstick for measuring France's
crimes in Algeria, America's in Southeast Asia, and the genocides of Armenians, Jews, Gypsies, Khmers, and the Tutsis of Rwanda. To take only the case of
France: although Messieurs Lacoste, Papon, Massu, and Bigeard are insignificant criminals beside Eichmann, they are not "paper" criminals. The Israelis
)J executed Eichmann, and they did well; but in our spectacle- and image-fed society, what can be done with a paper Eichmann?
It is hard for me to explain myself on this point. I was brought up with an
elevated-some might say megalomaniacal-conception of the task of the historian, and it was during the war that my father made me read Chateaubriand's
famous article in the Mercure of July 4, 1807:
In the silence of abjection, when the only sounds to be heard are the
chains of the slave and the voice of the informer; when everything
trembles before the tyrant and it is as dangerous to incur his favor as to
deserve his disfavor, this is when the historian appears, charged with
avenging the people.
I still believe in the need to remember and, in my way, I try to be a man of
memory; but I no longer believe that historians are "charged with avenging the
people." We must accept the fact that "the war is over," that the tragedy has become, in a way, secularized, even if this carries with it for us, I mean for ~ho
are Jewish, the loss of a certain privilege of speech that has largely been ours
since Europe discovered the great massacre. And this, in itself, is not a bad
thing; for what can be more intolerable than the pose of certain personages
draped in the sash of the Order of Extermination, who believe that in this way
they can avoid the everyday pettiness and baseness that are the human lot?
I Certain people have rallied to Faurisson's defense for reasons of principle.
I A petition that includes several hundred signatures, among the first those of
Noam Chomsky and Alfred Lilienthal (Thion, p. 163), protests against the treatment that Faurisson has received. It implicitly describes his activities as authentic
historical research:, "Since 1974, he has been conducting extensive independent
historical research into the Holocaust question," and continues by confirming
what is not true, namely, that "frightened officials have tried to stop him from
further research by denying him access to public libraries and archives." What is

j
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scandalous about this petition is that it doesn't for one moment ask whether
what Faurisson says is true or false; and it even describes his findings as though
they were the result of serious historical research. Of course, it can be contended
that everybody has the right to lie and "bear false witness," a right that is inseparable from the liberty of the individual and recognized, in the liberal tradition, as
due the accused for his defense. But the right that a "false witness" may claim
should not be granted him in the name of truth.
As for the "interdictions" of which Faurisson has been the victim, he has
not been refused entry to any public library. The personnel of the Centre de Documentation Juive Contemporaine in Paris simply stated in early 1978 that they
would no longer be at his service. This seems to me to be entirely normal. The
CDJC is a private foundation. But can we do more? Neither illusion nor imposture, nor even falsehood, is foreign to the university and scientific world.
Indeed, an extraordinary anthology could be made on the theme of Stalinist
Soviet Russia as a place from which contradiction had disappeared in the writings of professional historians and geographers, certain of whom, in fact, were
far from indifferent instructors.
There is something petty and mean about the way the Faurisson affair was
handled both inside and outside the French university. For the Council of State
to claim that he had published nothing-if it actually did this (Thion, p. 103)seems to me to be disgraceful. Faurisson's published work is what it is (try to
read Nerval in Faurisson's "translation"46 ), but it does exist, and it belongs in the
university canon. Nobody is obliged to speak to him.
Live with Faurisson? We all have to live with a certain number of hardly
bearable people. Any other attitude would imply that we were imposing histor~
ical truth as legal truth-a dangerous attitude that could be applied in other circumstances. Each one. of us can dream of a society in which the Faurissons of
this world would be inconceivable, and we might even try to achieve such a
society. But Faurissons exist in the same way that evil exists, around us and in us,
and we may be grateful if, in the dreariness of our time, we can garner a few partides of truth, experience an occasional small satisfaction.
46 Faurisson, La Cte des "Chimeres" et "Autres Chimeres" de Nerval (Paris: Pauvert, 1976).

Translated by Maria Jolas. The translator wishes to acknowledge the kind assistance of Arno Mayer.
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or the last twenty years American radicalism has been undergoing a
process of profound redefinition. The style and rhetoric of the New Left,
which first struck some as so refreshing and others as merely self-indulgent, now
appear in retrospect to have been the opening guns of what Regis Debray called
a "revolution in the revolution"-a comprehensive recasting of ideas about
social transformation and how it is achieved. This recasting continued through
the seventies, proceeding rapidly in some areas and more slowly in others, rendering radicalism more flexible and, lately, more sober.
Piven and Cloward's Poor People's Movements: How They Succeed and
Why They Fail and Harry Boyte's Backyard Revolution: Understanding the
New Citizen Movement are the most comprehensive of recent reports on the
current chapter of democratic struggle in America. The former was published as
the movement entered the seventies, the latter as the decade drew to a close.
More than reports, they are also clear expressions of the underlying search for
new bearings and steps, in themselves, that take the search further.
As such, they are of real importance. As we enter the 198os the attractive
array of new ideas-about issues, base, organization, and tactics-remains just
that: so many exciting but essentially disconnected ideas. When it comes to
strategy for day-to-day struggles, current activists still tend to gravitate back to
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terms ultimately inherited from the Second International. They still seek their
cues from an image of their position on a linear political continuum. On the far
left of this spectrum stand the formal Marxist-Leninists, splendid in their verbiage, their logic, and now their isolation. Like the South Sea cargo-cultists,
they remain convinced that their ship-conjured largely by evocative magic-will
one day come in. Toward the other end of the spectrum move a number of organizers who are essentially looking for acceptability, and who hope then to ease
those who accept them toward the left. Theirs is a strategy of gradualism, informed by the stage theory of social change usually associated with the European social democrats.
Tactical discussions still tend to devolve into arguments about going too
fast or too slow, about being too left or too right. But this squabbling about
position on an increasingly obsolete continuum has not only gotten pretty dull,
it has also lost touch with the real situation and possibilities of the left. A reconceptualization is necessary in order to take the reorientation further, create a
new sense of radical issues, and wield the disparate insights into a coherent logic
of strategy.
The value of these books lies in their recognition of this need for reconceptualization and in their attempts to meet it. Both present important observations
about current activism. Piven and Cloward primarily address questions of the
form, while Boyte looks to the tactics and goals of radical struggle. In their conclusions, however, both books leave the reader with a vague feeling of disappointment; their lessons are unequal to their analyses. Piven and Cloward end by
approving any path so long as it avoids the route of bureaucratic organization.
And Boyte seems content so .long as we are moving-a spring in our step and the
prize in our eyes, but with no clear idea of how those steps will lead to that prize.
But there is a method to their meanderings, an underlying reason for their
balked promise and, I believe, the balked development of the larger movement.
Poor People's Movements and Backyard Revolution reveal, in different ways,
that the limitations of the current movement grow out of its initial formulation
of its tasks. There is an underlying uncertainty among activists about exactly
what radicalism means in these times. And these books suggest that the uncertainty grows out of some deeper confusions about class. In their eagerness to
escape the old, narrow forms of class-conscious struggle, current organizers
have apparently jettisoned the very idea of class and the partial maps of class
terrain that exist.
Before tracing the effects of this uncertainty in these books and suggesting
some ways beyond it, it is important to take a look at the composite picture they
draw of current praxis. Though the books each sketch different features, the
resultant portraits are accurate. Current radicalism can be distinguished by three
general attitudes and an implied theoretical reformulation.
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e activism ofthe last two decades not only shares Debray's project, it also
~shares
one of his major themes. This is the emphasis on action. Recent
radicals have revealed a commitment to subordinate most questions of organization, logistics, and ideology to the needs of active struggle. The emphasis is
reminiscent of the New Left, for whom the provocation to struggle was rarely a
planned event or an official analysis but (as with Rosa Parks or the first antidraft
activities) an exemplary action intended to "demonstrate" an issue to the public.
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s, comment that "A riot is the language of the unheard"
summarizes this action-oriented perspective. Just as Debray took leadership
from the apparatchiks and assigned it to those engaged in armed struggle, so
Piven and Cloward want to cede it to those engaged in mass disruption. And just
as Debray urged "propaganda of the deed" to show that the oligarchs could be
beaten, so Boyte stresses fights about "winnable issues."
This emphasis on action is at the heart of Poor People's Movements, a brief
against the organizational model its authors see dominating the mind of
American leftists. This is the model of a permanent, bureaucratic, mass-membership organization. After analyzing four movements-the early CIO, the unemployed workers' movement of the thirties, the Civil Rights Movement, and
the National Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO)-Piven and Cloward conclude that lower-class power lies not in· organizations but in militant disruptions. 1 As Piven and Cloward see it, the modern welfare state has added to the
"iron law of oligarchy" traced by Robert Michels some external imperatives set
by the need to lobby, raise funds, and build influence. The effect of these tendencies over time, they argue, must be to muzzle dissidence, discourage action,
and reintegrate oppositional groups into the mainstream. The power promised
by a large, solvent organization looks at first like a bargain. But Piven and Cloward warn that it is a Faustian bargain, and the Devil appears carrying a clipboard and a grant proposal. Their purpose is to correct Joe Hill: Don't organize,
they tell us, mobilize.z
·Piven and Cloward rely here on popular initiative, and popular initiative
strategically directed. They propose that the poor plan their disruptions to
threaten the fragile alliance at the base of the Democratic Party (and thus of the
two-party system), and to force federal concessions. This threat of "electoral
dissensus" is what they see as having forced concessions, in the form of civil
righ~s acts and welfare reforms, during the sixties. Indeed they conclude that the

1 Poor People's Movements, p. 36. The mass ni'obilization is for them the distinctive form in
which the working class expresses itself (p. ix).

2 "Political influence by the poor is mobilized, not organized" (p. 284).
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political impact of disruption depends upon electoral conditions. 3
This book offers powerful support for the sense, always shared by the best
organizers, that active popular struggle is the essential precondition for truly
democratic reforms. The real impulse to work and maintain radical change
comes not from professional politics or organizational stratagems, but from the
streets. Piven and Cloward also remind us of a lesson that has lain inchoate in the
experience of the last few years. This is that the radical test of victory is never the
position won nor the superficial concessions granted, in themselves, but the
degree to which activists have been enabled to struggle further and to raise the ante.

I

f this emphasis on "the deed" reminds us of the New Left, and behind it of
the syndicalists, a second theme of recent activism reacts to the weaknesses
of those two mbvements. This is a renewed concern for precise analysis of the
objective conditions within which the deeds occur. Recent events have taught
once again that revolution is not just an act of will. The response has been to seek
an understanding of the larger logic of events. Boyte's study began as an analysis
of the resurgence of the Right, and a keen awareness of that resurgence provides
the background for his analysis.
Piven and Cloward's attention, by contrast, is directed to the objective situation of the movement's activists themselves. They accuse past organizers of
having ignored the structural forms that shape different modes of defiance by
"shaping the collectivity out of which protest can arise." The effects of this neglect are familiar: at times a utopianism, at times a false despair; but more normally, they argue, a weakness of radical will. In movement after movement, this
weakness has made activists settle for less than they could get while they could
get it. 4 The key to radical success for these writers lies in closer attention to the
kinds of protest appropriate to different bases.
This attention is what leads Piven and Cloward to their own conclusions. It
is because the poor do not control institutions "to which they have no access and
to which they make no contribution," and because the elites are seen as controlling political responses, that the poor are advised to stick to disruptions.

T

he new activism is distinguished, finally, by its preeminent desire for a firm
footing in American realities, by its sense of the concrete. Most of its
organizers decry past Marxists' indifference to the particulars of American life.
Piven and Cloward charge that the Old Left "forfeited dialectical analysis" by
3 Poor People's Movements, PP: 27, 31-32, 281-82.

4 Ibid., pp. 91-92. "What was won must be judged against what was possible" (p. xiii). Piven
and Cloward condemn the NWRO, with which they were closely involved, for failing to "exploit the momentary unrest among the poor to obtain maximum concessions ... " (p. 353).
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clinging to "the nineteenth century content of the dialectic." Boyte indicts it for
often reducing people to abstract embodiments of universal trends. He suggests
that the old socialists actually succumbed to a market impulse to detach people
from their traditions and obliterate the uniqueness of people and things. "To be
free" often meant "to be uprooted. " 5 But people live in the particulars. As Piven
and Cloward remark in a brilliant bit of de-reification:

..::.,:_

..

.......... - ~ .: ~ .. ~ .. :, ~ .· ~

Workers experience the factory, the speeding rhythm of the assembly
line, the foreman ... and the paycheck. They do not experience
monopoly capitalism. People on relief experience the shabby waiting
rooms, the ... caseworker, and the dole. They do not experience
American social welfare policy. 6
Moved by similar insights, many activists put away their Capital and State
and Revolution in the mid- 1970s and returned to their communities in a spirit of
what ACORN (Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now) organizers call "radical pragmatism." Boyte's purpose in Backyard Revolution is
to report on their various paths and problems, and to announce what he sees as
the promise of the "citizen action" movemen.t. The task is a formidable one because of the sheer variety of the groups involved. Some have been built upon existing institutions (e.g., Citizens Action Program in Chicago and Communities
Organized for Public Service in San Antonio); others have been successfully
constructed from the ground up (such as ACORN which now exists in twenty
states). Some address local issues like zoning, crime control, and community
gardening; others tackle larger matters of insurance rates, utility rate structures,
and corporate priorities. Some aim primarily to secure accountability, others to
assert independent power. But Boyte sees most of these groups as unified
around the organizing approach pioneered by the late Saul Alinsky.
Alinsky's method ("a rational body of knowledge that actually worked," as
Boyte once put it) can be summarized in a list of aims: to organize people in their
own behalf, to build up commtmity power and train indigenous leaders, to engage
in dramatic, direct-action tactics, and to do all this in pursuit of winnable issues. 7
Boyte's purpose in describing these groups is celebratory rather than critical, heraldic rather than analytic. He wants people to join in. But his account is
animated and shaped by a running argument with the older critics of community
organizing. For a number of years this approach has been criticized for its essentially defensive posture and for being mired in the particular. It has been accused
~

5 Backyard Revolution, p. 19. See also, Poor P~ople's Movements, p. x.
6 Poor People's Movements, p. 20.
7 My summary of Boyte, pp. so-52 and u3.
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of creating self-interest associations that were capable of seeing parts of problems but incapable of seeing wholes. At best, it was said, the approach created
special-interest groups that were easily coopted by pork-barrelliberalism. (And
while a "political movement is greater than the sum of its parts, an interest group
coalition is less .... " 8 ) At its worst, this approach nurtured "service delivery" arrangements and a politics of supplication that bred clients rather than autonomous citizens. 9
The thrust of Boyte's response to all this is the argument that community
organizing has matured. Techniques have been improved (e.g., of fund raising).
Training institutes have been founded. Local groups have been strengthened by
alliances with Nader-type advocacy groups, rank-and-file union caucuses,
women's groups, and environmental associations. Boyte predicts that these developments will eventually propel local activists beyond the politics of fragmentation. Already he sees a new willingness to name the enemy-corporate capitalism. Already he sees a "majority strategy" that will build a "national movement,
a bloc of forces representing and commanding the support of mostAmericans"
and capable of transforming our political and economic institutions. 10
The emphasis on community in this account is of critical importance. It
represents something more than a desire on Boyte's part to go where the action
is. In what is perhaps the major contribution of the book, Boyte takes a
reformulation that has been germinating in the activism of the last decade and in
radical scholarship, with its concerns about "hegemony," and gives it lucid expression. The result is a powerful assault on received socialist wisdom on how
radical movements originate, before they succeed or fail.
Socialists have typically ignored local communities and given their attention exclusively to the factories, Boyte argues, because they agreed with the
8 Monte Bute, "Participatory Socialism or.Welfare Statism?" In These Times, September 27,
1978. Paul Levy argues that "the ultimate goal" of Alinsky's approach is "no more revolutionary than successful integration into the mainstream of urban life." "Unloading the Neighborhood Bandwagon," Social Policy, September 1979.
9 John Mollenkopf thus concludes that "as a matter of predisposition, convenience and survival, neighborhood leaders and organizers shifted their efforts [in the late sixties] from political mobilization to provision of social services under contract to the government .... As a
result they forsook the right to speak politically" for their constituencies. "Neighborhood
Politics for the 198os," Social Policy, September 1979.
10 Backyard Revolution, p. 199. ACORN is especially explicit in stating that "the major question" is not "whether we can adequately deliver services but how we can build the power of
ordinary people." Such things as food-buying clubs it therefore sees as "tools to build the
necessary bonds for people to struggle in the political and economic arenas." "ACORN: Taking
Advantage of the Fiscal Crisis," Social Policy, September 1979. But Boyte criticizes them,
interestingly, for not mobilizing "the citizenry on the scale of successful Alinsky-style neighborhood groups" and for moving too quickly to larger issues. Backyard Revolution, p. 97·
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Right that local culture was inherently conservative. They equated traditions
with the dead hand of the past. But Boyte, like E. P. Thompson and Lawrence
Goodwyn, whom he cites, reminds us that classes are historical configurations
and that the roots of radicalism lie in a people's inherited culture. "The structure
of support, the resources and the experiences that in real life generate the capacity and inspiration for insurgency" lie only in culture and local community . 11 The
argument is not that a people's traditions are inherently radical, but that those
traditions provide the commitments and the categories out of which radicalism
will develop, if it will develop at all. Boyte identifies populism as the indigenous
tradition that provides the grounds for an anticorporate movement in America.
I believe Boyte is correct here both in his general diagnosis and in his specific remedy. If there is any cause for complaint it is that he fails to develop the
points more fully. For it is true that when English workers moved to militance in
the early nineteenth century it was because of infringements on their "rights of
freeborn Englishmen," and not because of the workings of a formalistic law
operating at the macro-level of economics. Similarly, when American farmers,
sharecroppers, and railway workers moved into opposition later in the century it
was because the new corporate monopolies challenged the American promise of
a fair field and no favors. The movement arose because they threatened to supplant "practical democracy with practical Toryism," as the Jacksonians had put
it. The new form of property was denying to producers what was rightfully
theirs according to the producer ethic. The expectation of right here was critical.
Popular culture was not a drag on progress in these instances; it was the spur to
action.
Thompson has shown that Marx could attribute the growth of militant
solidarism to internal factory conditions only because he ignored the local village and the interactions between village and factory. But: "The making of the
working class is a fact of political and cultural as much as of economic history. It
was not the spontaneous generation of the factory-system. " 12 It may be because
of the deformation of factory work in America caused by Taylorization and
bureaucratization that the community has wound up as the focus of current activity. One wishes Boyte had discussed this further.
Together with the emphasis on action and on institutional analysis, in any
case, the commitment to cultural rootedness produces a new sense of what radical
organizing is all about, a new sense of what gets people moving and what keeps
them moving-and new ideas, too, about the proper goals for their movement.

I I Backyard Revolution, p. I79·
I2

E. P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (New York: Vintage Books,

I966), p. I94.
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ommunity stands at the heart of current activists' vision of the future no
less than of their plans for the present. They look to community to nurture the ethos and institutions that will serve as alternatives to those of corporate
capitalism. The theoretical emphases here do not derive from the Marxist tradition, though they are not incompatible with it. The stress on solidarism and on
the importance of "secondary associations" is reminiscent of Durkheim. The
stress on political participation that links them to the New Left is reminiscent of
Tocqueville. For as in Tocqueville's analysis of local democracy, the idea of
liberation emerging from current neighborhood struggles is seen as political as
well as economic, and is seen as the product of vigorous participation, not of
legal immunities.
This call for voluntary and autonomous associations is more familiarly
identified with classical pluralists and conservatives. But the contemporary concern is less for specific institutional arrangements than for people to use them as
vehicles of political action. Boyte sees the local community as the place where
people can learn skills of insurgency and can develop the capacities for loyalty,
reverence, and responsibility, which are stifled in modern liberal society. In a
recent article Karl Hess explained: "People want to do more than cut taxes. They
want to do more than curtail government itself. They want to be government." 13
Radical offensives are therefore to be extended against all the forces that expropriate people's opportunities to run their livesin community. This now entails
not only the corporation but also the state, and beyond it those "helping professions" that deny people's abilities to deal with their personal, familial, and neighborhood troubles themselves. The focus of hostility here is on the anomie and
standardization imposed by corporate capitalism, rather than on its exploitation.

The new activism emerges as action oriented, nonideological, popularly
~ased, and culturally rooted. Is it also "left"? Does it-prepare us more specifically to explore the "other fork in the road" Monte Bute pointed to at the 1978
Conference on Alternative State and Local Politics?

..f.

As the 1970s proved a failure of prophecy, some of my generation have
taken the initial steps on the journey travelled by disillusioned exradicals of the 1890s and 1930s who became accommodating progressives and cold war corporate liberals. Others among us have renewed
our faith and rekindled our dream. We will explore another fork in the
road.

13 "The New Populism: Making Democracy Work," Penthouse, February 1979.
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But the new activism's road map is confusing. Piven and Cloward avoid the tired
debate between left sectarianism and right reformism, but only by failing to offer
a coherent strategy of their own. For to encourage mass confrontations because
"repression was not a likely response, " 14 while at the same time conceding that the
power of response lies entirely with elites, is to offer not a strategy but a gamble.
And if the gamble produces a backlash, was it a good one? Why, in any case,
should radicals be anxious to push even greater discretionary powers into federal
hands, as these writers propose? 15
Boyte, by contrast, abandons the old categories in theory, only to reembrace
them when it comes to practice. He proposes a "citizen's agenda" that includes a
reassessment of the role of the federal government, more respect for traditional
institutions, the deprofessionalization and decentralization of social services, and
the combating of corporations through a number of reforms including campaign
spending limits and a bill to reorganize them. But this is a laundry list of issues. It
lacks the focus and specificity of an agenda. Nor does it address the larger questions of power in the society, nor explain to community groups how they should
prepare for the systemic force that will be arrayed against them.
This approach ultimately reveals a steady pull toward the politics of gradualism. The pull is evident, for example, in Boyte's ideas about electoral politics.
Reforms to impose spending limits and create public financing for campaigns he
calls "bottom-line priorities for any who believe in democracy," and measures to
increase voting turnout, "critical" in the fight against corporations. 16 Such
reasoning is inherently defensive. It proposes fighting the underlying power of
the corporations by fighting on a terrain already controlled by those corporations. Something more than voting is "critical" for this fight. Rather than forging a new politics and creating a new power base, Boyte's agenda can be expected
to abut in attempts to pressure existing institutions-and in terms those institutions have defined.
Piven and Cloward scorn organization while Boyte calls for a new organization. Boyte stresses cultural matters while Piven and Cloward virtually ignore
culture. 17 How could these two books, starting from such similar concerns, lead
to such divergent_conclusions? The explanation for these differences lies in the
14 Poor People's Movements, pp. 278-88.
15 Ibid., p. 28r.
r6 Backyard Revolution, p.

201.

r 7 Piven and Cloward did note early on that for a protest movement to emerge "people have to
perceive the deprivation. v they experience as both wrong and subject to redress" (p. 12). But
they never followed out the implications of the word perceive. Familiarity with American working-class culture would lead one, in fact, to question their fundamental assumption of a "right
to welfare." For many, including many welfare recipients, this still sounds like a "right" to a
handout. Would it not be more radical to once again demand jobs?
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vagueness and inadequacy of the authors' ideas about political base. Piven and
Cloward begin by calling for better analysis of the forces that shape protest. But
they themselves fail to suggest the barest distinction between the situations of
industrial workers, Southern blacks, or the general unemployed. More serious,
they define the poor simply as "a stratum within the working class" and then
throw social science's "lower classes" into the discussion too.
Piven and Cloward's formulations might hold well enough for their
"poor." But they never explain why it is at all useful to describe these poor as a
class. What is their reliance on formless defiance but an admission that this base
lacks the structural leverage traditionally associated with a class? What is the
lack of organizational incentives they note toward the end of the volume but
similar evidence that the motivation necessary for class membership is lacking?
Boyte is not much clearer. He casts his net over people of "lower and middle
income." Income is not, however, the right criterion in this context. And while a
movement of the majority would be a wonderful thing, a majority in America
would consist of disparate elements, not all of whom have the same stakes in radical struggle. Precisely because Americais so differentiated socially, the course
of rebellion can be expected to depend on the art of alliance and coalition. But
we cannot know with whom to ally ourselves, nor the conditions of alliance,
without a more comprehensive analysis-one that distinguishes basic issues
from superficial ones, core constituencies from peripheral groups.
Boyte's crucial failure and that of many current organizers, however, is a
failure to clarify precisely what they mean by their axial term, community. What
does it refer to in present realities? Is it defined by life-style or by territory, by
common history or by common vulnerability to the bulldozer and the tax man?
Does it include the forces of reaction that have always been strong in many
American communities? Is it meant to locate the point of the organizers' accountability or to disguise his real lack of accountability? More centrally, is it
invoked as a euphemism for class or as its substitute?
The vagueness with which these basic questions are addressed may represent some deeper challenges to class theory. Perhaps Boyte means to argue that
under corporate capitalism the community (in some form) replaces the factory
as the locus of grievances; that in order to find out who is on the receiving end of
oppression one looks to the neighborhoods rather than to the assembly line.
Perhaps Piven and Cloward mean to argue that an element like the food rioters
of 1789 is now the catalyst for the rest of the working class, or alternatively, as
Kurt Vonnegut suggested in Player Piano years ago, that the main social fault
line now runs between membet:s of the industrial realm (including reintegrated
workers) and surplus people. All of these claims have a certain plausibility. But
they must be stated clearly to be considered and cannot be merely mentioned,
then dropped.

'·
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The concept of class fulfilled a number of functions for socialist thought. It
identified structures, anatomized domination, located agency, gauged leverage,
and defined the tasks for democratic change. While Piven/Cloward and Boyte
are free to dispense with the word class, they cannot ignore the topics that were
addressed through that concept, at least not if they want poor people's movements to succeed.
The failure to address these topics systematically produces serious defects
in their subsequent ideas about organization and action. Piven and Cloward end
by universalizing the lessons drawn from an atypical example-atypical because
social relations among the poor are not patterned by formal work relations, and
because Piven and Cloward have ignored their informal cultural patterns.
The reliance of these authors on mass mobilization has suggested the inevitable comparison with, Rosa Luxemburg. But even Luxemburg believed in some
organization. So did the CIO and the civil-rights activists, and as an aid to
mobilization. 18 Organizations are the nuts and bolts of politics. One ignores
them, as Paul Starr noted, only at the risk of not being taken seriously. 19 A mass
voice could never be articulated, let alone sustained, without some form of organization. Piven and Cloward's frequent references· to Michels suggest,
however, that they have reified "organization." They have forgotten that
oligarchy and rigidity are not the products ofiron laws but of tendencies that are
furthered by some choices and practices and may be counteracted by others.
The failure to define clearly the terrain of class politics leads Piven and
Cloward to ignore other mediating institutions besides the electoral system, and
then regarding that, to reach a curious conclusion. The claim that radical success
depends upon electoral dissensus is curious, first, because it ignores the proven
effects of grass-roots struggle over a range of issues relatively unaffected by national electoral politics. And it is also curious because it suggests that the movement hitch its wagon to what is now a falling star, the two-party system.
Boyte's undifferentiated concept of the -<•people," and their locus, the
"community," similarly produces an undifferentiated view of politics. We
understand that local groups are "tailored to fit the pique of people of modest
ideological means," as Andrew Kopkind put it neatly. But Boyte suggests no criteria for distinguishing progressive from regressive, or even escapist, tendencies
in these groups. Nor does he give us pointers for predicting their success or

·,··.·.,
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,._.
1 8 Piven and Cloward d'O mention in their new preface that they seek a new kind of organization; but the point was absent from their 350-page book.
·
19 Starr, in his review of Poor People's Movements, "How They Fail," Working Papers,
March/ April 1978.
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failure. 20 He does spend a few pages toward the end of the volume summarizing
their main problems (shallowness of approach, tendencies to staff domination,
etc.), but this recognition is not an organic part of his approach.
Boyte fails to inform the reader of important debates taking place within
the world of organizing. 21 And he fails to explore the concept of a "winnable
issue," although it is arguably the most treacherous goal imaginable for a radical
who has not first redefined winning. Groups that have concentrated on little,
winnable steps, moreover, have usually shown great reluctance to move on to
larger issues. Nor does Boyte really explain why we should look to Alinsky-type
groups as the vital current of present activity rather than to trade-union
caucuses, or to a single-issue group, or to an approach like that of the impressive
DARE (Detroit Alliance for a Rational Economy, ignored in the book), or to
Myles Horton and the Highlander School (both of which speak openly of socialism and regard America explicitly as a class society). But we can summarize these
shortcomings in a single point: Boyte's celebratory approach communicates the
excitement but not the difficulties of the new citizen insurgency.
His vagueness about class base and class structure has the effect ultimately
of bleeding the power from his important insights about the populist legacy.
Populism has meant a lot of different things to different people. Carter, we remember, was proclaimed a populist. Self-help is populist, but so is visilante
action.
More to the point, are we to understand as "populist" the attempt to return
to traditional American liberalism, or the attempt to leave it? The populism of
the 1 89os consisted of the latter, a product of the fracturing of the traditional
bourgeois order along that fissure Marx had identified between its "political raThis has costs for his own account. The CAP (Citizens Action Program), which Boyte celebrated in an article of I977• had folded by I979; the Hayden campaign, from which he expected
great things, also failed to deliver. One of the groups he now discusses he admits turned racist.
And to take some random examples from his book: the sort of "cooperative" he celebrates is
unknown to members of the Berkeley Coop (which he cites on p. I 35); the free schools that surfaced in the I '}6os had gone under by the late seventies (p. I83); and it is doubtful that "one of
the most spectacular examples" of retrieving the past and creating "building blocks for insurgency" is provided by urban gardening (p. I82).
2 I A major debate is between those who would have activists accept positions on city commissions and those who would have them remain in an oppositional role. (For the latter approach,
see Mike Miller's "Notes on Institutional Change," Organize Training Center, San Francisco).
Closely related is the question of whether to aim only at "influence" (as an ACORN organizer
puts it) or at grass-roots mobilizations~of power. Myles Horton disparages the Alinskyite search
for a method as detracting from an appreciation of commun,ities' differences, and as threatening to replace an awareness of the primacy of political mobilization with a fascination for technique. A third question, finally, is that alluded to by Mollenkopf (see footnote IO above), regarding the relative emphasis to be put on administrative as opposed to political tasks.
20
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dicalism and its conservative way of life." The signs of ideological development
were evident in the populist movement as working people began to talk explicitly
about power and class, and even to indict the basic institution of property.
Henry George, for example, denounced private ownership of land as "the great
primary wrong," and Robert Toombs, Tom Watson's Georgia mentor, eventually declared, "Better shake the pillars of property than the pillars of liberty."22
The truly valuable (though now hidden) legacy of populism was a cultural
and political critique of the corporation. The agrarians understood that the corporation was an engine of domination and of feudal status. In keeping with
Anglo-American legal traditions, they also understood it to be a usurper of sovereignty. The current complaints of organizers about the privatization of public
decision making carries hints of the latter point. But fuller discussion is needed
here. We need sharper definition and distinction, especially in these fateful days
after the collapse of mid-century liberalism. If there be fissures in what many see
as the monolith of American ideology, we need to know where they are. Otherwise we hardly know where to build. Without such clarity contemporary populism must either devolve into a watered-down popular frontism or be replaced
(as it was once before) by a more elitist variant of Wilsonian Progressivism.

N

ot long ago, Boyte wrote an article with a subheading entitled "Populism
and Marxism: The Needed Encounter."23 That promised encounter is
still needed because the discussion of Marxism is strangely absent from the current volume. It is needed because the current activism remains confused precisely about its relation to socialism. On the one hand it defines corporate capitalism as the enemy and advocates public control of productive resources. On
the other, attempts to define a class agency are replaced by vague statements
about "the people," and new animosities, such as those against the state, are
lumped together with the protest against capital, without being shown to be
related to it. In their daily activities organizers also reveal a disdain for the socialist tradition. "I never found Marx real helpful in talking to people," understates
one. "The Left can't get people out," brags another justifiably. "We can. We
know what to do."24 -

22 Cited in C. Vann Woodward, Tom Watson, Agrarian Rebei(New York: Oxford University
Press, 1938), p. 55· Henry George, Progress and Poverty (New York: Robert Schalkenbach
Foundation, 1936), p. 140.
23 "The Populist Challenge: Anatomy of an Emerging Movement," Socialist Revolution,
March/April 1977, p. 59· This was apparently a preview of the current book.
24 Comments made by organizers for the Agrarian Action Project and ACORN to the author,
September 1980.
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But while these organizers appreciate the crisis in the central categories of
Marxism, they fail to appreciate the confusion in their own. Their sustaining
vagueness about matters of base and power reveals that they have actually dismissed the concept of class when the task consistent with the purpose was to
develop it further. They have quit thinking about it when the point was to think
about it differently. But this is a risky choice and threatens to throw theradical
baby out with the dogmatic bathwater.
Let us begin this encounter by not taking current organizers attheir word.
They call themselves nonideological. But they did not emerge out of the blue.
Most ofthem showed up at the end of the New Left, out of the ranks of the New
Left, with the goal of organizing better than the New Left. Theirs is not to be
understood as a debouch into brainless activism but as an attempt at practical
theorizing. Their goal, indicated in their writings and discussions, was to find
richer and more detailed information about American popular struggle than
had been provided by old catechisms. Putting it differently, they, like more sectarian Marxists, were seeking a radical "line," but one whose cues and themes
would emerge out of practical experience.
Were class as wooden a thing as pop Marxists make it, these organizers
would indeed have to dismiss it in their efforts. But the concept refers to real historical situations, and it has to be developed as those situations change. Two
reformulations in particular suggest themselves.
The first involves a recognition that a cultural emphasis is not antagonistic
to a class approach; it is con~istent with what classes were historically. The
language of interests has obscured this. But although classes were formed by
economic concerns, they were never solely economic associations. Again we are
reminded of Thompson's work. His rich study of culture occurred in the course
of chronicling the making of a particular class. Had socialists been aware in the
past that classes were cultural configurations, they would have been better
prepared to understand the different forms they took in different places. Were
they more aware of this in the present, they would listen more attentively to the
language of people's grievances. They would also remember that working-class
life is not distinguished from bourgeois life primarily by quantitative considerations. It is not a "lower class." As Raymond Williams notes,
The crucial distinguishing element in English life since the Industrial
Revolution is ... between alternative ideas of the nature of the social
relationship. . . . [Sharply contrasted with bourgeois individualism],
"working-class culture" ... is the basic collective idea, and the institu-
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tions, manners, habits of thought and intentions which proceed from
this. 25
The significance of the organizing Boyte describes, then, is that it is reviving
and strengthening what could become a bloc of forces capable of posing class
issues. Clarity about this would have clarified both these books' arguments. The
important question emerging from Piven and Cloward's concerns, for example,
is not organization versus no organization. It is the question of the kind of
organization that can sustain an autonomous voice and nurture an alternative
culture, and yet not deprive its members of the power to act. The critical problem for Boyte is to define the sort of local group that can avoid remaining on the
defensive, that can resist the logic of gradualism, and can create a grass-roots
base-Debray'sjoco-from which autonomous democratic challenges will continue to be launched.26
The second reformulation begins with the recognition that classes are not
"things." Class division is better understood as something akin to an institutionally rooted social principle that surfaces at different times in different ways.
Class issues have been mediated in the past not only by political institutions but
by regional animosities, religious conflicts, and national struggles. Angers bred
by structures of class domination have often been deflected or displaced into
racial hostilities, family violence, and that punk brand of American heroism
that prefers apocalypse to the admission of error.
Only in the rarest of circumstances, then, do class struggles assume their
textbook form as a clash between the massed forces of capital and labor (and
almost never at the beginning of a conflict). The proper criticism to be made of
most American Marxists is not that they adopt class analysis. It is that they mistake the first step for the last. Having seen that America is a class society, they
stop without looking to see how class forces actually manifest themselves
politically and sociologically. The proper criticism of those analysts at the other
extreme who like to pose the question as being race or class, state or class,
technology or class, neighborhood issues or class, is that class pressures are implicit in the way racial problems present themselves, in the way the state has
developed, in the form scientific consciousness has taken, and in the emergence
of neighborhood issues at this time.
25 Raymond Williams, Culture and Society (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1958), pp.
325-27, and the Conclusion as a whole, presents a seminal discussion of the topic. Thompson
makes the same point when he speaks of the "ethos of mutuality" of the English working class.
The Making of the English Working Class, p. 423.
26 Boyte's article "The Populist Challenge" stated explicitly that the "citizen movement" was
essentially a defensive movement (pp. 41, 58). Whether he has since changed his mind or thinks
the movement has changed is unclear. The point is not discussed in Backyard Revolution.
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The lesson then is double-edged. Activists must be rooted in the concrete
struggles of their milieu, as community organizers insist. But they must also seek
the lineaments of class in that milieu. On the one hand, radicals lacking firm
roots in immediate struggles will also lack historical grasp of the epoch's main
structure of domination; on the other, opponents of racism, state centralization, or the "autonomy of technique" cannot realize their goals without dealing
with class structures.

H

ow class conflicts express themselves in cultural and political formations
is far from clear today. This is partly the result of American social and
regional diversity and partly because of the rapidity of recent change. It is the
strength of current community organizers that they admit this ignorance and
address themselves actively to its remedy. It is their weakness that they are rarely
aware that this is what they are doing and, therefore, an awareness of class
realities only fitfully informs their tactics.
A new radical program and logic of strategy capable of guiding democratic
change will take its cues not from the old spectrum of issues but from current
forms of oppression and betrayal, from the angers people feel in their guts. It
will give voice to those angers and be able to trace their causes boldly, in theory
and practice, to the configuration of class forces distinctive of our times. It will
take us into some areas older socialists ignored and into others they opposed.
Boyte and the organizers he praises are not unaware of the larger tasks of
radical action. But the movement he celebrates has not yet developed mechanisms for defining its tasks, locating historical agency, and forging lasting alliances. It cannot yet distinguish between the forks in the road leading in one
direction toward a gradualist marsh and a client-service bog, and on the other
toward independent, grass-roots radical activity. It is doubtful that the latter
route can even be found without a discussion of socialism and an autonomous
socialist presence, though Boyte unfortunately fails to address this point.
Boyte does succeed, however, in putting the citizen-action movement on
the map. Backyard forces may not turn up as the vanguard of revolution. But
when a new radical movement emerges in America, those forces will have earned
a place in it by their cultural offensives and their active reconnaissance of the
social terrain. The problems they confront are real problems. The solutions they
seek will have to be forged. And they are right, finally, in stressing that American democrats will either fight on the basis of the best in their traditions, or they
will splinter and dispirit popular forces as.a new, industrial feudalism clamps
itself on our national life.
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were short-lived, for the only possible solution to the crisis seemed to lie in relying on the very groups responsible for it in the first place. Thus the loss of
American power could be reversed only by reindustrialization and by preventing marginal groups from "overloading" the system. But this required the reassertion of social, economic, and political discipline and the continued, if not
expanded, reliance upon a system of rationalized control over ever larger
groups of people, events, and machines by ever smaller groups of technically
skilled men and women operating through organizational hierarchies for minimizing "erratic" behavior. 4 If these groups were both the problem and the solution, then the task became one of maximizing the positive benefits of their roles
while minimizing negative consequences. 5 One important contribution to this
task would be the moral education of preprofessionals and professionals.

T

hat is the task undertaken by the nine monographs on the teaching of
ethics in higher education recently published by the Hastings Center. Except for an introductory essay, "The Teaching of Ethics in Higher Education"
(1), each slim volume focuses on a different subject area: law (II), journalism
(III), bioethics (IV), business management (V), social science (VI), engineering
(VII), policymaking (VIII), and the undergraduate curriculum (IX), though
each is also part of a composite response to developments in professional education, undergraduate instruction, and in society as a whole. All the authors are
troubled by the deficiencies of professional education in preparing students to
meet, or even to recognize, the complex moral problems that inhere in their
future vocations. Most are disturbed by the increasingly technical and instrumental nature of American education, which leaves students ignorant of the
presuppositions and implications of their career choices. They are perturbed
too by the strong trend toward specialization and a job-oriented curriculum in
undergraduate education as a whole. Here their worry is that moral issues will
be ignored altogether, or shunted into philosophy courses that are themselves
narrowly professional, or not taken by the students who need them most. Finally, and most broadly, all the authors are concerned with the public ethics of contemporary society, with the moral confusion that attends rapid technological
change and the moral bewilderment that followed Vietnam and Watergate. Especially here they seek intellectual clarity through an approach that is interdisciplinary, sober, and balanced. Thus they accept part of the radical critique and
hopes of the r96os, and part of the subsequent retreat from them. While in4 See John McDermott, "Technology: The Opiate of the Intellectuals," in Technology and
Man's Future, ed. Albert H. Teich (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1977), p. 189.
5 This language imitates the whole debate over technology itself.
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creased pressures to do something about ethics may be symptomatic "of a society in the throes of considerable moral turmoil," many worries "are overblown,
some are based upon illogical jumps made from the conduct of a few to the conduct of the many, and still more simply represent a tendency to complain about
the morality of others" (I, p. 3). The writers are anxious not to claim too much
for their enterprise or for the teaching of ethics. They know that better courses
in moral philosophy or the raising of ethical issues in a wide spectrum of courses
cannot guarantee highly moral professionals, political leaders, students, or citizens. Nor do most of them see their role as showing students what moral choices
to make or as inculcating character. But they are convinced that a "higher education that does not foster, support, and implement an examination of the
moral life will fail of its own purposes, the needs of students and the welfare of
society" (1, p. 8o).
All the monographs follow a roughly common format. The introductory
chapters frame the issues, define the purpose of the study, offer a brief historical survey of the teaching of ethics in the particular field, assay the status of the
subject now, and speculate on the recent growth of interest in it. The middle
sections set out the substantive issues and controversies-such as the problem of
moral relativism, indoctrination, the relationship between lawyers and clients
or journalists and corporate owners-as well as instructional objectives and
pedagogic dilemmas. The final sections (usually) discuss who is qualified to
teach the appropriate courses, what instructional techniques and materials are
useful, and how such interdisciplinary courses can be evaluated by traditional
academic criteria.
All are also committed to a common set of substantive goals. Most generally they seek to unify moral theory and practice, normative, descriptive, and
meta-ethics, to integrate professional and liberal education and to "provide students with those concepts and analytical skills that will enable them to grapple
with broad ethical theory in attempting to resolve both personal and professional dilemmas as well as to reflect on the moral issues facing the larger
society" (1, p. 48). Accordingly, there emerges from a reading of these volumes
some specific aims for any course in ethics. First, it should "stimulate the moral
imagination," that is, show students that men and women live lives in the web of
moral relations. Thus social scientists need to "make students aware of their obligations to the individuals they study, to the relevant professions, to one's own
society and, in the case of cross-national research, to other societies" (VI, p. 14).
Second, it should help students uncover the moral biases in seemingly neutral
substantive decisions and methodological claims. Third, teachers must help
their students master a body of ethical knowledge so they can "apply it to the solution of cases" (1, p. 67). Fourth, teachers need to teach both resistance to
moral disagreement or ambiguity and tolerance when these prove immune to
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resolution or clarification by rational argument. Finally and, judging by its frequent mention, most importantly, the function of such courses is to give students analytic skills so they can judge the coherence and consistency of moral
arguments, critically examine moral concepts, assess prescriptive moral statements, ethical principles, and moral rules, and clarify what is at stake in any
moral stance they choose to take. The point is to provide "tools" for them to articulate the process of their ethical thinking and justify their moral judgments.
This does not so much change their moral behavior as help them to know the
importance of changing their behavior if that is what a moral judgment seems
to entail.

W:

hat can be said about the specific aims of the monographs and the relation of these aims to the announced general goal of illuminating and
partly rectifying our current moral shortcomings? Is the problem the authors
identify a serious one, and do they define it so that its most significant dimensions are visible?
There is no question that these volumes are timely. The authors focus on a
danger that, in its largest aspect, threatens to alter permanently the character of
higher education and, given the relations between democracy and education, to
transform our public life as a whole. The concern of the Center to initiate, sustain, and enlarge the place of ethics in undergraduate and professional education is an attempt to intercept the pending accommodation of our colleges and
universities to industrial and technological imperatives. Given the dimensions
of the danger, even the modest goals of teaching the systematic study of moral
questions or helping people talk about ethical questions self-consciously cannot
be dismissed. Yet the authors seem unable and unwilling to adhere to their proclaimed modesty, as if they intuitively recognize that the problem they address
has dimensions that call for larger purposes and other means than the ones they
explicitly chose. Similarly, though aware that the issues they discuss emerged
from the political protests of the I 96os and remain somehow lodged in large political and cultural movements, they fail to integrate this awareness into their
discussion of the teaching of ethics or expand on it to deal with questions of morality in terms of the public status of vocations.
Thus for all its good will and good intentions, the Center's project too
often misdescribes the issues it raises, responds partially (in both senses of the
word) to the crises it presents, and incompletely realizes its goal of developing
critical reflection about our individual and collective moral lives. In the end
both the form and substance of the ethics it teaches tend to reinforce the technique-oriented character of our societY. In this respect the study becomes a
vehicle of accommodation rather than critique.
My object in what follows is to show how and why this is so; why the
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authors say what they do the way they do and why they omit what they do; and
to indicate the consequences of these choices for their analysis and for the issue
that analysis addresses.
Despite a proclaimed common purpose there are important differences of
tone, argument, and commitment among these works. 6 In part such differences
are to be expected given 'the writers' defense of moral pluralism and the need to
convince their particular constituencies of professionals, teachers, students,
and administrators that the teaching of ethics in their respective fields is essential as well as respectable. But separate monographs tend to reinforce the intellectual and academic fragmentation the authors regard as a problem. Thus their
criticism of the case-study method-that it portrays all moral issues as discrete
problems amenable to largely technical solutions and that this approach inhibits
integrative moral theory-applies equally well to their own format. More importantly, the writers do not really engage each other's perspectives sufficiently
to learn from their disagreements. The point is not that the writers disagree but
that their disagreement is never joined and therefore that the larger issues
behind it are never confronted.
One reason for this fragmentation may be their preoccupation with establishing the teaching of ethics as a respectable intellectual endeavor. The problem
with seeking respectability is that one is forced to accept the orthodox definition
of what is respectable. And this makes for political and theoretical timidity.
When the introductory volume assays the current cultural critique of America,
it is careful to keep its distance. Recounting the "external pressures" that stimulated the concern for the teaching of ethics in the first place, the authors cornplain of how our "newspapers and pundits have bemoaned symptoms of a
moral vacuum in our society, a sense of moral drift, of ethical uncertainty, and
a withering away of some traditional roots and moorings" (I, p. 2). Because
such bemoaning is immediately classified as an overblown exaggeration, it follows that it is unnecessary to undertake the political and-theoretical analysis the
symptoms might demand. Perhaps this explains the authors' perfunctory treatment of the way power and ideology influence the organization, commitments,
and direction of American higher education. This is not to say that radical cui6 Thus the essay on journalism discusses the influence of corporate media on the political independence of journalists, while other authors fail to consider comparable pressures in their
own areas. Similarly, the volume on legal education argues for "legal activism," though most of
the other writers strive for "neutrality" when facing similar questions. Or again the paper on
bioethics opens with an imaginative reconstruction of a classroom discussion, in contrast to
some of the pedantry found in other essays. Finally, the volume on Ethical Dilemmas and the
Education of Policy makers displays an appreciation for intellectual and political traditions dismissed or ignored by the other monographs. Given space constraints, I will concentrate on the
summary volume (I) and the essay on undergraduate education (IX), for they are the most
general.
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tural criticism is necessarily right, but that the discussion of the issues it raises
and the terms in which it raises them cannot be limited to brief unsympathetic
introductory remarks if one's aim is to "shed light on ethical issues in contemporary society" and to promote "the welfare of society." Indeed, as often happens,
the explicit rejection of structural analysis is accompanied by the implicit acceptance of the existent structure of society and of how that structure is appropriately studied. More specifically, the authors narrow the definition of ethics by
identifying it with the analytic tradition; they treat the undergraduate classroom
as a hermetically sealed world within a pluralistic university that is itself conceived of as a largely autonomous institution in a generally open society, and
they ignore the greater political/technical imperatives that shape higher education and thus the teaching of ethics in universities.

T:

he crucial questions these monographs want to consider are "What should
I live for?" and "What is a moral life?" or, more particularly, "What ought
I to do in this situation?" and "How ought I to judge the conduct of others?"
Now these are venerable questions. But they lose their critical thrust because of
the limited context in which they are discussed and the narrow approach used to
discuss them.
Motivated in part by the desire to establish the legitimacy of teaching ethics
in nonphilosophy courses and also to forestall the charge of critics that teaching
ethics masks moral indoctrination, the authors identify the teaching of ethics
with the tradition of analytic philosophy-with its concern for detail, for resolving wholes into parts, its extreme emphasis on rigor, logic, and precision, and its
generally apolitical and ahistorical conception of philosophy. They emphasize
repeatedly the need for analytic skills and training. At first such emphasis seems
perfectly innocuous. Indeed, one is tempted to regard the qualities extolled as
identical with thinking itself and thus as a necessary precondition for living a
moral life, however defined. At the least, analytic skills appear to be a neutral
instrument for choosing among different ethical theories and ways of life. But
matters are not so simple. For one thing, the emphasis on analytic skills as tools
for discovering and living the moral life tends to transform ethics into a technical discipline and students of ethics into technicians. Moreover, analytic ethics
is not a neutral instrument. It supposes that our moral life can be dissected, understood, and comprehended by a merely logical method. In this it both presupposes and makes more plausible a particular way of seeing the world, a conception of how that wor1d can be represented and communicated, a definition of
rationality and a vision of how men and women can and should act together.
There is an historical and structural affinity, even redundancy, between analytic
ethics and modern technology. If all this is true, then the posited opposition be-
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tween improving moral character and teaching analytical skills is incorrect, not
only because philosophical analysis may improve character but because training
in analytic skills does not leave people as they were .before. It changes character
and behavior and the understanding of both, as those who have left traditional
cultures and sought to return to them after Western education attest. In fact,
analytic techniques are impatient with tradition and·history and underestimate
their importance in both shaping character and providing the relevant (and
often tacit) dimensions for moral thought and action. It is this dimension to
which Aristotle alludes when, true to the earlier Greek meaning of ethos as a
way of life involving custom, experience, tradition, location, and nomos (law),
he insists that it is the mark of an educated man not to seek more precision than
the subject matter-in this case ethics-warrants.
Perhaps this bias helps explain the authors' curious attitudes toward Marx
and Aristotle. They recognize that Marx, like Freud and Sartre, raised relevant
questions about traditional moral inquiry and that a revival of Marxism was an
important element in the pressures of the 196os for the teaching of ethics. Yet
despite the fact that Marxism is so clearly a moral critique of industrial capitalism (including the role education, law, and medicine play in such a society),
they regard Marxism as a subject properly left to courses in history, economics,
and political science. Aristotle, on the other hand, is virtually ignored, yet the
Nicomachean Ethics is the first systematic treatment of the subject and provides
a substantive view of ethics that contrasts with the largely technical one generally adopted in these essays. Indeed Aristotle's insistence on the need to keep ethical knowledge and thinking distinct from their technical or professional counterparts suggests that the teaching of ethics to professionals is a contradictory
endeavor. My point is not that Marx and Aristotle are right. Nor is it simply to
note their exclusion, as if that settled the case. It is rather to suggest that such exclusion is symptomatic of a more serious difficulty-a narrow definition of
what ethics is and of how, where, and to whom it should be taught. This narrowness deprives the project of a moral sensibility alive to such issues as private
friendship and civic virtue, personal happiness and collective alienation, and
justice and equality. And any discussion directed at instilling moral awareness
in those destined to hold political, social,·and economic power requires an appreciation of these issues as well as of the more general connection between
moral and political life.
Indeed one reason for the narrow conception ofethics in these essays is the
authors' assumption that ethics and politics are radically independent disciplines and practices. For diffetent reasons both Marx and Aristotle reject such a
separation. Aristotle regards fundamental political issues as moral and moral
issues as inevitably political in their implications. The central questions of his
Ethics-"What is the good life?" "What is a good man?" and "How ought a man
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to live?" -are seen as simultaneously political and moral in nature. And that is
because politics is a moral endeavor and a partnership in virtue, in which the
ethics of one's fellow citizens is of the utmost importance since the common life
depends on them. Similarly, moral action occurs within a particular constitution or regime. Thus anyone concerned with ethics is thereby committed to perfecting his or her political society in terms of its constitutive principles and to
bringing those principles as close as possible to the ideal moral purposes of collective life. Moreover, the answer to the questions about the good life determines the proper responses to all other subsidiary questions, such as those concerned with economics, technology, or the proper public role for professionals.
In this view the proximity of the professions to political power is itself a political
and ethical issue. And the tendency to concentrate on the ethics of the professions instead of on public morality as a whole is a dangerous reversal of priorities. The primary issue is how and where politically to educate the citizenry as a
whole, since the resolution of this larger issue contains guidelines for the resolution of the more particular matter of professional ethics. Getting these priorities
straight is especially imperative for a democracy, in which government by the
people demands a general and sustained moral education in, through, and
about public life, rather than the teaching of ethics to a professional elite.
Indeed until recently this was understood by American political scientists.
A recent book on the history of that discipline states that "while all academic
disciplines tend to have common characteristics, in one respect American political science is unique-it has assumed responsibility for transmitting to the
nation's youth the knowledge and patriotic sentiments essential for the successful functioning of our democratic system." 7 For precisely this reason the omission of political science from the monograph on social science is an unfortunate
one. Including it would have forced the authors more directly to confront what
is involved in teaching ethics in a democracy and in educating future generations in democratic culture.
A second consideration that may help account for the narrow conception
of ethics (and the consequent rejection of Marx and Aristotle) involves the
authors' attitude toward professionalism and expertise. Despite some incisive
criticisms of traditional lawyer-client and doctor-patient relationships, the
monographs contain no sustained questioning of professionalism and expertise
themselves. There is no attempt to think about other educational forms and
forums that might mitigate the inequalities of power and knowledge that obtain
in situations where professional experts confront citizens who do not share their
special knowledge. TJlough Marx accepts the division of labor as necessary for
7 Albert Somit and Joseph Tanenhaus, The Development ofAmerican Political Science(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1967), pp. 25-27.
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the enormous productive capacity of capitalism, his view of future society assumes that the kind of professionalism unquestioned by these monographs is
specific to industrial capitalism, and will of necessity be reconstituted in a postcapitalist society. Similarly, Aristotle distinguishes political and moral questions from those requiring technical expertise and regards the analogy between
applying technical knowledge to a technical problem and moral or political
knowledge to a moral or political problem as a serious confusion. For political
and moral knowledge cannot be separated from the character of the actor, the
activities that exemplify and realize that character, or the particular cultural
context in which a person acts. Nor can political and moral life be purged of
their contingency, reliance on experience, and essential diversity. The political
realm in which important parts of any education in virtue takes place is one in
which men and women regard both what they do and each other as ends and as
equals whose views must be recognized and with whom one speaks and acts for
common purposes. Where these attitudes and practices do not obtain, slavery
does. Aristotle enables us to see that technique's abstractness makes it impatient
with the diversity and imprecision that infects political and moral life. As a consequence, technocrats and professional experts tend to reduce qualitative differences to quantitative commensurabilities by excluding "negative externalities" even when the definition of "external" excludes marginal groups in society
and whole cultures outside its purview.
A third reason for the view of ethics held by the authors of most of the
monographs most of the time is their dual fear of indoctrination and relativism.
The fear of the former is clearest in their repudiation of Marxism. Marxism, we
are told, tempts professors who want to pursue "certain ethical issues" into using
nonethics courses as vehicles for indoctrinating students "who lack sufficient
analytic training" (I, p. 29). Such professors are likely to push Marxism while
denigrating all other moral views and to use sophistic techniques to silence their
critics (IX, pp. 423) 8 -in contrast to the analytic mode of teaching ethics,
which, because it does not explicitly entail conclusions about the superiority of
one moral theory over another, is able to respect moral, cultural, and political
pluralism. But, the authors contend, being a pluralist does not commit one to being a relativist, i.e., to believing that all ethical positions are equally correct. For
there has been progress in moral theory. Thus such doctrines as simple subjectivism (an action is right when I believe it to be right) or bald evolutionism (an action is right when it promotes the survival of higher organisms) have fared badly
"in the marketplace of ideas" and have not stood the test of time (IX, p. 39).
8 Though the conclusion drawn is that the teacher who does this is incompetent because of a
failure to meet the goals of teaching ethics rather than because of the view he or she holds, it is
clear that the incompetency is thought to follow from the doctrine.
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Though the concern with indoctrination and relativism is legitimate, this
way of posing the issue will not do. First of all, as Nazism and the "me" generation attest, "outmoded" ethical theories have survived all too well, despite being
vanquished by professional philosophers in the classroom. Second, it is pluralism as a morality, not Marxism, that presently dominates politics and academia
(as Kerr's remarks indicate). Just as analytic philosophy seems to these authors
to be identical to thinking itself, so pluralism is similarly regarded as natural,
and alternatives to it (such as Marxism) are rejected as involving moral indoctrination. Third, there is the question of how substantial American political,
moral, and intellectual pluralism is, and of wherther or not it is parasitic on
prior conformity. The point is made by David Noble in the opening sentence of
his America by Design:
Modern Americans confront a world in which everything changes yet
nothing moves. The perpetual rush to novelty that characterizes the
modern marketplace, with its escalating promise of technological
transcendence, is matched by the persistence of pre-formed patterns
of life which promise merely more of the same.
In light of this criticism (which was made by Marx as well as by conservative
critics such as Weber and Ellul), it is incumbent on any defense of pluralism to
show that there are serious moral and political choices available to all citizens.
Doing so would require a political analysis of American life absent from these
essays. Finally, as Noble suggests, the authors' belief in the marketplace of ideas
(like a similar statement on p. 47 of volume VIII that "Most of the values relevant to a policy choice will one way or another be raised by partisans and analysts'') is misleading and dangerous. It ignores the fact that many ideas never
appear in the market at all (as the absence of a leftist alternative to postwar
American foreign policy indicates); that those ideas that are accepted depend
for such acceptance on the power of certain groups, institutions, ideologies,
and patterns of deference rather than on the "intrinsic merits" of the ideas themselves; and that the market can only operate freely if a strong political power insures its unimpeded operation and the political dominance of people with a
market mentality. Moreover, the marketplace of ideas turns the teacher of
ethics into a salesman and ideas into commodities, thereby further assimilating
the university into the prevailing ideology.
What these criticisms indicate is a disparity between what goes on in philosophy classes and the realities of the larger society, and they demonstrate the
need to ask when, how, and where ethics can be taught effectively. They also indicate that any answer to these questionsmust include a political analysis that
does more than uncritically accept current opinion. They require a conception
of ethics that goes beyond the one adopted by these monographs .
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These tasks are made difficult by the authors' rejection of any theoretical
understanding of politics and history, even when their historical references invite it and their purposes would be served by it. For example, when considering
the history of the teaching of ethics in their respective fields, the monographs
note a major change in education during the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Before that charige, moral philosophy courses were the capstone of the
curriculum. Providing integrated meaning to the student's entire college experience, these courses explicitly aimed to equip graduates with the ethical sensitivity required for improving themselves and society (I, p. 17) By forming virtuous
men and women on the basis of an integrated curriculum, they sought to safeguard society againt cultural and moral corruption and to guarantee it able political leadership.
But between 188o and the end of World War I the content, status, and
locus of such courses shifted. As the sciences and social sciences broke away
from moral philosophy and became specialized disciplines with specialized curricula, education became increasingly professionalized, vocational, fragmented, and research-oriented. Moral philosophy itself became one specialized
course among others. The explanation offered for this occurrence is that people
ceased to share common moral sentiments because morality was now thought
to be conventional rather than inherent in the structure of nature. Now this is
certainly part of the explanation. But it is not the whole explanation, nor, given
its nearly tautological quality, is it the most useful one. Most importantly, it
misses the larger capitalist movement of American society and the way this
change shaped the structure and content of higher education and ethical
instruction.
From the x88os onward, America underwent both a fragmentation of
values, activities, and academic disciplines and a consolidation of corporate
capitalism that established a new integration of values and new definitions of
activities such as work, play, and education. Thus a concentration of economic
power and the increased use of it in politics and education was accompanied by
a fragmentation of intellect analogous to the splitting up of work into separate
operations the whole of which no worker could understand. This development
was accompanied by at least four others. First, there was a replacement oflocalism, dispersed power, and a general sense of competence among communities
that they could control their collective lives, by a more national, urban, industrial, impersonal, centralized, formal state and society. Second, with the defeat
of populism there was a narrowing of political debate and a hollowing out of
democratic rhetoric and action,. Democratic participation came to be seen (by
the people themselves) as disruptive of the regularity essential for the efficient
administration and productivity of large-scale enterprises. Third, the universities began to absorb, professionalize, and thus standardize activities and educa-
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tion that had previously remained informal, diverse, and personal. Thus legal
education changed from apprenticeship to specialized book-oriented classroom
training intended to produce lawyers dedicated to a stable society. Similarly,
journalistic education moved from the city desk to the university, while the
editor-publisher function became divided. Most importantly, the establishment
of engineering education as a recognized branch of higher learning not only
forged a link between the corporation and university but expanded the number
of experts and the range of activities to which expertise was deemed relevant.
Thus the engineer applied science to both modes of production and relations of
production. Finally, this period witnessed the growing influence of business ideology in American education. This took the form of demands that schools be
more efficiently run, which meant along business-management lines. More particularly, businessmen and organizations insisted that schools provide the discipline necessary for increasingly rationalized patterns of work and life and that
they emphasize immediately practical subjects. The worst thing that could be
said about a student, course, teacher, or school was that it was visionary, theoretical, and impractical. Insofar as the monographs under discussion share this
view, they simply accept and continue this ideological transformation rather
than challenge it.

M

y argument so far has suggested both the seriousness of the issue raised
by these monographs and the limitations of their analysis of them. In
their desire to achieve academic respectability for the teaching of ethics, their
identification of ethics with analytic philosophy, their rejection of a more substantive ethics as found in Marx and Aristotle, their separation of politics and
ethics, their unquestioned acceptance of expertise, their defense of pluralism as
against indoctrination and relativism, and their ·refusal to go beyond surface
historical analysis, they are too theoretically imd politically timid and accommodating to deal adequately with the problems they identify. At a minimum the
classroom or professional school must be placed in the context of the university
and the university in the context of society as a whole.
Establishing these contexts brings us back to Kerr's portrait of a university
as an institution that structures academic rewards, advancement, and preferences according to the demands of an outside market and to Emmanuel Mesthene's plea that universities adapt to technological imperatives. After dividing
the academic world up into these "monistic" universities based on the Bible, The
Communist Manifesto, and the Great Books(!), and those pluralistic institutions capable of responding to the unceasing inventiveness of a technological
society, Kerr suggests that a "major test for the modern American university is
how wisely and how quickly it adjusts to the important new possibilities. The
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great universities of the future will be those which have adjusted rapidly and effectively."9 In this lYe echoes Mesthene. Concerned that "potentially solvable
problems are left unsolved and potentially achievable goals unachieved because
we waste our technological resources or use them inefficiently," Mesthene advocates continual adjustments to technological opportunities and commitment
to the freedom that necessarily follows. In education this means consummating
a "revolution in learning" that will, among other things, bring "systematic planning and uniform standards across 25,000 separate school districts .... " 10
But universities are not pluralistic. As producers, wholesalers, and retailers
of knowledge, they are forced to cater to the highest bidder and most consistent
buyer. This kind of university is an unlikely setting for the kind of teaching of
ethics that would raise the fundamental moral problems of our culture. Indeed,
if Jacques Ellul is right that the first line of defense against the permeation of
society by technology is morality (including the French sense of moralite), and
if universities are the conduits for technological imperatives, then our academic
institutions are helping to undermine morality, not to sustain it. In these terms,
the teaching of ethics advocated in these monographs is, whatever the intentions of the authors, the ethics of and for a technocratic elite.
That this should be the case is made more likely by such arguments as those
of the Trilateral Commission. The Commission's report The Crisis of Democracy11 distinguishes between "value-oriented intellectuals" and "technocratic or
policy-oriented intellectuals." Because the former assert their disgust with corruption and materialism, and because they talk about monopoly capitalism,
derogate political leadership, and unmask institutions, they are as serious a
threat to "democratic government" as communist parties and fascist movements. On the other hand, technocratic intellectuals-presumably because they
eschew moral questions and a critical perspective-are genuinely useful in helping government carry out its dual obligations of guaranteeing military security
and material well-being. Since the major contemporary problem is defined as
leadership and authority, the inference is that value-oriented intellectuals must
be academically disenfranchised. Since higher education is overproducing
people with university educations in relation to the jobs available in the economy, that is exactly what is likely to happen. For if we rationally relate educational planning to political and economic goals, we must either decide to educate students to be responsible citizens while lowering their expectations about
jobs, or redesign education to conform to the pattern of economiC development
9 Kerr, Uses of the University, p. 108.
IO Emmanuel G. Mesthene, "The Role of Technology in Society," in Teich, Technology,
p. I58.
I I Michel J. Crozier, Samuel P. Huntington, and Joji Watanuki, The Crisis of Democracy
(New York: New York University Press, I975) .
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and job opportunities. But given the commission's denigration of valueoriented intellectuals (and education), its overall diagnosis of the present crisis
as one of too much democracy and too little authority, and its truncated view of
politics as involving no more than security and material well-being, the choice is
without substance.
That is also the implication of Carter's educational adviser Amitai
Etzioni's version of the "choice" between reindustrialization and the quality of
life. If we do not reindustrialize we lose our economic and political strength. To
reindustrialize, we need less government spending and less private consumption
in order to rebuild the infrastructure and capital-goods sector of the economy.
Only then will America be "able to defend itself and to pay for a high standard
of living." 12 But this process will mean a greater demand for less skilled laborers
and a smaller proportion of the young in four-year colleges, especially in those
colleges dedicated to liberal arts rather than to scientific or technological training.
All this is deeply disturbing. A number of studies suggest a high correlation
between educational attainment and political participation: the higher the educational level, the more sustained and broad the participation appears to be.
What then does it mean to lower the educational level of the citizenry as a whole?
Or, more pointedly, since class and ethnic barriers to political activity are likely
to persist or even be strengthened if certain groups of the population are directed
away from higher education into vocational training, what is really being suggested is a deepened disenfranchisement of poor and minority populations.
Their increased noninvolvement and ignorance could then be taken as further
confirmation of the danger of citizen initiative and proof of a culture of poverty.
But it may well be that they will be no worse off than the rest of us. For the simultaneous need for lower-skilled workers and highly skilled technicians will
leave most people political illiterates, victims of what Mesthene calls the logic of
modern decision making, which, because it requires greater and greater dependence on the collection and analysis of data and on the use of technological devices and scientific techniques, will increasingly relegate "questions which used
to be matters of political debate to professional cadres of technicians and experts which function almost independently of the democratic process." 13
These issues raise the most fundamental question of all: "What is education for in a democratic polity?" Despite differences in time and place almost all
democrats have understood that democratic education (which is not simply
schooling) aims at transforming self-interested private individuals into democratic citizens with the discipline, character, and capacity to judge what needs to
12 "Is the U.S. About to Become a 'Siesta Society'? A Conversation with Amitai Etzioni," U.S.
News and World Report, April 14, 1980, p. 54·
13 Mesthene, "The Role of Technology," p. 177.
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be done. They have also agreed that taking responsibility for sustaining collective life and sharing in the sovereignty of one's community is one of the most
demanding of all human callings. When Aristotle said that man was by nature a
political animal, he meant that the distinctively human life, the life that marks
us off from beasts and gods, was a life lived among fellow citizens, partners in
virtue and friends in action. Like Aristotle, John Stuart Mill argued that the primary prerequisite and aim of good government was the virtue and intelligence
of its citizenry. Democrats agree too that whatever the value of formal education, political education is possible only by living a public life. Finally, most
democrats have understood that democracy does not just happen; that like
other forms of government and ways of life it requires and must instill certain
traits of character, certain values, conceptions of self, civic ideals, and social
practices. Since all societies do these things because their values, conceptions,
and practices provide their coherence and distinctiveness, the issue is not
whether but how one cultivates the necessary moral virtue, the sense of civic responsibility, and the reflective commitment to democratic traditions that sustain a democratic culture.
The question then is "How does one live an ethical life as a democratic citizen in technological society?" or, more properly, "How must one organize and
limit technical expertise and professionalism so that government by the people
becomes meaningful?" Discussion of these questions is prior to any consideration of professional ethics. And such questions themselves are properly debated
by citizens, not professional experts. Indeed, they suggest that there is a tension,
perhaps a contradiction, between professional expertise and democracy.
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Sloven Continent:
Emerson and
an American Idea

I

LARZERZIFF

n the same month that Herman Melville boarded the Acushnet in New Bedford, Ralph Waldo Emerson, fifty miles to the north, delivered a new lecture. "I will not inquire into the oppression of the sailors," he said. "I will not pry
into the usages of our retail trade." Instead he concentrated on the larger proposition that the system of trade on which the prosperity of his country was based
was so general a system of selfishness that "we eat and drink and wear perjury
and fraud in a hundred commodities." 1
Emerson was then thirty-seven years old· and in the full swing of those
powers that had gathered in him after the collapse of his first, singularly mediocre career. The heir of a clerical lineage, he had dutifully and undistinguishedly
attended and graduated from Harvard, prepared for the Unitarian ordination
he received in I 829, and with his first pulpit took also a wife whom he buried less
than two years later. He then resigned his pulpit and, with the help of gifts from
family and friends, set out to travel in Europe in order to discover his true relation to the world. Once back in America, he was able to realize about $I ,200 per
annum from his wife's legacy; this he used to remain apart from the mainstream
of life in his commercial community. He remarried, but his reluctance to return
to the ministry came, he knew, not just from a hesitation to share in a body of religious beliefs but from a positive refusal to become part of business. The
church, he felt, was but a branch of commerce. "If you do not value the Sabbath, or other religious institutions," he remarked, "give yourself no concern
I Ralph Waldo Emerson, "Man the Reformer," Complete Works(London: Riverside Press,
n.d.), vol. I, pp. 22 I-.\1.2.
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about maintaining them. They have already acquired a market value as conservators of property."2
Emerson sat in Concord; he thought, observed, read, wrote in his notebooks, and then wrote from his notes for publication. He began to give lectures,
occasional lectures, and series of lectures, which were soon after to find printed
form and to convince readers. By 1841, the year in which his Essays, First Series
was published, he had acquired a piercing if restricted fame. First young Easterners and then other Americans became aware that apart from the magnetic
field lying between the polarized interests of State Street Boston and the capital
at Washington-between the positive force of trade fighting free of restrictions
and the negative force of the people's government seeking to control rather than
to yield to business-there existed another pasture, commonly called Concord,
in which character was attempting a separation from the minutiae of American
reality in order to discover whether the ultimate meaning of such petty details indeed necessitated that they should exist precisely as they did. It was not a pasture
with fit fodder for many, and those who browsed in the actual, geographical
Concord showed misshape rather than symmetry to the dispassionate observer.
Nathaniel Hawthorne, too, resided there, but in the physical rather than
the spiritual township, as he insisted with such vehemence that at times he appeared to be convincing no one of this fact more strongly than he was trying to
convince himself. Looking about him, Hawthorne wrote:
Never was poor little country village invested with such a variety
of queer, strangely dressed, oddly behaved mortals, most of whom
took upon themselves to be important agents of the world's destiny,
yet were simply bores of a very intense water. Such, I imagine, is the invariable character of persons who crowd so closely about an original
thinker, as to draw in his unuttered breath, and thus become imbued
with a false originality. This triteness of novelty is enough to make any
man, of common sense, blaspheme at all ideas of less than a century's
standing; and pray that the world may be petrified and rendered immovable, in precisely the worst moral and physical state that it ever yet
arrived at, rather than be benefitted by such schemes of such
philosophers. 3
But Hawthorne's skeptical glance at the glassy-eyed and bearded who came
to the actual village of Concord to be near Emerson does not diminish the sym-

2 Ibid., p. 303.
3 Nathaniel Hawthorne, Mosses from an Old Manse, in Works(Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1974), vol. 10, pp. 31-32.
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bolic power the word "Concord" exerted on the many who never visited it. To
them "Concord" meant that within America there could be a place in which man
established his identity with those truths that hid behind appearance and so
worked upon his destiny rather than remaining its mute and willing victim.
Emerson's modest rentier's income had been invested to give his country a native
equivalent of what magnificent fortunes had supplied in other lands in more
splendid institutions such as court and monastery: a place where thought and
imagination could be exercised in relative freedom from immediate consequence; a center of intent both culturally revolutionary and politically powerless. Once this Concord entered into the consciousnesses of young Americans in
fenceless Illinois and in paved Brooklyn, it did not much matter what grotesque
spectacles and fuzzy proclamations assailed the eyes and ears in the lanes of Concord, Massachusetts. Trade and politics were not the inevitable shapers of America's career; thought and imagination also existed and could be made to count.

A

merican life had inhibited the American writer. Its lack of social density
and its high geographical mobility deprived him of a sure location inside
or outside the world of his fellows, and without such a growing place his art was
stunted. His countrymen lacked a common history and were thus a people without a lore. Characteristic native scenes were of so recent a beginning they stood
forth in jagged two-dimension. Time must pass, it seemed clear, before such raw
outlines could deepen and in the mellowing lend resonating value to the house,
the shop, the street. Many lives would have to be lived in these locations before
the landscape had a lore. The so-called nature poets of England, who apparently
turned away from the existence of historical associations in their land, in actuality relied enormously upon them. Their woodland scenes were punctuated by
the smoke ascending from the thatched roof of the peasant; their wild flowers
grew in the clefts of ruins.
Emerson's awareness of this threadbare native condition affected the first
formulations he drew from sources such as Greek philosophy, Oriental scriptures, and post-Kantian thought, and gave them their American coherence. He
felt the force of idealism because it explained to him that those phenomena that
seemed America's very shortcomings were, in fact, its most powerful enablers.
With a natural environment that was as yet largely unhistoricized, America. 'i
could think beyond appearance and see that the afflatus that moved in each mat.
was identical with that which flowed in nature. The selfsame divinity thrust
forth its features in both. What appeared to be an objective nature was in reality
merely mediate, an assemblage of commodities and symbols for the sustenance
of human life and the conveyance of human thought. Each day brought with it
this perpetual revelation so that history, when set in the scale against man's
diurnal opportunity to reclaim his relationship to the universe, was negligible.
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Those older cultures, proud in the possession of time's accumulations, were, in
truth, encumbered. Within them social tradition and artifact had been transmitted for so long so unthinkingly that they had attained the fatal status of objective realities. They were coercing men, whereas all the value they had ever
possessed they had acquired from men who had so imbued them as an expression of the divine flux within the human soul. History was the cursed arresting of
such divinity in forms, and the adherence to the forms as if they were the force
itself. America was blessed in its native poverty of such forms, freed from the
idols that were worshipped in place of the dynamic god.
But America had at least one idol-money-and those who knew its
potency, not just bankers and planters but writers and theorists also, were unmoved by the early Emerson manifesto, Nature, published in I836. The actual,
they felt, had its own rules of conduct and one had to attune one's self to them to
succeed. On the level of petty trade, Emerson's belief that truth did not reside in
appearance was wickedly parodied by everyday experience. A man who worked
in a barter store near Danbury, Connecticut, for example, recalled:
The hatters mixed their inferior furs with a little of their best, and
sold us hats for "otter." We in return mixed our sugars, teas and
liquors, and gave them the most valuable names .... Our cottons were
sold for wool, our wool and cotton for silk and linen .... The customers cheated us in their fabrics; we cheated the customers in our
goods. Each party expected to be cheated, if it was possible. Our eyes
and not our ears, had to be our masters. We must believe little that we
saw, and less that we heard. 4
Tocqueville saw beyond such crooked penny-catching to the larger matter and
did not hesitate to declare that trade was the romance of the moderns and America was the modern nation of nations, so that there heroism was to be located in
trade, not in artistry or war. In their bold and zestful commercial dealings, he
said, Americans were not following calculation but an impulse of their natures.
This, however, was not what Emerson meant by the heroism of nature, and his
idealistic message was, it seemed, apart from the realities.
Then, in I 837, the sway of the actual broke down. Its rules were exposed as
blind superstitions; the reality built up from the tiny maxims of Benjamin
Franklin, the confident speculations of the China merchants, the style of the
great planation owners, and the daring of the dealers in western lands was fractured, and through the cracks there opened the space through which Emerson's
light could shine. The Pani<;: of I 837 silenced the shouts of national confidence,
4 P. T. Barnum, The Life of P. T. Barnum, Written by Himself (London: Redfield, r8ss),
p. 75·
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and in the hush Emerson's voice was heard. In the I84os the economy recovered
and growth became the dominant feature of American life. The tonnage engaged in foreign trade soared within twenty years to the highest point reached
before World War I; the 2,8 I 8 miles of railroad in I 840 were so rapidly increased
that by I 853 Chicago, St. Louis, and the northwest branch of the Missouri had
been reached. 5 But I837 was remembered, and ever thereafter there were listeners for Emerson's message. Indeed they turned up in what seemed at first the
oddest places, but which were on reflection very fitting.
Henry Varnum Poor, for example, believed that man's mind was stronger
than institutions and that it could be made to control the chaos of the investment
market. First as editor of the American Railroad Journal and then as agent for
the investor, he standardized the speculative wilderness. Poor knew Emerson
and was stirred to his undertaking by Emerson's ideas. 6
Freeman Hunt of Quincy was formed by the Panic of I 837 and the voice of
Emerson that sounded then in his native region. In I839 he founded his
Merchant's Magazine and Commercial Review in New York, a journal that
served Karl Marx, among others, as the best source of information on the American economy, and in it printed echoes of the self-reliantdoctrine he had heard:
Sit not with folded hands, calling on Hercules. Thine own arms is
the demi-god. It was given thee to help thyself .... There is an equality
in all, and the resolute will and pure heart may ennoble either [the
study, office, counting-room, workshop, or furrowed field].
But no duty requires thee to shut out beauty, or to neglect the
influences that may unite thee with heaven. 7

E

merson's address on "The American Scholar" was his melodramatic entry
onto the stage of American life. More than sixty years after the United
States had declared political independence, here, observers felt, was at long last
the declaration of intellectual independence. That address was delivered to a
highly specialized audience, the members and guests of the Phi Beta Kappa
Society at Harvard. But it was delivered in August of the panic year of I 837, the
worst year the United States of America had ever experienced, and both the au-

5 See Ernest L. Bogart and Donald L. Kemmerer, Economic History of the American People,
2nd ed. (New York: Longman, Green, 1947), and George Rogers Taylor, The Transportation
Revolution, 1815-1860 (New York: Rinehart, 1951).
6 Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., "Henry Varnum Poor," in Men in Business, ed. William Miller
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1952), p. 255.
7 Freeman Hunt, Lives of American Merchants, 1856, 1858 (reprinted.; New York: A.M.
Kelley, 1969), vol. 1, p. xlvii.
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dience that heard it and that which read it were opened to its meanings. Before
Emerson reached the platform in August the price of cotton had fallen by
almost one-half; mobs had demonstrated repeatedly in the streets of New York
and in response to the inflated prices of food and fuel had looted the city's flour
warehouses; the major banks had suspended specie payments; and the sale of
public lands in the West had fallen by some 82 percent. The panic not only affected the subsistence of hundreds of thousands; it broke the merger of political
and economic interests that had slowly but promisingly been developed in the
earlier years of the decade. Then George Bancroft, Jacksonianism's optimistic
theorist, had made strong anticapital pronouncements, and craft-centered trade
societies had been engaged in political action as well as the strike to gain both
economic ends and such social benefits as the extension of free education. The
panic pulverized cooperative enterprise as well as individuals, and Emerson
spoke from amidst the ruins of American morale.
He spoke, however, as founder-member of the only party that had won
ground in the panic-the idealists. While both Democrat and Whig, both worker
and entrepreneur, both farmer and industrialist, both Southerner and Northener had suffered a common defeat that swallowed the smaller skirmishes they
had gained or lost against one another, Emerson noted with some grim satisfactjpn that this, in SUfil1 me~l}t fJ;lat tp~ ~ricanpommitmel!!..tO the actual existence of a ractical world, one which ruled affairs b discernible laws, was now
~the fiction
at 1 was. ssertions of the primacy of inborn values
and affirmations of the individual's abilit to control hi destin rather than submit to it could, in the breakdown of the economy, no lo ger be dismissed as
:t fv\ ().. ; ""1 1 '
crackpot. Emerson told his notebook in May 1837:
,c.__

c~"i~\A,

I Prudence itself is at her wit's end. Pride and Thrift & Expediency, who

I

jeered and chirped and were so well pleased with themselves and made
\ ~erry with the dream as they termed it of philosophy & love: Behold
~y are all flat and here is the Soul erect and unconquered still. 8

An audience was now prepared to listen to such declarations as "Let
be worse cotton and better men," 9 because t~e se~rpinglc¥ !U&:i£Ql2aqlt laws t!J.at
c
elled better cotton and worse men had proved to be m~iru}.JJlult
had d~§!r,pye,d ggt,_£9_1,
Wit is Harvard address in the offing,
Emerson told himself: "Let me begin anew. Let me teach the finite to know its

8 Ralph Waldo Emerson, The Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks(Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, Belknap Press, r'J(ir-), vol. 5, p. 332. Since this is a diplomatic edition I have
not reproduced the full punctuation in quotations from it.
9 Emerson, "The Method of Nature," Works, vol r, p. 184.
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Master. Let me ascend above my fate and work down upon my world." 10 The
party of the idealist was now possible, a party that must always be the party of
one, because by definition it had to be the emergence of one plus one plus one
i rather than of a group responding to external circumstances or submitting to a
collective will. The head was not made to serve the feet.
Emerson began his address with the old fable of the beginning in which the
gods divided man into men so that he might be more helpful to himself, "just as
the hand was divided into fingers, the better to answer its end." 11 That, he
asserted, should serve as a reminder that there is "One Man," not doctors, professors, farmers, and shopkeepers, but one man. Each was an original unit, "a
fountain of power." Unfortunately, American society in its geographical,
social, and economic divisions had amputated man from his trunk, severed him
from his instincts, and in the streets one saw walking monsters, "a good finger, a
neck, a stomach, an elbow, but never a man."
He set out to teach original man how to reclaim himself. First, he must
learn from the nature so abundant around him that at times its very plenitude
hid what it was: "the opposite of his soul, answering to it part for part. One is
seal and one is print. Its beauty is the beauty of his own mind." Therefore, the
maxim "Know thyself' and the maxim "Study nature" are one and the same.
Next the American must gain a right sense of the influence of the past.
Emerson praised noble books, the past's chief means of access to the American
present, but praised them for their capacity to transmit the living voice of their
authors-the manifestations of the same flux that moved tlirough fiie
r~rather than for any aesthetic stasis they achieved. Books worked when
they worked just as nature did, answering the spirit within man with the corresponding spirit within creation. When authorial stamina broke down or when the
authorial pen was deflected from the line of force, books, and even the greatest
were not exempt, were valueless. The sacredness of great writing stems from the
act of thought kinetically present in it, not from the text itself. The poet chanting
is divine, the chant is not. When men come to read the writings themselves rather
than to respond to the spirit moving in them they have fallen into the same corruption as occurs when love of a saint's life is debased into worship of his statue.
"I had better never see a book," said Emerson, "than be warped by its attraction clean out of my orbit, and made a satellite instead of a system." He saw
this, to the bottom:

I

The discerning will read, in his Plato or Shakespeare, only that least
part,-only the a,uthentic utterances of the oracle,-all the rest hereEmerson, Journals, vol. 5, p. 332.
Emerson, "The American Scholar," Works, vol.
this text.
10

II

1,

p. 82. Subsequent quotations are from
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jects, were it never so many times Plato's and Shakespeare's. Every
thing that tends to insulate the individual,-to surround him with barriers of natural respect, so that each man shall feel the world is his, and
man shall treat with man as sovereign state with a sovereign
state,-tends to true union as well as greatness.
The union of selfish interests in America had proved false; the American Union
itself was so unless men could base it on individual identities.
The past had protested, and today we might well protest again, that utterance is not separable from its manner; that its authenticity stems not from inherent content but from the realization achieved by form. Emerson was not immune to such effects. But to yield to them was for him to exchange original
potency for borrowed aids. It showed a modesty. that was ultimately cowardice
as respect for inherited wisdom facilely became avoidance of self-awareness. \
Unless a man had firmly fixed in him the prime truth that he was in his wholeness
as original as any other man who is or has been-not as good or as smart or as
handsome, but as integrally original-he was condemned to a reduction of the)
divine intent. History did not make m. en except insofar as m
... en lost sight of themselves; men made themselves,- and the sunrise each morqing brought news to the
corresponding soul that this ;asso:--,,, ) f~.t~fvcJ~A-(f"L{.J
Emerson was advocating the mythic'nature bf our existence, the constant
possibility for man to be in touch with his creation and in living along that channel to determine his daily reality. Man is not the creature of history, and a year in
which history went all wrong, 1837, served to underline the proposition that it
was not history that was at fault but those who lived history rather than their
own lives.
Approaching the great American brag-that the country produces men to
match its geographical sublimity-Emerson put the emphases where he knew
that they belonged:
Public and private avarice make the air we breathe thick and fat.
The scholar is decent, indolent, complaisant. See already the tragic consequences. The mind of this country, taught to aim at low objects, eats
upon itself. There is no work for any but the decorous and complaisant.
Young men of the fairest promise who began life upon our shores,
inflated by the mountain winds, shined upon by all the stars of God,
find the earth below not in unison with these, but are hindered from
action by the disgust which the principles on which business is managed
inspire, and tum drudges, or die of disgust, some of them suicides.
The remedy was clear: plant yourself on your instincts and the world will come
round.
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His message was in conflict with the way in which American democracy had
imagined itself, specifically opposed, it seemed, to Jacksonianism's assertion of
fte people against property. Emerson's sympathies were against property, but
V the weapon with which he opposed it was not the people; it was the person. He
was thereby caught in a tangle from which he persistently sought to extricate
himself without snapping the strands of truth.
On one hand, America's redemption resided in man's individual spiritual
enterprise, but the only visible correlative of this was the economic enterprise of
the entrepreneur. As much as he despised the belly-serving of the capitalist,
Emerson could not back down from the logic that provided the enterprising
moneymaker as a symbol of self-realization. "The harvest," he was compelled to
admit from his philosophy, "will be better preserved & go farther laid up in private bins, in each farmer's corn barn, & each woman's basket, than if it were
kept in national granaries." Planting one's self on one's instincts meant individual not collective effort:
Take away from me the feeling that I must depend upon myself, give
me the least hint that I have good friends & backers there in reserve
who will gladly help me, & instantly I relax my diligence & obey the
first impulse of generosity that is to cost me nothing and a certain
slackness will creep over my conduct of affairs. 12
On the other hand, the materialism of private economic enterprise was also
the very reverse of the idealism that alone gave the key to life:
The Rich & the Poor. Alas the poor are the poor of these rich ...
they also sought to be rich & their grief now is not that the rich are rich,
but that themselves are not. They load these last with every name of
opprobrium; they tell all their selfishness & grieve that they themselves
are not able to be as selfish & worthless. The rich also are no better;
they are the rich of these poor. 1 3
How to break into this herding of avarice and restore the constituent particles to
their true identities? Democracy as demagoguery kept them in their massed con"
dition through appeals to interest rather than to reason. "The Best are never
demoniacal or magnetic but all brutes are," 14 he insisted. And what the politicians did was to assert unreasoning attraction on the sheer magnetic force of the
mob. If he was to liberate them into the custody of their reason he must believe
that reason did exist, and, counter to the mode of public harangues adapted to
12 Emerson, Journals, vol. 8, p. 319.
13 Ibid., p. 264.

14 Ibid., vol. 7, p. 376.
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an assumed popular ignorance, he had to proceed from the proposition that
"The people know as much & reason as well as we can do." 15
A contradictory mood told him that the mob was "the emblem of unreason; ~
mere muscular & nervous motion, no thought, no spark of spiritual life in it." 16
But was that, after all, contradictory? The point was that there was in reality no
mob, only thinking beings, and that the apparent mob was mere symbol of a
falsehood fostered in malice or in ignorance by the politicians and the press.
One day in 1838 George Bancroft sought to impress Emerson with the
power that resided in the press, and talked of the Boston Globe. It had, Bancroft
said, a circulation of 3o,ooo, and since each copy was read by ten people its editorial articles were read by 30o,ooo persons. He pronounced this awesome fact,
Emerson recalled, with "deepmouthed elocution." But Emerson felt that hereplied badly to Bancroft when he muttered that he wished that if they wrote for so
many they could write better, and thus let the matter lapse. What he should have
told Bancroft but told his notebook instead was: "What utter nonsense to name
in my ear this number, as if that were anything. 3,ooo,ooo such people as can
read the Globe with interest are as yet in too crude a state of nonage to deserve
any regard." 17 To deserve any regard, that is, because of their sheer number. As
individuals each should be brought rapidly to outgrow his nonage.
His wrestlings with the monster, mob, the phantom of unreason conjured
up from the body of reasoning Americans, arrived finally at this conclusion:
Concert, men think, is more powerful than isolated effort & think
to prove it arithmetically with slate & pencil: but concert is neither
better nor worse neither more nor less potent than individual force ....
Let there be one man, let there be truth & virtue in one man, in two men,
in ten men, then can there be concert; then is concert for the first time
possible; now nothing is gained by adding zeroes, but when there is love
& truth, these do naturally & necessarily cohabit, cooperate, & bless. 18

T

en years after the great panic Emerson traveled to England to lec.ture at the
invitation of the Mechanics' Institutes of Lancashire andY orkshire. With
the American economy now booming along he had come to adjust his timetable
but not his message, come to see that his ideas would have to accompany and
temper American life, starting independent moral revolutions within individuals rather than directly shaping the course of public life. But this, he could reflect without rationalization, was in the very nature of the doctrine. "Wherever a
15 Ibid., vol. 3, p. 136.
16 Ibid., vol. 5, p.

100.

17 Ibid., p. 462.
18 Ibid., vol. 7, pp. 437-38.
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man comes," he had written, "there comes revolution," 19 and he was committed
to walking this path. He could, therefore, accept that such outrageous pieces of
public behavior as the annexation of Texas were to be resisted because they were
immoral and yet were inevitable because they proceeded from irresistible
feelings. More and more he received signs that individuals-Margaret Fuller,
Henry Varnum Poor, Henry David Thoreau-were taking his message and that
from such, eventually, America would take its most consequential shape.
While at home Emerson was a sage committed to cutting across the national current; abroad he was an American voice. In inviting him, the Mechanics'
Institutes were inviting an American who would speak to their condition from
the perspective of a more liberal society in which the dignity of the worker was
more sacred than in England and the opportunity for his advance far less
restricted.
Americans had always been edgy about the English view of them. They
responded to English criticism at times with abject humility, at other times with
defiant aggressiveness, revealing in either response a deep prerational attachment. England still stood as parent. What had the youthful nation to show as
compensation for the rich cultural inheritance it had forsaken when it cut the
family ties?
Travelers came to America from France and Germany and Russia to learn
what this new society could tell them about the reorganization of their societies,
a reorganization they felt was inevitable; the principal question was whether
America could supply the vital clues to the forces of liberalization or whether
when that reorganization came it would result in reinforced autocracies. But travelers who came from England were free of such concerns. Their identity was
solid; their future was not revolutionary but, when change was called for, would
be shaped by specific reforms in keeping with the national character; their
curiosity was directed at the manners rather than the ideals of the Americans
because life in Britain had taught them that ideals were vapor, while personal conduct was the essential mark of what a people is. They did not listen to what Americans claimed for themselves, but they listened to their tone and found it
dreadful.
Hence the raw sensitivity of Americans to judgments offered in a British
accent. The tone itself was all the validation the judgment required; Americans
could not respond adequately because whatever principles they proclaimed, they
had no certain tone as counterweight. Emerson had felt this inequality of force as
a young man when he visited England and returned home to the realization that
the British influencethere was prejudicial, that Americans seeking their own voice
had to be on guard against it. "Geniu.s," he had concluded, "is the enemy of

I

19 Emerson, "The Divinity School Address," Works, vol. 1, p. 144.
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genius. "20 During that first visit to England he had been an avowed learner, grateful for the time and courtesies extended his unknown self by such as Wordsworth
and Coleridge, for all the finger-wagging admonitions about America that they
also extended without solicitation. Now in 1847 he would learn through listening
to himself whether the American had developed a characteristic voice that in itself
proclaimed the existence of a significant society. He had tried to prepare for the
test. Even in the flush of his first recognition in America, he had seen his own
potential limitations when he had looked at a young American admirer and commented, "He does not see any body who calls him to account or who in all respects
overtops him & so he has contented himself with easy exertions .... The Americans are too easily pleased."21

E

merson's mature reflections on his English journey, English Traits, were
not published until 1856, a larger lapse between occasion and reflection than was usual with him. The book's pages are dominated by images of solidity, of the concrete, immovable "thereness" of the Englishman's face and body
and lands and houses and monuments, a coherent density that is so weighty it
thickens customs, religious practices, and social rituals into corporeality. In a
manner that must today strike us as anachronistic, he attempts in one chapter to
get at the English character through a consideration of the races that contribute to
it, but even here the dominating concern is that of physical manifestation. He is
not so much asserting the real existence of racial traits as attempting to account for
the ponderous import of the people and their culture. So sure and steady is this
presence that mind must yield to tradition among the English: "They have difficulty in bringing their reasort to act, and on occasions use their memory first. "22
This is said as much in respectful awe as in criticism.
What Emerson arrives at as he probes this impressive presence is the factitiousness of English life. The term today has immediate pejorative connotations
and such are not, eventually, missing from Emerson's use. -But in his first reach he
is attempting to convey the long and man-made history of the English, the sense in
which1 they carved their landscape from what it at first was not, blended their
primitive races into a better mix that became the Englishman, and formed their
society as a conscious product of political economy. Artificial, another pejorative
word, meant "by art"; and in describing the artificiality of England Emerson was
not condemning so much as he was marveling at the ability of these people to have
moved against nature rather than in accord with it and to have converted brute
races and a dreary island climate into the center of civilization as well as the most
massive political force in the mopern world. The result was a great society, and the
20
21
22

Emerson, Journals, vol. 5, p. 197.
Ibid., vol. 8, p. 122.
Emerson, English Traits, in Works, vol. 5, p.

110.
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question arose as to whether American success as well must come from such a
conscious human opposition to the primitive. Was political economy the necessary shaper? Was nature the stone for carving rather than the correspondent to
the questing soul?
Moved by the mellow decencies of the dinner hour, the embodiment in
London of all social life could want, the existence in Oxford of a world in which
fame could be had for study, he went also to Manchester to learn the lesson that
it and all the industrial towns of England had to teach. What he saw was the degeneration of men, a cruelly actual reduction of them to the fragments he had
personified in his Harvard address as walking monsters-a good finger, a neck,
an elbow. Now the same phenomenon was encountered rather than
imaginatively projected as he saw that England, and America also soon in
following the same industrial path, came to its wealth and culture through the
degradation of its workers. "The robust rural Saxon degenerates in the mills to
the Leicester stockinger, to the imbecile Manchester spinner,-far on the way to
spiders and needles." Strength, wit, and versatility were stolen by the division of
labor that put in their place "a pin-polisher, a buckle-maker." The glories of a
factitious society depending from the principles of political economy dictated
that for that society's well-being whole towns would have to be sacrificed "like
ant-hills, when the fashion of shoe-strings supersedes buckles, when cotton
takes the place of linen, or railways of turnpikes." The free trade he had
managed consistently to admire in America and in world history as the conveyor
of ideas as well as commodities, the relentlessly beneficial destroyer of the walls
of prejudice as well as the walls of nations, he now saw, also eventuated in the
deceits compelled by a competitive market in which the lowest-priced goods
were the goods bought in quantity. "England is aghast at the disclosure of her
fraud in the adulteration of food, of drugs, and of almost every fabric in her
mills and shops," he wrote, "finding that milk will not nourish, nor pepper bite
the tongue, nor glue stick."
With this perception of the base of the splendid English edifice, Emerson's
admiration of the factitiousness of the world's greatest culture, its magnificent,
deliberate assertion in the face of and counter to nature, now took on a pejorative tone. "In true England," he concluded, "all is false and forged." The last
word resounds its double meaning: forged because struck off from resisting
materials and forged because fake.
Emerson looked at essentially the same conditions as Marx and Engels were
observing in essentially the same regions, and his analysis is not innocent of their
sharp sense of economic cause. And yet the counter he offers to such conditions
is in value curiously detached from the observations that formed its occasion.
"Society," he says, "is admonished of the mischief of the division of labor, and
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that the best political economy is care and culture of men. "23 Critic that he was
of the ravages let loose in America as well as England by the doctrines of unrestricted capitalistic enterprise, he was, nevertheless, totally distrustful of collective action as the remedy. On the basis of his American experience, collective
or class consciousness meant mob consciousness, and he could not but conceive
of such as a meretricious extension of the manipulation of the American politicians and journalists who had created from men the fiction of a mob in order to
gain power. His mind adhered to the necessity of remedying economic exploitation by confirming the laborer in his individuality rather than entrenching him
more deeply in his nonentity through subjugating him to a collective wilL History, he insists as he looks at history's greatest modern monument, England,
must not be yielded to as real or all is lost. Ideals may not, as actualities must,
yield tone; yet ideals are the reality.

O

ne afternoon in England, Emerson and his British friends, Carlyle among
them, found themselves trapped indoors by rain. They had planned a
continuation of their tour and in the frustration of it conversation moved
heavily, perhaps even a bit irritably. His friends began teasing Emerson, asking
him "whether .there were any Americans?-any with an American idea?" He
recognized the question for the blunt but accurate challenge that it was. He
could not respond by telling them of the theory of democracy, for, indeed, had
that not come in good part from English thinkers? Nor of the Puritan notion of
the sanctity of the soul and its unimpeded access to the divinity, for had that not
also migrated to America from England? He could not cite American institutions-certainly there was an American practice but these men were teasing him
to produce an American idea. Had there ever been, was there one?
"Thus challenged," Emerson recalled,
I bethought myself neither of caucuses nor congress, neither of presidents nor cabinet-ministers, nor of such as would make of America
another Europe. I thought only of the simplest and purest minds; I
said, "Certainly yes;-but those who hold it are fanatics of a dream
which I could hardly care to relate to your English ears, to which it
might be ridiculous-and yet it is the only true." 24
Then, taking the plunge and, as it turned out, gaining little understanding, he
attempted to explain it. In 1848, that year of failed revolutions, America's leading thinker, compelled to produce an original American idea, talked not of
religious freedom, universal suffrage, or common literacy. He mentioned,
rather, what he called the "dogma of no-government and non resistance."
23 His reaction to the industrial condition is in ibid., pp. 163-64.
24 Ibid., p. 72.
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This dogma is, centrally, that of the Garrisonian abolitionists. Derived by
them from Christ's injunction to individuals not to resist evil, it was transformed
by those who in Emerson's America were called nonresistants into an opposition
to any pretension on the part of man to regulate his fellow man through legal
coercion. Slavery, although the most flagrant, was not the only example of a
widespread, blasphemous usurpation of the governing power that is God's
alone. In an acceptable contemporary sense of the word these people were anarchists, although in their application of the term they were sincerely antianarchist, because the rule of Christ was for them the rule of order while that of
human government was the rule of disorder. 25 In citing them Emerson was announcing that the original American idea is that it is the right, indeed the duty,
of each person to resist any human authority-parent, institutionalized church,
state, public opinion-that goes counter to his conscience. The only true majority, even in a democracy, is the majority of one man's sense of right.
In the year before Emerson left for England, his friend Thoreau, in whose
care he was to leave his home, refused to pay his poll tax to Massachusetts since
the state, he felt, condoned slavery by remaining in union with slaveholding
states and cooperating in the unjust Mexican War. When, as a result, he was
imprisoned for a night, he shrugged the matter off with the comment that under
a government that imprisons men unjustly the only place for a just man is
prison. He likened the state to a timid old woman in fear of losing her spoons.
Emerson agreed with Thoreau's principles but he disagreed with the particular gesture of nonpayment of taxes. He was thus compelled to an explanation
of why he would go on paying them:
The State is a poor good beast, who means the best: it means
friendly. A poor cow who does well by you,-do not grudge it its hay.
It cannot eat bread as you can, let it have without grudge a little grass for
its four stomachs. It will not stint to yield you milk from its teat. You
who are a man walking cleanly on two feet will not pick a quarrel with a
poor cow. Take this handful of clover & welcome. But if you go to hook
me when I walk in the fields, then poor cow, I will cut your throat. 26
The state figured in the European imagination as a leviathan, a labyrinth, a
devouring machine, an impregnable fortress. These Americans saw it in images
of a fearful old woman, a poor cow. Where puny man is contrasted with the
might of authority in other cultures, Emerson's contrast is between an upright,
cleanly creature and a dependent, lowing beast who should repay kindness but
who, if she does not, can easily be dispatched. Nothing he imagined about America could exceed in stature and in power the simple, separate person. In Euro25 See Lewis Perry, Radical Abolitionism (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1973), for an excellent analysis of these ideas.
26 Emerson, Journals, vol. 9, p. 446.
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pean political philosophy individualism was synonymous with selfishness, social
anarchy, and divisive, egocentric assertion. Its fu.nction at best was one of generating a transition to a higher level of social harmony than the level of class exploitation. So Giuseppe Mazzini, exiled in England, who went to hear Emerson .
lecture there because he knew him to be the friend of his own dear friend, Margaret Fuller, could only report to her, "His work, I think, is greatly needed in
America, but in our own world we stand in need of one who will ... appeal to collective influences and inspiring so.urces, more than to individual improvem.ent."27
In America, however, individualism was the goal itself, Emerson felt,
because the freedom for which America stood, the new chance offered by that!
continent, was freedom from the fiction of the herd, the chance again to attune
one's instincts to what nature echoed.
The rain finally abated and Emerson and his friends went on their way to
Winchester. The conversation became more sprightly, and passing through the
gentle, molded English countryside, the companions began to talk about American landscape, forest, houses. Emerson was asked questions about them he did
not find it easy to answer. He says,

1

There, I thought, in America, lies nature sleeping, overgrowing,
almost conscious, too much by half for man in the picture, and so·
giving a certain tristesse, like the rank vegetation of swamps and
forests seen at night, steeped in dews and rains, which it loves; and on
it man seems not able to make much irripression.

This rankness, this resistance to man, was, in the bone, the source of the doctrine
of nonresistance that he had elaborated as the American idea, and now in the sunshine following rain the cultivated beauty that was England and of which he felt
himself quite too sensible-"Every one is on his good behavior and must be
dressed for dinner at six"-overwhelmed him and he could not adequately explain
the details of the rough, unfinished landscape whence he came or why he loved it.
He thought of his homeland, "that great sloven continent," with yearning
and yet with a deep inability to express to his dear friends why this should be,
why his heart went out to the slovenliness not in pity, as he contrasted it with the
finished beauties through which they were passing, but in hope that it would
never lose its imfactitiousness, but would harbor it and visit its meaning on its
native sons. "In high Alleghany pastures, in the sea-wide sky-skirted prairie, still
sleeps and murmurs and hides the great mother, long since driven away from the
trim hedge-rows and over-cultivated garden of England,"28 he thought.
He thought; but he could n_?t speak it to his friends. The common language
no longer grew from common things.
27 Joseph Jay Deiss, The Roman Years of Margaret Fuller (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell,
11}69), p. 107.
28 Emerson, English Traits, p. 288.
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